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The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon. November 29, 1976

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —The
General Assembly should proceed
Cautiousty----M--creating new district
- judgeships and should avoid full
' financing of the new court system,Gov.
Julian Carroll says.
The governor said Sunday that he will
tell the legislature, which convenes
Wednesday, "Don't make the mistake
\J naming too many at the expense of
the taxpayers. Name a fewer number
... and, then, if you're wrong at naming
,too few, then Increase them at future
'sessions..."
Carroll made the comments in an
nterview on WHA..S-TV here.
Implementation of the judicial article
will 'be one of the main tasks of the
legislature. It also will consider such
issues as the death penalty, mine safety
and workmen's compensation.
Special judicial and legislative
committees have recommended that as
many as 135 district judges be named,

(-\

while Carroll reportedly favors only 90.
Asked if that number would be sufficient, the governor did not answer
directly, but said "it ought to be a very
conservative number."
Declaring that the new judicial
system shouldn't be financed at "100
per cent need," Carroll said that for
every dollar put into the justice system,
there would be one less dollar to spend
on education or health facilities.
The governor said that neither
elementary. and secondary education
nor health services are financed at 100
5er cent need,adding:
"All I'm saying (to the legislature ) is
try to determine what 100 per cent of
need is — and then reduce it."
Carroll estimated that it will cost
about $75,000 a year for each district
judge, including salary, which, he said,
probably would run about $27,500.
The governor also said it would be
"totally impossible" to finance resident
safety analysts at the 700 to 800 underground mines in Kentucky.
"We re going to finance 100 inspectors nd that Will cost almost $3
million," he said.
Carroll also announced that Terry
McBrayer, the newly appointed state
commerce commissioner„ would be his
personal emissary in Louisville,
Lexington and Northern Kentucky to
discuss urban problems and projects.

The Murray Chamber of Commerce will &Ise rvi: its allth Anniversary with
a banquet tonight at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
In commemoration of the Chamber's anniversary, The Murray Ledger &
20.page_tabloi4--sectioa- of the
Times .is todaypublishing a
newspaper. Thesection.containsarticles about the-formation of-the chamber
as well -as the direction the chamber will take in the future, in addition to
many phOtos, old and new.
Readers are encouraged to look through the section and discover what the
Murray Chamber of Commerce is.
The highlight of tonight's banquet will be the naming of the year's "Citizen
'of the Year," ari honor bestowed annually by the local chamber on a leading
citizen.
Speaker for tonight's banquet, which will also feature a slide presentation
on Kentucky_ industry and -tourism, will be Jim Vernon, Kentucky Commissioner of Public Information.

Ice covered most city streets in
Murray Sunday, and, forced school
closings around the area today, as well
as causing several accidents. .
Calloway County Schools were closed
today, and the Murray City Schools
were operating one hour later than
usual.
Temperatures hit the lowest mark of
the season last night, dipping into the

Mary Jane Littleton; Democratic
Chairman for Calloway County, announced today that the precinct
WASHINGTON (API —The Supreme -would invade the former President's
meeting to elect new precinct cornprivacy and prove embarrassing to
on
Court
today agreed to hear arguments
held
be
mitteemembers will
him.
in former President Richard M.
Saturday, December 4, 10 a.m., at the
"The tapes at issue are not recorNixon's bid for control of White House
polling place used by the respective
dings of bedrooni or other intimate
tape recordings and other records of bis
precincts in the last presidential
conversations, and the embarrassment
administration.
election.
Mr. Nixon fears is not republication of
The justices agreed to review a
At these meetings, registered
highly personal matters," Barden
decision of a three-judge federal court
Democratic voters from each precinct
said.
will choose a precinct committeeman, in Washington upholding • the
The court, in ordering the U.S.
A 17-year old Muldenberg County
Presidential Materials and Recordings
committeewoman, and a youth
District Court to devise a procedure for
youth drowned in Lake Barkley about
Preservation Act passed by Congress in
member who shall be 30 years of age or
making the tapes public, said the
noon Saturday when the boat in which
1974.
under, all of whom shall be Democrats
recordings are "conversations between
he was a passenger capsized near
The act gives the General Services
registered in the precinct. These
business -associates admitted into
Linton, according to Trigg County Civil
corrunitteemembers will then meet on
Administration control over an
evidence as proof of criminal
Defense authorities.
'Saturday, December 11, to elect the •estimated 42 million pages of
misconduct."
Dead is Tinuny Stovall, son of Mr.
County Executive Committee. In addocuments, including about 200,0%)
If the tapes are eventually released,
and Mrs. Ecolas Stovall, Greenville Rt.
dition, they will, during the upcoming
prepared or reviewed by Nixon,and SOS
five-inch reels of tape.
. the public will learn the tone and infour years, aid in Party communication
flections of voice used in conversations
Stovall, a senior at Graham High
by keeping records and informing
The material is -available to Nixon
Murray City Police have reported the
of Nixon and Watergate figures John D.
School, and three companions were' arrest of Larry Fugate, age 20, on
Democrats of Party meetings.
and to officers of the executive branch
Ehrlictunan, H.R. Hidden-Ian, John
duck hunting on the lake when their 12Every Democrat registered to vote as
of government, subject to GSA
charges of-theft by unlawful taking and
Dean and others. The public will find
foot aluminum jon boat overturned, also drug charges.
of October 4 is invited and encouraged
regulations. Nixon contends that GSA
out what "expletives" were deleted
said Dan Thomas, Trigg County Civil
to
participate
in
these
meetings
and
the
material
violates
his
-control of
Police said Fugate is being held on
written transcripts of the
from
Defense dir.sctor.
rights to-privacy.
$2,500 bond in the city jail on charges Of - should attend to insure that his voice be
recordings.
Morris-Wells, 19, Tony Cobb, 18, and
heard
in
the
selection
of
County
prepare
calls
for
the
GSA
to
$100,
and
The
act
over
taking,
theft by unlawful
U.S. Disteict Judge John J.Sirica had
Charles M. Moore, TA, swam to shore
Democeatic leadership for the next foie j regulations to govern public access to
also possession, and trafficking in
that the taped should be withheld
ruled
from
rescue
Stovall
after Attempting to
years.
the material and Submit Ahem to
marijuana.
from public distribution temporarily,
•i
the chilly water.
Congress for approval, The first set of
and it was his decision which was
proposed regulations was rejected by
appealed to the Circuit Court by seveTal
the Senate last year, a second set was
broadcast news organizations.
withdrawn by the GSA and a third was
On Dec. 20, 1974 — one day after
vetoed by the House on Sept. 14.
President Ford signed the Presidential
On Oct. 26, the U.S. Circuit Court of
Materials andRecordings ?reservation
Appeals in Washington ruled that the
Act — Nixon filed suit in federal court
White House tapes played during the
to have the law declared unWatergate cover-up trial of Nixon's top
constitutional as an invasion of his
advisers could be released tat,tie public.
privacy and of the powers of the
"By definition, the tapes played at
oresidency.
the trial are no longer confidential,"
The three-judge court ..found .
Chief Judge David L. Bazelon said in a
as
"doubtful" that a former presid
two-page opinion rejecting arguments
ecutive
entitled to claim the lirnite
by Nixon's attorneys .that the tapes
privilege which a pre ' efit has to
protect his corlfide • dealings with
his advisers.
In any eve
it found that the act
would inf ge only slightly on confidenti y, because government arLocal Scene
chi •
would screen the material
Dear Abby
ore it could be made public.
Horoscope
As to the privacy claim, the court
Opinion Page
Crossword .
said this could not be tested until after
•
Let's Stay Well
.5
the regulations have been adopted.
Sports
.6,7
.
Farm Pages
8,9
Deaths& Funerals
10
Comics..
12
Classified Se
12, 13, 14, 15
mrnerce.... 20 Pages
Chamber o
Clear and cold tonight, low near 10.
Freds
12 Pages
Mostly
sunny and continued cold with
Big
12 Pages
highs in the mid 20s Tuesday. Partly
8
Pages
OPEN HOUSE—Open house was held at Carter School on Nov. 16. Parents were able in visit with teachers and to
sunny and Continued cold Wednesday.
inspect work done by their children. Here, parents are visiting the library and media center. From left are Mr. and
Mrs. Johnston and Shannon,and Nancy Beate, teacher's aide.

with Mrs. lnalu
Lob and Mrs. lerrell White .and their son Jared are visiting
Carter.
teacher
at
grade
second
Francis,

•
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Shaw and their son Stephen are Lilking with Mrs. Carolyn
Colson,Stephen's second grade teacher at Carter.

lower teens in Calloway County.
Murray City Police reported 14 auto
accidents over the weekend, with only
one resulting in injuries.
Two persons were injured in a onecar accident Sunday at 2:28 p. m.,
according to police. Dorothy Turner, ot
Cadiz, was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
injuries received, and Mrs. Maggie s
Newberry, a passenger in the car, was
listed in satisfactory condition today at
the local hospital after being admitted
with multiple face and hand injuries.
Police said the pccident occurred on
Chestnut Street, when an unidentified
car pulled out-in front of the Turner car. •
The-Turner ear-went- out of control on
the icy street, and overturned in a
ditch.
For Kentucky drivers, the snow,sleet
and freezing rain that pelted the state
meant only incoiVenience. For a
Lexington family returning home from
Tallahassee, Fla. in their private
airplane, the inclement weather meant
tragedy.
At least two highway fatalities in
Kentucky were also attributed to the
- weather;state police said.
Dominick Lapera, 41, his wife,
Jacqueline, 34, and two of their children
were killed when their twin-engine
Piper Apache crashed at the end of a
runway while attempting to land at
Bluegrass Field in Lexington.
Two other children were injured. A •
son, Anthony, 17, was listed in Atka'
condition at St. Joseph Hospital in
Lexington, and another daughter,
Nancy,7-was listed in serious condition.
Lexington police said the,crash appeared "weather-related." At the time
of the crash, the National Weather
Service reported treating drizzle, sleet-and fog in-the Lexington area.
• Similar weather throughout much of
Kentucky caused a rash of traffic accidents, long- traffic jams
numerous school closings, aut
ns died on
Altogether, at least 11
during the
Kentucky highwa
Thanksgiving NI' y period between 6
and midnight Sunday.
p.m. Wedne
of one weather-related
The v.
traffic cident was identified by state
po e as Major _ Robertson., 76,
opkinsville.
Police said Robertson was driving
east on U.S.- 68 Sunday, when his car
skidded on the ice three miles east .Of
Hopkinsville, crossed to the opposite
side of the road: and struck a utility
pole.
Police said Gloria Griffith, 20.
Jonesboro, Ind., was killed Sunday
when her car slid into another vehicle
that had been involved in an accident
earlier. The accident Occurred on
Interstate 65 two miles- south of
Lebanon Junction.
A weather bureau travelers' advisory
placed , in effect Sunday night for the
entire state continued into this morning, but the bureau said that most of
the snow in •western and northern
Kentucky epded by midnight.
A state police spokesman said it was.
safe to say that the weather-caused
"hundreds" of accidents in KentuCky.
One driver who got caught in the
traffic said it took him 4'2 hours to
(See Weather, Page 101

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scarbrough and their son, Apiarty, are talking with Marty's _
first grade teacher, Mrs.Sandy Cantrell, 31.C44er School open house.
,
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Monday,November 29
Exhibitions of paintings and
drawings by Cynthia D.
Womble, Paducah, dra •
J.
and paintings by %V '
Easley, Nicholas
by Evelyn
sings and dra
,and works in
M. Cox,
Mary Handshy,
- 3-D
gfield, Ill., will open in
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
through
continue
and
December 8.

By Abigail Van Buren

Working a Trade
Can Pay Off

Royal Lipizzan Stallions
from Austria will appear in a
special exhibition at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m. All
Advanced registration for tickets are $5.50 and will oe
..-the 1977 spring semester at sold atthe door.
Murray State University
begins utthestudent center.
Exhibit &paintings.by.Jim.,.
Cantrell, Bardstown, will open
Recovery, Inc., will meet at at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
First Presbyterian Church, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Main and 16th Streets, at MSU, and will continue
seven p.m.
through December 21.

DEAR ABBY: A woman was distressed because her
bright 19-year-old son had quit college to enroll in a trade
school, saying he preferred to work with his hands. His
mother insisted that men who work with their hands do so
only because they are not smart enough to work with their
Thanks for jelling her that collrge was not for everyone,
and that some hand work requires more talent;
know-how thah many professions.
That reminds me of this story: It seems a doctor had a
plumbing problem at home so he called a plumber who
came at once and corrected the problem in a short Hine.
When the plumber finished, the doctor asked how much
he owed him. The lumber said, "That will be $75."
"That's outrageous," said the physician, "I'm
and I don't make that kind of money!"
The plumber replied, "Neither did I when
doctor
gt., USAF
HENRY D. W1XEY,

Baptist Men of Sinking
Gladys Williamson Group of
Spring _Church will meet at Sinking Spring Baptiat Church
seven p.m. at Perkins Pan- Women will meet at the home
cake House.
of Evie Paschall.

• DEAR' HENRY: Beautiful!

Miss Janice Darlyne Platt and 'Charles Lee Foust were
united in marriage at the First Baptist Church in Paris, Tenn.,
at two p. m. on Saturday, October 23 with the Rev. Carroll
Owen officiating.
. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Platt
Paris, Tenn.
oust of
The groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Mabro
Spurgeon
Paris. His maternal grandparents are Mr. and
unty.
Enoch of Paris,Tenn.,formerly of Callowa
layed organ selec• David Williams)cousin of the
Dons for the wedding.
own of white organza and
The bride wore a tradition
gth veil and carried a bouquet of
Chantilly lace, a Cathedra
nd white roses.
yellow and white daisi
e her sister-in-law Mrs. Johnny Platt,
Her attendants
wey, Miss Kim Coffee and Miss Lori Foust,
Mrs. Tommy
the groo ' sister, and his niece Miss Cynthia Foust, was
flowe rl.
groom's best man was his brother John M. Foust.
roomsmen-ushers were Johnny Platt Jr., Steve Cherry and
Don Darby. Junior ushers were Tommy Foust and Tommy
'Enoch. Patrick Smith was ring bearer. Their attire was brown
tuxedoes trimmed in browh velvet.
Miss Julia Williams attended the guest register.
The bride's parents hosted a reception in the church
fellowship hall and the groom's parents entertained at the
rehearsal dinner at the Old Oak Tree Restaurant on Kentucky
Lake.
The newlyweds are at home on 69A Highway,Paris,Tenn.
If you need crushed cardamom and you have cardamom
• in the pod, treat the spice this
way: break open some pods,
remove the seeds and crush the
seeds between folded wax pa. per with a rolling pin.

Reliable recipes for true
sponge cake usually call for sift
ting the flour needed. In such
an air-leavened cake it's important to maintain a precise
flour-liquid ratio. Sifting the
flour gives a precise amount.
IA •

.•

a

114•It ur
,

IWAR G: Color me "fair."

Miss Holly Ann _livers
and John .Neil Riley
Mr. and Mrs-Phillip A.-Myers of Ashland, Ohio, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage oftheir daughter,
Holly Ann, to John Neil Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon E.
Riley. 104 Parks Drive, Murray..
The bride-elect is-a graduate of Ashland Senior High School
and attended Murray State University for two years.
Mr. Riley, a graduate of Calloway County High School, attended Murray State University for two years and is now employed at Fisher-Price Toy Company,Murray.
The wedding will-be solemnized on Saturday, December 18,
at 1:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church, Murray. Only out of
town invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are
invited.

Tuesday, November 30
Ruth Warren BYW Group of
Ellis Center will be open Sinking Spring Baptist Church
from ten a.m. to three p.m.for women will mclet at the home
Senior Citizens with clean up of Jane Willoughby.
day at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch
at noon, and band practice at
Wednesday,December 1
one p.m.
The Nature's Palette
Garden Club will dine at a
Memorial BaNst Church local restaurant and finish the
Women will meet at six p.m. lesson on shuck flowers.
for a potluck supper and
mission study led by Thyra
Dr. Bill Whittaker-will teach
Crawford,
the mission study at First
Baptist Church at 6:45 p.m.
MSU Symphony Orchestra,
following the fellowship
directed by Prof. Neale supper with a
Mexicali menu
Mason, will perform at 8:15 at six p.m.
p.m. in Lovett auditorium.

--‘

•

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I can't get home for
s, so we always mail my mother a gift,
Christma.
My sister, with whorl') Mom lives, opens tlie gift.
substitutes the same kern only cheaper quality) and gives
ther to someone in her husband's
the gift we sent my
family.
Mother, who is quite elderly, never knows the difference
and writes to thank us for the "dress, bathrobe, purse" or
whatever it was we sent to her.
My sister doesn't know 3 am aware of this.
Should I send flowers or candy from now.on? Or should It
say something? My sister and I have always been Clase,
and I hesitate to cause a rift. Nevertheless I am perturbed
over this.
WHAT TO'XI
DEAR WHAT: It's unfair to your mother to give her
"flowers or candy" if you feel she would prefer something
else. If you are sure f your facts, confront your sister and
tell her to quit that chintzy gamer
Everyone has a problem. Whaeo yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, LA,, Calif. 90069.
Enckise stamped;-OHT-adclreined eirvetOpe, fittate.

cantynny
e•ovd.toOn

DEAR ABBY: I read in you olumn a. bitter reference
custody of their children
to wives who do not ha
following a divorce:("S s divorced and her husband has
-so you know what SHE's'liken
custody of the chili
ell you of my own experience: I was
I would like
divorced thr years ago, and my ex-husband has custody
en, now 6 and 8 years old. He and.! discussed it
of our
t length. Neither of us was stupid, immoral or
at
tonally disturbed. We decided that my husband was
etter qualified to raise the children than I was. Ile
enjoyed childhood games, spending time with the children,
reading to them. etc. He was a rotten husband, but an
excellent father.,.
lie and I get along wonderfully well now that we are
divorced, and more important. the children are better off. I
have unrestricted visitation rights, they love me, and I see
them often.
its time people, and the courts, realized that some men
are more capable of rearing children than some women.
Just because a mother gives her husband custody of the
children doesn't make her a horrible person.
Perhaps she has made greater sacrifices for the benefit
of her children than the hardheaded, bitter mother who
uses her children for financial gain and a clulq to punish her
husband: Please be fair and print this.

aptist Church
will meet at 9:15 a.m.
the church to go to Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly to
hear missionaries from Rome,
Italy. Vans will leave at 6:15
pap. to go ftw the same
Program:

11141
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Mrs. Curris To Speak
At Woman's )Jay Sunray

S.ASQUATCH
Peommed by Mons Aawrea• heircums, Ong.. Lid.

CAPP I

Last Three Days - Must End Wednesday
Showtimes: Mon.,Tue., Wed: 7 and 9 p. m.
"SASQUATCH"not included in nite
Sorry, no passes accepted

Mrs. Conantine (Jo)
Curtis will be the guest
speaker for the annual
Woman's Day to be held
Sunday, December 5, at 10:45
a.m, at the First Christian
Church.
Mrs. Curris, an attorney
with Hurt and Christopher in
Murray, combines her role of
mother, wife, and working
girl. A graduate of the College

of trustees. She has also been
business officer and registrar
for Southeastern Community
College at Cumberland.
Mrs. Curris has one son,
Page Bailey, and is the wife of
Dr. Constantine Curris,
president of Murray State
University.
Mrs. James Hart will give
the introduction of Mrs. Orris
at the meeting.
Serving as worship leader at
the church on Sunday will be
Miss Rebecca Dublin. Mrs.
Diane Martin will give the
prayer
morning
and
benediction. Soloist for the
day will be Miss Kim Fox, a
freshman at Murray State
University.

One of the World's Most
Intriguing Mysteries!
7:00
9:00

"C

Put:
tyw
he(ll
T.
67-6ch,jimitygy
,by

"SASQUATCH"(G)

\-A\ I I

no. incl'd in S nite)

U.kI It

a little patching-color in your night life. Start with
Fair's own velvety
'
o lushy 'caftan in Sheyelye,Vanity
of washable Dacronpolyester With a flick-of-a-pper trom Its embroidered Imperial collar'. viola' .
n:temea'h y011ii weara glistening gov,,n-to-matth of
Ril•v i-zsant' vylth Antron' III nylon Caftan Robe•
c,z,P-S-M -L. S28 talso avada6le shbrt, not shown.
i..'-: , C;own sizes 32-40. $15. In Jungle Jade.
On Midnight Black
.

,,,-. ,,-.,

THIS IS A
David Corradine - Sue Lyon in
7.21)
9 10

"CRASH!(PG)
'OHM WAYNE
LAUREN WALL

sr

Closed 'Til Fri.

Mrs. Curris
of Law at the University of
Kentucky in May, 1975, she
passed the state
bar
examination and was admitted to the bar in October'
1975.
The first lady of Murray
State University, Mrs. Curris
is a native of Benham in the
mountains of Harlan County,
and has a background that
includes experience in both
public . relations
and
educational administration.
She has served as dean of
women and assistant dean of
students at Alice Lloyd
College in Pippa Passes where
she is a member of the board

lieraNne944,
TOWN!

4

i4
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Lot us asks,' yst
Mn. Kathryn Otetland
MINI* 733 30/9

The Fun Store To Shop"
Court Square

I T Tkr rpy

3
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J
tsol••1(10.111101.1All- •111
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taste good with pineapple,
pears, apples or many of
the melons
Take taste flights of fancy
with other chews and fruits
You'll find many rewarding
and lovely dessert combinations. And remember, therP's
no cooking involved

IIIIrP,•• ,-

SY ANN

0 ALLEN

There may be a good reason why you want to take
time to prepare a fabulous
dessert However, for everyday
WEIGHT WATCHERS*
dining, why not stick with
two instant foods that make a
$3.50 Noliday Saving
great dessert" They're fruit
Special
and cheese
These foods need only a
Save money and sow,
bit of preparation wash and
taking off les rro pounds alchill the fruit And the diner
for New Year s You cm*
only has to take the cheese
50 cores off the
out of the refrigerator to cut
SO ,nsfatadwekly$2 of $300
it for serving
dur,ng Out seven weeks
and
fruits
the
vary
you
If
of Nov•rnbor IS Shrou9it
cheeses, the choices are enorNew Year s Day That s
bore
mous and need never
total sov.ng of $3 SO,
you Here are some starters'
Class in Murray moots
That great American favorovary
moaday at 6:45 p.
ite, Cheddar, and also popular
m. in the First Methodist
Swiss, are great with apples,
Church, Maple Avenue.
pears, green grapes or honeydew melon.
the
of
president
Bluegrass State CB Club, Murray, dressed in the club
Hawley Bucy,
Those two dessert cheese
(Offer good only in Kenfavorites, Brie and Camemuniform, presents trophies to the best dressed child and little queen, both from Chantucky I Southern India*
Members of the Bluegrass State CB Club of Murrax sell tickets and register persons
bert, pair well with green
nel 7 Rejects Club, Henderson, at the semi-annual coffee break held at Beshear Gym
Franchise No. 59)
at the semi-annual coffee break held at Beshear Gym. They are, left to right, Marion
or
apples
pineapple,
grapes,
here. On the left are the judges in( hidingI rant es Shea who is shown in the picture.
Garland, Sheila Tidwell, Pam Alexander, Gary Nance,and Patricia Nance.
plums.
Vet,Co-ir WAr
Fontina, a robust and
REGoS1(11c0 ,1140fMAIII.S
somewhat salty cheese with a
111.•
WAVC10 IS
• IGNT
firm texture, is great with
MANNA SSW
VERNA N)NA,
honeydew or cantaloupe,pine• 4E,C.N1 NA•kr0111 Of.
V
N
'flthAT,2NA, v
apple, apples or grapes..
The Bluegrass State CB break held at Beshear Gym, Debbie Curingingham, cadiz, Largest in State, River City break, winning two trophies Garland (Phooh Bear) for
Blue cheese or Gorgonzola
Club of Murray made a Murray State University, Browning Golden Eagle Mark CB Club,Paducah; largest out and one plaque. The trophies Litq King.
donation of one hundred according to Hawley Bucy, III; Dean Wyatt, Dover, of state, tie between Stewart were for Best Dressed Club
During the weekend of
Wisne and Caihs Perrin
dollars for the Crippled president, and Sheila Tidwell; Tenn., Gem Tronics GTX36-23 County CB Club and Big D CB and Largest Out of State Club, November 27 and 28 the
Children's Telethon, Paducah, corresponding secretary.
Channel Mobile; Don Stanfill, Club from Dyersburg, Tenn.; and the plaque was for con- members ,will divide into two
Going Out of Business
with part of the funds from the
Winners of the grand prizes Murray,D-104 power mike.
best dressed in state, tributing to a fund raising groups and go to Dover,Tenn.,
Sale
recent semi-annual coffee at the coffee break here were:
Trophy winners were: Lakeland CB Club, Benton; break for James Conger ( El and Henderson for coffee
D
Big
state,
Diablo!.
breaks.
best dress out of
In all the club has won
The next regular meeting
CB Club, Dyersburg, Tenn.;
fartherest traveled club (air twenty-one trophies and two will be on December 6.
lea
11•••••11..•• SA•iNome C remo••
miles), Bright Lights CB Club, plaques. Sixteen trophies are Members note the change of
Memphis, Tenn.; best dressed for Best Dressed Club, four for date due to the Christmas
Fixtures
Stock
child (eight years and under), largest in or out of state, and holidays.
Channel 7 Rejects Club one for fartherest traveled
BM*,
On Sour t onte(hnstmas SAO items
member, Henderson; little club. The plaques were for
Records
Always cover any butter
AN Stock end Fixtures Must Got
Henderson.
UP.
from
best
also
and
dressed
cona
for
queen,
Dr. Gayle Rayburn has The National Register of State University where she
as.C••••••terres
cookie dough which is chilling
of
tribution.
Two
weekend
children of club
ten..Molt,
thchnomms
During the
recently written a book en- Prominent Americans and has recently received the first
in ihe refrigerator. This will
Shive 11411K
Not. 14•10
titled FINANCIAL TOOLS International Notables, -The sabbatical leave given to a November 20-21, Twenty-nine members have won trophies of prevent the' delicate dough
EVERYTHING KIST &O
Obrishmos Carol
local club their own who are Michael
FOR MARKETING AD- World Who's Who of Women, College
Leff*.
Business members of the
of
from absorbing other food
MURRY *NILE StIPRY LASTS
•
Bucy
School,
I.ittle
Nailbenden
for
High
Webb
to
traveled
MINISTRATION in which the Dictionary of International Administration
faculty
flavors and drying out.
U. a.. So Owl Of Fn.... ft O.
McKenzie, Tenn., for a coffee best dressed child, and Mark
following dedication appears Biography, American Men member.

Bluegrass State CB Club Holds Coffee Break At Beshear

Christian Book Center

Dr. Rayburn Dedicates
New Book To Her Parents

20% to 50% oil

to her parents which live at 309 and Women.of Science, Who's
spring
the
During
North 12th Street, Murray, Who of American Women, semester she will complete
Kentucky:
Notable Americans, Men of a 26 chapter cost accounting
WITH LOVE TO MY Achievement, and Per- textbook which is being
PARENTS, Harold Ray and sonalities of the South.
written under contract with
Myrtle Crawford Douglas,
A member of the American Richard D. Irwin, a leading
whose lives continue to be an Accounting Association and publisher
business
of
inspiration tome.
the American Institute of publications.
American Management ,Certified Public Accoyitants, Dr. Rayburn lives in
Association of New York is the she is the author of over 75 Memphis with her husband,
in Mike Rayburn, formerly of
appearing
publisher of the book which articles
applies management ac- professional accounting and Murr ay,
who is cocounting to marketing as it business pi'hlirAtions.
administrator of Methodist
Dr. Rayburn is a professor Hospitals-Central and her son,
explains techniques and
services in the framework of of accountancy at Memphig Doug,and daughter, Beverly.
marketing operations. The
purpose of the book is to
provide management with a
system of financial control for
marketing costs that will.help
Frances Drake
achieve a more
, efficient
distribution system.
Dr. Rayburn received her B.
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1976
S. from Murray State
more complicated than they
What kind of day will
University, her M. S. in
tomorrow be" To find out what are; others appear less complex
Accountancy from University
— but here's where caution will
the stars say, read the forecast
of Mississippi, and her Ph. D. given for your birth Sign.
REALLY be needed. Don't be
from
caught off guard.
Accountancy

Your Individual Horoscop

VIRGO
ARIES
4 ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
:
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grer
Do not become irritated if
Do not envy others. Sucopposed. Consider: Maybe the
cessful acquaintances can
other fellow's suggestions are
actually assist you. You have an
better than you realize. Stress
and
mind
analytical
your innate sense of fairness.
penetrating insight: USE them!
LIBRA
TAURUS
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t3
Your goal now should be to
As with Aries, scotch a
present tendency toward capture the attention of those in
jealousy. Don't nurture grudges a position to help you further
but, rather, emphasize your your aims, so polish up your
innate tolerance and loyalty. wares -- and your personality.
SCORPIO
GEMINI
t Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171/el
( May 22 to June 21)
Don't try to buck present
Don't judge the future by the
past. You can shape your trends, or you may find yourself
destiny through your own ef- at unhappy variance with
forts. To "let be what must be" associates who could be helpful.
is ineffective; in fact, it's a lazy Scrutinize all offerings careattitude.
fully.
CANCER
SAGITTARIUS
Dr. Gayle Rayburn
June 22 to July 23)
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may receive a job offer
Be flexible, but not easily
Louisiana State University.
She is a certified Public which entails greater respon- turned by every wind that
sibility but, along with it, your
blows; eager to take new steps
Accountant, having passed the opportunities will multiply. forward,
but not at the cost of
exam on the first sitting and a Think carefully.
future losses or setbacks.
Certified Management LEO
fg CAPIRCORN
'July 24 to Aug. 23)
Accountant.
Certain situations may seem ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ld
She is listed in the following:
Make decisions only after.
careful investigation. Expend
energies to elicit lasting results.
Avoid the "quick return" angle:
It is fraught with traps.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may now have the
responsibility of handling
another's financial affairs. Do
so with care. Dependence upon
you is great.
SPECIAL PURCHASE' REG S2.99 YD
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism. With good judgment
and a bit of finesse. you can
• Full bolts, 60' wide
make your outlook brighter,
expand possibilities.
• 50% Cotton, 50%
Polyester
YOU BORN TODAY:- as a
• New Fall Solids and
Sagittarian, are governed by
.
Prints
Jupiter, the planet of op• Hurry for this Sensa
portunity — and you rarely
bonal Buy'
,miss one as you wend your way
through what should surely be a
most successful and interesting
life. You are extremely versatile and could have a wide
choice of careers from which to
choose, but, more than others of
your Sign, your choice will
depend largely on your early
education and environment.
Others may change careers in
midstream or drift into
profitable fields.— but not you.
Your destiny will follow the
204 W Washington PARIS, TN
lines Of your intellectual
development.
•
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A Salute To
The Chamber
We salute the Murray ChainOct. of Commerce, a local
organization that will observe
its 50th Anniversary tonight at
a banquet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
• The Murray Chamber of
Commerce has been instrumental in promoting and
developing the natural resources of our community and
promoting the general welfare,
better business methods and
civic conditions locally.
One of the major efforts of
the local chamber is the
development of industry in .the
local area. Our chamber has
been very effective in this effort with the acquisition of such
industries as Fisher-Price Toys
and Vanderbilt Chemical Co.,
just to mention a couple.

In conjunction with the 50th
Anniversary of the local chamber, The Murray Ledger &
Times is publishing a special,
20-page, tabloid section along
with today's newspaper. The commemorative section
contains photos old and new, a
brief history of the local chamber, as well as articles explaining more about the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
We are proud of the Murray,
Chamber of Commerce and
congratulate the members of
the chamber for a job well
done. We look forward to the
next 50 years of continued
progress with the Murray
Chamber of Commerce in the
forefront.

111EARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages..As purpose is to
answer questions andTo'lve problemsfast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
• this column.
HEARTLINE: I've been receiving
disability benefits for the last 15 months
and I now have the chance to go back to
- work. My problem is that my condition ..
has not improved and I'm not sure that
Pll be able to do this job very long.
What happens to my disability benefits
If I do take the job? S. K.
ANSWER: The Social Security law
. provides for continuing your benefits
for up to nine Months while you try out
your ability to work. If it is then decided
that you are able to do substantial
gainful work, your benefits will be paid
for an adjustment period of three additional months. Make sure that you
contact your local Social Security office
and notify them that you are going to

10 Years Ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis has
named Guy Spann as a member of the
Murray Board of Zoning Adjustment to
replace R. B. Parker who resigned, and
Gene Landolt to the Murray Electric
Plant Board to replace Beale Outland
who has resigned.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Len Warrell, Hughes, Ark., killed in an
automobile accident here on November
27,
Dallas
Edward
(Buddy)
Shackelford, Union City, Tenn., and
Mrs. Tronie Evans, Murray Route Six.
. The possibility of a superhighway
through West and Middle Tennessee
will be discussed by officials from
seven counties at Paris, Tenn., on
December 1.
t
Mrs. 011ie Brown was hostess for the
meeting of the Nature's Palette Garden
Club and also presented the lesson on
"Making Charm Strings and Door
Buckets."
Mr. and Mrs„ Harry Hampsher and
daughters, Kay and -Barbara, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., were the guests of
friends in Murray over the holiday
weekend.

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

work.
HEARTLINE: lam going to retire in
December of 1977. All rwill have is my
Social Security for income- when I
retire. I would like to do some work
when I retire, preferably starting a
business. J. T.
ANSWER: The Small Business
Administration in Washington, D. C.,
has a long list of free publications on
such subjects as handicrafts and home
business, the nursery business,
bookstores, job' printing shops,
woodworking shops, hobby shops,
marketing research procedures, basic
library reference sources, real estate
business and many more.
Also, several booklets are available
through the Government Printing
Office, priced 35 cents to a dollar. Write
to Heartline-Extra Income, 114 E.
"Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381
for a free list of these publications.
Please send a long, sell-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: I know that a person
must pay some money when they first
enter the hospital and are on Medicare.
If I go into the hospital, how much will I
have to pay first? R. L.
ANSWER: Presently a person going
into the hospital must pay the first $104
of their hospital bill. In January 1977
this hospital deductible under Medicare
will be increased to $124.
For a complete understanding of
what the Medicare program Covers,
Heartline has developed a book called
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare." This
book covers the entire Medicare
program and also has a sample claim
form with complete instructions on how
to fill it out. This book is in easy-tounderstand, question-and-answer form
with large print.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book
is completely guaranteed - if not
satisfied, please return and your money
will be refunded. Please allow 30 days
for delivery.

20 Years Ago
The new Murray Roll R. Rink and
Murray Grill will open Ni vember 30 on
West Main Street in the old location of
the Collegiate Inn, according to the
operators, Mr. and Mrs. James Mills.
A dark-fired tobacco stripping and
handling demonstration will be held at
the County Extension Office on
4, November 30, according to County
Agent S. V. Foy.
Carolyn Fulton, Sharon Firuterman,
Glynda Swift, Brenda Young, Sharon
Gordon, Barbara Washer, William'
Edwards, Linda Lawson, Rob McCallon, Jane Jones, and Delbert
Newsome are members of the cast of
the senior play, "Mister Coed" to be
. presented November 30 at Kitksey
High School.
Miss Anita Dale Rowland and Paul
Ray Mansfield ' were married
November 24.
Bob Pritchett hit for 35 points for
Almo High School as they beat Hazel 75
to 53 in basketball.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Son. Welter "Dee" Huddleston (D)
3327 Dirksen evilding
Washisiton, D. C. 20510
U.S. Son. Wendell H. Ford (0)
4121 Dirksen Beading
Weshington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carrell Hubbard, Jr.(0)
423 Canon Howse Office &HUI,'
Washington, D. C. 2051$
All U $ Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
702 224 3121 where o U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
boot of your choice

State Level
State Sen. Richard Weisenberger (D)
State Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
or
Route?. fillagfilW, Ky. 42066
(0)
State Rep. Kenneth C. Inies.
State Capitol eriWing
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
201$. 3rd St., Murray, Ky. 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp (D)
_State Capitol %Ails*,
Fronkferr Ky. 40601
Of

P. 0. Us IS, Magri, Ky. 4201111
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CLERKS'CORNER
A column of informalion supplied by Frances Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City Clerk; and Marvin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk
More information from the Kentucky
Driver's Manual; From Frances Shea,
Circuit Court Clerk;
PARKED AND LEAVING PARKING
SPACES:,
All accidents do not happen while
vehicles are being driven. A parked
vehicle pay also cause an accident, kill
someone, or destroy property. A good
rule to remember when entering or
leaving a car parked parallel to the
curb is to use the curb or sidewalk side.
When pulling out of a parking space,
always look both ways before moving
into the lane. If you are parked parallel
on the right-hand side of the street,give
a left turn signal before pulling out into
traffic. If you are parked parallel on the
left-hand side of a one-way street, give
a right-turn mechanical signal before
starting.
HOW TO PARK ON HILLS:
When leaving your vehicle, always
set the emergency brake, turn off the
motor, and remove the ignition key. .
In parking a vehicle headed downhill,
the front wheels should be turned
toward the curb, or the side of the road
if there is no curb. If you park headed
up a hill, turn your front wheels away
from the curb and let your car roll back
until the front wheel rests against the
curb. If there is no curb, turn them
sharply toward the side of the road the
same as when headed downhill. It is
also wise to leave your car in low gear if
headed uphill or in reverse gear if
headed downhill, or in park for
automatic shift cars.
Always park off the paved or traveled
portion of any highway, if-outside of a
business or residential district. If it is
impossible to park off the roadway,
leave al least 15 feet on the left side of
your car for others to use. Never park
your car in open country unless it can
be seen for at least 200 feet in each
direction.
Careless parking may cause an accident. If your car breaks down on the
roadway, ytiii must at, once do
evsrything reasonably possible to keep
other cars from running into it.
Do not park a car in any of the
following places regardless of whether
or not there is someone in the car:
1. Within an intersection.
2. On a crosswalk or sidewalk.
3. Between a safety zone and the
adjacent curb,or within 30 feet of points
on the curb immediately opposite the
ends of a safety zone (except when the
position is marked for parking).
4. Within 20 feet of a crosswalk at an
;.
intersection.
5. Within 30 feet of a signal light or
stop sign placed beside the roadway.
6. Within 20 feet of the drivdeway
entrance to a fire station or between
signs legally placed on the side of the
street opposite the entrance.
7. Within 5 feet of a fire hydrant.
8. In front of a public or private
driveway.
9. On the roadway side of any vehicle
(double parking not permitted.
10. Where a sign has been placed for
"No Parking."
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The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE McCUTCHEON

11. Within 50 feet _of the tracks at a
railroad crossing.
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
12. Upon any bridge or elevated
roadway, or in a tunnel.
13. Beside or opposite any street
Anyone who wants to get into ,the
doing," the young officer bellowed.
excavation or obstruction when such
Christmas spirit should stop by The
"Don't you know the first things about
parking abstructs traffic.
Specialty Shop on the north side of the
the rules of navigation?"
Park parrallel on the edge of the
square and „take a_gander at the yery
"Yes," came tbt reply, "but, one,
road,.or within 12 inches of the curb,
attractive window display there.
you were going too fast; two, you don't
unless angle parking is 15errnitted by
Judy and Glenda have done an exhave the right of way, and three, this
local ordinance.
cellent job in setting up the display
happens to be a lighthouse."
TRAFFIC SIGNALS:
'
0+0
which will stir Christmas memories for
Traffic signals, sometinfes called
many people.
An advertising research survey has
"Stop-and-Go Lights," are placed at
0+0
established that movie-goers go out to
dangerous intersections. Their purpose
With liberals readying an all-out
the theater an average of 1.7 times per
is to promote the orderly flow of traffic
drive for comprehensive "Tax
month.
and prevent accidents.
Reform," the Tax Foundation supplies
Higher-income, better-educated
1. A red light without a green arrow
some interesting data, as reported in
people are more likely to be moviemeans "stop'flieliiird-a crosswalk or
Human Events.
goers, according to the study.
stop line until the green light appeals,
Tax Foundation experts sought to
The diversion from day-to-day
or you may turn right after stopping if
find how much additional revenue
troubles provided by a good movie is
there is no approaching traffic, unless a
would be forthcoming if the governsomething that everyone should take
sign posted by city, _county., or Bureau
ment imposed a 100 per cent tax rate on
advantage of whenever possible.
of Highways prohibits such righf turns..
all taxable income over $32,000.
2. A yellow light warns that the colors
The additional revenue would total
are about to change. When the yellow
$12.8 billion - enough to run the
„light shows, you should stop your car,
government all of 11.5 days.
Blessed are the pure in heart: for
unless it would be hazardous to other
0+0
'
they shall see Gad. Matthew 5:8.
motorists, and wait for the green light.
A price of $10,000 has been placed on
Happy is he who deepest level of
If you are within the interesection
"tickets" for flights aboard the space
being is turned to God, is pure. All that
when the light turns yellow, do not
shuttle going into service in 1980. Since
really matters in life is then put on the
hesitate for it, but proceed cautiously
it's so modest compared to the present
right path.
ahead. The purpose of the yellow light
cost of space launches, customers may
Is to clear the intersection.
be lining up for reservations already.
3. A green light means you may go
One hitch, however, is that the
OTHER PAPERS SAY
ahead if the way is clear, or turn if
payload spaces being offered are
sex by congressmen
Scandalous
turns are permitted. Never start on a
limited to five cubic feet and 200
unfortunately doesn't come close to
green signal until you are sure that the
pounds.
matching. their scandalous fiscal
intersection is clear or no close traffic
That just about rules out people, who
Public citizens are equally
conduct.
or persons walking. You must yield to
could not squeeze both themselves and
private lives- if they don't
to
entitled
all traffic and persons walking,already
their life-support equipment into such
the public payroll:- Foron
'em
put
In the intersection. You must not move
confines.
bes.
on a green light if this would block the
The now-opening space shuttle
interesection.
reservation desk is not really for people
4. If a green arrow is displayed when
but for universities, industrial firrns
the red light is showing, you may enter
and
others who need accesslo the space
the intersection cautiously and make
environment for research or
the movement indicated by the green
specialized production tasks. In other
arrow, if you are in the proper lane.
words, a long-awaited era of relatively
However, you must yield to pedestrians
cheap
space flight is upon us. Never
or vehicles within the intersection.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
mind that the shuttle isn't offering
A flashing red light means the same
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christreclining
chairs
and
hostesses
for
mas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
as a "STOP" sign. Come to a full stop,
Murray Newspapers. Inc.. 103 N. 4th St Murray,
tourists. Neither did airplanes - at
look both ways,and go when it is safe.
Ky., 42071.
first.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
A flashing yellow light means slow,
42071.
0+0
proceed wtih caution.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
A dense fog blanketed the Irish Sea
carriers. $2.25 per month, payable in advance.
ACCIDENTS
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Haryoung
officer
on
the
deck
stared
and
the
FOLLOWING-REAR-END COLLIdin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
intently ahead, trying to pierce the
Paris, Bushanaii„and Puryear, Tenn„ $15.00 per
SIONS ARE THE GREATEST ACyear. By mail to other destinations, $30.00 per
gloom.
CIDENT PROBLEMS ON SUPER
year.
a dim figure
Suddenly,
he
perceived
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
HIGHWAYS:
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
leaning over a rail about 20 yards from
1. At maximum speed limit, stay at
Association.
the ship's prow.
least 200 feet frOrn the car ahead of you.
"What the heck do you think you're
(Reflector posts on right shoulder of the
apart.
)
200
feet
road are
2. Do hot follow the same vehicle or
group of vehicles for a long distance;
results in one assuming a "spectator's
role" and may cause you to cease
considering traffic ahead as a source of
danger.
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
PASSING:
1. May pass on the left or right, but
Executive Vice President
slow-moving vehicles should keep
United States Industrial Council
right.
2. Safe passing is dependent upon
TODAY'S TOPIC: FEDERAL CHARTERING MYTHS
HARRIGAN
cooperation between drivers. Do not
When
the
95th
convenes
in
Congress
power
centers
as
exist
among all the
speed up when being passed.
January, the country is likely to witness
states in the United States."3. Do not cut in too soon. Quick
Consumer Comment
a renewed legislative drive to subject
As for the argument that federal
movements at high speeds can be fatal.
corporations tofederal chartering. This chartering-increased 'federal
4. Be aware of truck "deaf spot."
is one of the pet notions of the
regulation, that is-would produce
Partial vacuum often prevents truck
Naderites, who will be influential with
more efficiency, who can believe that?
driver from hearing your horn.
the new administration. They argue
ACCIDENTS:
One need only compare the efficiency of
that federal chartering would make big
1. If possible, move vehicle or
the United States Post Office to that of
By Robert F.Stephens
companies more responsible and efvehicles off pavement onto right
General Motors or Du Pont.
Attorney General
ficient.
Dr. Manne was candid in his
shoulder.
Consumers are continually searching
The Naderites are mistaken as usual, statement to the Commerce Committee
2. Do not get out of vehicle into main
for the best buy, and regard the offer of
however. This has been clearly
that "at least part of the current contraffic.
-free" merchandise or services lobe a
demonstrated by Dr. Henry G. Manne, cern with the performance of large
3. Do not walk onto main traffic lanes.
special bargain. Phrases frequently
director of the Law and Economics
corporations very likely represents the
4. At night leave lights on-set warning
used in such promotions are -Free,"
Center at the University of Miami
devices if you have them.
use of a scapegoat to distract the public
"Buy One Get One Free," "Two-forEMERGENCY STOP
School of Law.
from the far greater injuries it suffers
One Sale," "OneCent Sale," and -HalfIn an appearance before the Senate
1. Switch on the four-way flasher (or
at the hands of goVernment.Price Sale." These_ offers must be
turn signal if your car has no flasher).
Commerce Committee, Dr. Manne
approached with extreme caution.
Indeed, Dr. Marine stressed that
noted that "the constant repetition of
2. Park the car with all four wheels
When the purchaser is told that an
"government is now threatening to kill
where
it
can
possible,
roadway
if
unproven and untrue claims about
off the
article is "free,- if another item is
the goose that lays the golden eggs"large Corporations has seriously
be seen by other drivers.
purchased, the word "free" indicates
crippling free enterprise, that is--anc
3. If available, place flares close to
diminished the abilitr of the broader
that the buyer is paying nothing for the
noted that "govelnroento.regulatidh of
public to understand the nature of the
the road and at least 300 feet behind the
-free" article_ and no more than the
business is costing the public concar.
issues arid the costs they may incur if
regular price for the other item. In
siderably more than it is benefiting
.4. Raise the hood and tie a white cloth
ill-advised remedies are used for
these cases, the "regular price" means
them." He rightly explained that therc
imaginary ailments."
or handkerchief on the left door handle
the amount charged for that item
is ',;_an insatiable desire" on the part of
other
antenna
to
signify
to
radio
or
He pointed out that the corporation is
during the 30-day period preceding the
federal and state Officials "to regulate
motorists your need of assistance.
a tremendously valuable institution in
offer.
more, more, more, and more of the
parking
lights
on
and
night
leave
At
5.
that
it
"allows
masses
of
individuals
to
Frequently, "free" offers are
private
sect."
on.
interior lights
invest small parts of their total savings
dependent upon some other condition
6. Do not walk, hitchhike, or stand
in large, professionally managed enFederal chartering should be seen for
which must be met by the consumer. If
beside your vehicle.
terprises without risking the loss of all
such conditions_ do exist, they must be
what nit is, as make-work for
7. Wait in the vehicle. If female or
their wealth in the event one venture
clearly and conspicuously disclosed at
bureaucrats and lawyers. Passage of a
goes sour." Thus, if Ralph Nader
the outset of the advertisement,so that alone with children, lock doors until
federal chartering law, Dr. Manne
reliable help arrives.
should succeed in destroying the corthe consumer will not be misled or
correctly stated, "would create a
8. In most cases it is safer to stay in
poration, it Would have to be recreated.
deceived about the actual terms of the
number of companies operating at
Dr. ManneremincLed tie members of
offer. Advertisements with asterisks the vehicle.
suboptimal size, offeriny less comthe Commerce Corrintittee that a
referring „to small print at the bottom of CHAIN-REACTION ACCIDENTS ARE
petition to larger, established comCAUSED BY
principal reason democracy has surthe page, containing conditions of the
panies,. inhibiting their intiative and
1. Following too closely.
vived for 200 years in the United States
offer, are not allowed.
development, and in general behaving
Changing lanes without checking
2.
is the diffusion of power in American
contrary to the public's interest."
When you see the word "free,"
society. This diffusion of power has,
remember: If it looks too good to be traffic,or not having enough space to do
Dr. Manne told the senators that "We
so.
resulted, in large measure, from the
true - it probably is!
are already in great danger of
3. Slowing down in the fast lanes of
existence of a competitive free market
regulating corporations to the point
If you have a consumer complaint,
economic system. To the extent that
where only large corporations can
write to the Attorney General's traffic.
4. Not driving completely off the
government increases regulation of
Division of Consumer Protection,
survive,"
a situation that is
traveled portion of the highway when, corporations, it builds up a centralized,
presumably the exact opposite of what
- Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601. The -office
stop.
marking an emergency
authoritarian system.
proponents of federal chartering want.
has found that it can most effectively
This type of accident may involve
Dr. Manne commented: "Even if a
Indeed, the effect of super-regulation,
deal with written complaints and enwho
are
drivers
unable
to
stop.
many
proposal to limit federal chartering to
of which federal chartering is an
courages you to write when you have a
Thank you,
only the 100 largest corporations were
complaint. However, if you have an
example, is to increase costs for the
Frances W.Shea
adopted, this would still result in . the
public and lower the efficiency of the
situation,
call
the
emergency
consumer
Calloway Circuit Clerk
weakening of twice as many competing
nation's industrial system.
hotline. The nutriber is 1-800-372-2960.
•
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Amy Carter To Attend
Public School In D. C.
PLAINS, Ga. AP) — When
Amy Carter enrolls in
January as a fourth grader at
the Thaddeus Stevens School
in Washington, D.C., it will
mark the first time in seven
decades that a president's
child has attended public
school.
President-elect
Jimmy
Carter and his wife, Rosalynn,
announced Sunday that 9year-old Amy will attend
Stevens, a 108-year-old school
with
a
predominantly
minority enrollment about six
blocks from the White House.
The last president to send a
child to publif school was
Theodore Roosevelt. He sent
his
son, Quentin, to
Washington's
sincedemolished Force Schoolfrom
1904 to 1906.
Stevens — named after a
fiery abolitionist congressman
who proposed the impeachment of President
Andrew Johnson in 1868 — is a
three-story brick structure in
a section of town that in recent

CHRISTMAS
DIAMOND
SPECIALS!

••••

AT THAT MOMENT

years has been revitalized by
the construction of new office
buildings.
Although public, it is no
ordinary school.
About 30 per cent of Stevens'
215 students are foreign
children from Washington's
diplomatic community. Sixty
per cent of the students are
black Americans, and 10 per
cent are white Americans.
The Carters said during the
campaign that they would
continue to send Amy to public
ichool. She is currently in, ,
Plains Elementary_ Scbair—
which is also predominantly_
Carter spokesman Jody
Powell read a statement
Sunday by Mrs. Carter, who
was suffering from an eye
inflammation caused by an
allergy.
Mrs. Carter, who toured the
school last Monday, said he
"was very pleased with the
quality of the school, the attitude of the staff and the
friendliness of the students....
No special security problems
have been'found to exist. Amy
is very pleased and, excited
about the prospects of attending school at Stevens.
"She has received letters
from the fourth grade teacher
Verona Meeder and many of
her future classmates. She is
particularly eager to attend
class with so many children
from foreign nations."
In Washington, Mrs. Meeder
said Sunday: "It's a very
exciting and, a once-in-alifetime experience. But I
hope the publicity dies down
soon, so our students don't get
disrupted."
Mrs. Meeder,_ who has
taught at Stevens for 10 years,
said Amy "will be tested soon
after she arrives to see where
she fits in the class."
Her 30 fourth graders are
divided into three study
groups, based on their learning ability, said Mrs.
Meeder, adding, "We study
English and math and social
studies and the usual
subjects."

There is between soldiers a common language of kinship born of discipline, danger and responsibility.
Especially between professional soldiers who must commit men to battle.
Nonetheless, there were profound differences between
General of the Army Douglas MacArthur and General of
the Army Dwight Eisenhower. Both were popular heroes
of war but somehost MacArthur always seemed larger
than life, Eisenhower humanly containable. People called
the one Ike; nobody railed the other Doug. .
MacArthur was flamboyant where Eisenhower was
quiet. MacArthur was outspoken where Eisenhower
sought harmony. MacArthur, the son of a distinguished
general, finished top in his class at West Point
Fasenhowes-the.son of.'Kansas mechanic. finished at the
_ bottom edge of the top third. MacArthur was mentor
Eisenhower, student. Ike served as MacArthur's aide for
nine years in Washington and the Philippines. At the start
of World War II, MacArthur was already a figure of_
legend and dash; nobody had heard of Ike. During the
war, each was supreme commander in his half of the
world and it was frequently argued that men and
material were going to Eisenhower in Europe at the expense of MacArthur in the Pacific.
Now, in 1951, they are again on different continents.
Eisenhower is Supreme Commander of Atlantic Pact Forces in Europe where he is courted as a presidential candidate; MacArthur is United Nations Supreme Commander in the Far East.
MacArthur is in Korea fighting a frustrating war,
inhibited by higher decision not to cross the Yalu River
for fear it will bring Chinese regulars openly inta the war.
MacArthur insists this is unrealistic, that the enemy must
be hit in his "privileged sanctuary." He says it again and
again. President Truman, determined to limit the war, insists there will be no violation of the Yalu.
And another issue begins to emerge, as old as the Constitution of the United States, the supremacy of the commander in chief. Then, the last straw. MacArthur is ordered by the Joint Chiefs of Stiff not to make any policy

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
state pesticides office is
cracking down on unlicensed
pest control operators in
Kentucky.
The pesticides office of the
Kentucky Department for
and EnNatural
vironmental Protection is
Investigating activities of
unlicensed pest control
salesmen who are operating
illegally in various areas in
Kentucky. Department officials warn that illegal activities could occur in any part
of the state.

Flu Shots To Be Available For Youngsters
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Although youngsters who are
immunized against swine flu
will be protected this winter
and next, the quantity of
vaccine being supplied by the
federal government for such a
program is not enough to
prevent an epidemic, if one
should break out, said Dr. C.
Hernandez, director of
Preventive Services for the
Department for Human
Resources.
The federal government

recently decided to supply the
states with ennui' vaccine to
immunize 10 per cent of the
nation's youngsters age three
through 17 years. The first
portion of , Kentucky's shipment is on the way.
Human Resources will
distribute the vaccine to
Kentucky counties on the
same basis as the 10 per cent
distribution to Kentucky, said
Dr,. -Hernandez. Each county
health department will
receive enough to immunize 10
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standing male athletes in the beautiful new book. A
CENTURY OF CHAMPIONS'.
A CENTURY OF CHAMPIONS is a spellbinding hir.,.
that captures the most exciting moments in s;
history. Lavishly illustrated with dramatic cobo•
black and white action photos, it recounts the greate..•
champions of the World Series, the Super Bowl pH,.
basketball, •hockey, the Olympics, tennis, golf ar-,1
many others. This new chatnpion_.among sports book
was written by the members of The Associated Prf ,,.
sports staff, each an xpert in hislield. It is av.31 ,7
now to readers of this newspaper for the bargain ;
of $6.95. lttwilI delight you and other sports buffs
your life Order it today'
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EN 'I. e •DCO;
33 36

Murray,Ky. Ledgec& Times
BOX 413, Teaneck. N J 07666
Please send me
Enclosed is $
copies of A CENTURY OF CHAMPIONS
at n$6 95 each
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We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better our chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be
held Monday morning on
Nov. 22 Chris Porker
Winner of

I A CENTURY OF.CHAMPIONS
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There's nothing wrong with the looks of Dor,..'
Hamill, Peggy Fleming, Eyor•roo,lagonsi, and Cp r
Evert who are featured along with hundreds of o r
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for your appointment through Dec. 6th

Given Away FREE each
10'
week until Christmas Day
Register at KWIK-PIK, located corner of Glendale and Whitnell.
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Who says all girl athletes are ugly?
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61 Wine cup
62 Narrow,flat
boards
63 Before

chronic health problems.
Dr. Hernandez called the
distribution of . the children's
vaccine an "ill-advised
decision" on the part of the
federal government,in light of
the fact that there is 134 enough for everyone.
Dr.. Hernandez continues to
Stress the safety of the swine
flu vaccine for all age groups
and the fact that all types of
the vaccine will be available
in the county health departments until the supply runs
out.

At Big Discount

Illustrations 2,..larged
T. SM.. Dyie.1

I

'legitimacy of a pesticides pesticides office. Many illegal
salesman who approaches Pest control operators are
him about a termite problem allegedly spraying homes for
/ he had. They termites. To check a peat
he didn't knot,
ask that anyone doubtful control operator's credentials,
about a pest control company obtain his name and call the
obtain a second estimate from Pesticides office in the division
of special programs in Frankanother company.
fort, (502) 564-7274.
The department urges
Anyone who knows of illegal
anyone dealing with pesticides pesticides control activities
operators to make sure the should call the department in
person is licensed by the state Frankfort.

departments.
Hernandez emphasized that
the • details of vaccine
distribution on the local level
will be up to county' health
department officials.
"Children cannot take some
of the vaccine prepared for
adults because it results in too
many side effects," said Dr.
Hernandez, explaining why a
specia. vaccine had to be
developed for this age group.
"Healthy children will have to
take two doses of this vaccine,
each four weeks apart, to

Fast Film Service

OPiN NIGHTS & SUN.

ACROSS
1 Alrou Ian
In Ian
4 Peels
9 French for
'summer
12 Room In
harem
13 Make
amends
14 Pale
15 Th• prison t
17 Stockers
19 Shade trees
21 Female deer
22 Holds in
h vh regard
25 Birds nests
29 Com ass
awn
30 Scott
Encounter
32
33 Emmet
35 Bound
37 Collection of
facts
381MM
40 Wireless set
42 Coniunchon
43 Hand's
45 Pantries
47 Encountered
49 Gaseous

By FJ L BlalIngarne. M.1)
Authoritise report a decided destroy a person. his mind and
upswIng in the illegal use of co- character It is stupid and 'nwise to play around with this
ame. Slich a development can
powerful drug
spell tragedy for careless vicMuch public education IN
tims who become hooked In addawn,they may endanger many
needed regarding the dangers of
innocent persons who art' near- cocaine addiction High
penalties and strict enforcement
A Boston judge. faced with the agauyst illegal trafficking in this
responsibility of trying a case in- flan-oil(' are 'inlets and essen
volruyg cocaine. recently an- nal
nounced to the public that he
Q Mr F It %ants io knou ii ii
though he would try using cocaine for the expenence so that IN wise to drill a hole throui61 a
he could have better insight to fingernail and let ftw blood out
the msues im olved m making his after an injury has caused a col
decision. Before he launched into lettion of blond beneath the nail
such a nonsensical episode, his
A The preferable treatment is
peers were apparently able to to apply ice to relies e the pain
urge him to abandon the cocaine and congmtion shortly after the
injury and to leave the nail inexperience.
Cocaine has become the "in" tact to act as a covering or
thing in the fast year or so. dressing Opening a hole in the
'especially for three who base nail merraws the-chances fit inadequate money. for this expen- fection being introduced into the
sive habit tAn ounce of illegal damaged tissue beneath the nail
cocaine may cost as much as i1.- Also. drainage is usually 'trig
500 ) The short-sighted thrill mficant when a hole is made
seekers, dissatisfied with the and little or no relict 141 pain
u.sual levels of pleasure, stnve to results
bring on a super feeling of wellQ. Mrs. 1' Olasks 11 an rcha
being teven if short-lived). a sensation of "enlagement- and bier studies have been tiOnV ii
"glonfication.- and, allegedly. an dijermule whether firstborns or
later-born children adjust belief
enhancement of sexual activity.
Cocaine is a complex chemical with other people
A A study, of school children in
'an alkaloid). a white powder
derived from coca leaves California snowed that later
Erythroxylon coca). The plant is born children were MINT 1611111
gmwn mainly in South America, lar -among their peers than
particularly in Peru and Bolivia. firstborns The explanation aif
vanced seas i hat laic' kali
Cocaine has been used for
statements without clearing them. He breaks the rule
years hy the medical profiitsion children des elop skids tarts lit
as an effective ka1"anesthetic, get along eitli Older sibling
twice in ten days. On April 10, 1951, the little man in the
men tn a very dilute solution It Later-borns' relative popularity
White House has had enough. Truman orders MacArthur
is part icularlyuseful in relieving applied hi Nth sexes and all
home,creating a national furor.
pain by local application to the ethnic backgrounds
C.
anI rho I•warr wait.* is
mucous membrane of the nose
The nest da• inspecting French troops at Coblent. the Supreme
and ilinsit
When cocaine is used for nonCommander of Atlantic Parrforces in Intone hears the news that his
former boss. the United Nations Commander in the Far East, has been
medical purposes. it is inhaled or
MISS YOUR PAPER?
"snorted- -Into the nose Repesummarily fired. A Stars and Snipes cameraman. Francis R.WO Grandy
catches Shit special look on'that especially photogenic lace -Well, III
ated inhalations cause thinning
Sobscribeel who twee not
be darned," says Ike, supplying his own caption.
out and atrophy of the nasal linreceived their home delivered
" mg Only severe addicts take cir
copy of The astray ledg•r
came by vein
310 p m Monday
Thby
potent
Et'n small &Nei of this
alkaloid cause, toxic effects and
Feilley or by 3 SOP m on Satyr
elevate the blond pressure.speed
days are urged to cell 733 1916
up the nu*. dry the-throat and
Weisel 5.30 p at. and 6p. as.,
bring dizzme. Sweating, weak
per cent of its youngsters.,As build up immunity," he added.
Monday.Friday, et 3:30 p. so.
folAi%
may
confusion
and
nes.,
yet, no mass clinics are being. While this vaccine has been
end 4 p m Saturdays, to Pesaro
Behavior may become danger
scheduled as they were for developed especially for
delivery of the newspaper Cans
ous and violenh-similar to that in
immunization of adults, but healthy youngsters, a vaccine . an ussiute person with advanced
most be placed by 6 p m week
the vaccine probably will be has been available since the
paranoid sabiropttrenia High
days or 4 p a. Saturdays to
available on a first come, first beginning of mass im- fever. ebnvulsions and death
guarantee lieio war y
may follow an overdose
served basis at the county munization for children with
literally
can
addiction
Cocaine
Dr.
health

According to the officials, a
homeowner should check the

'199

Cocaine Is Dangerous Drug

lightning On Olympus

Consumers Warned Of Fly-By-Night Pest-Control Operators
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Let's Stay Well

Tau can win $25 worth of
groceries. Register for the weekly
drawing at KWIK-PIK

Nov. 29 Drawing

is
Vince Heise
1 5 1 1 Johnson Blci.
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Murray Defeats Northeast Louisiana 83-82
(

Racers Edge Indians To
Take Third In Tourney
Saturday in the consolation anyone in the Ohio Valley seconds into the second half,
Natt, who the Racers held a 40-36 edge.
game of the Tipoff Tour- Conference.
Warren and 6-8 swingman
averaged 26 points per game
nament.
But thanks to freshman last year and was the top Grover Woolard both had their
guard Lenny Barber, the freshman scorer in the nation, fourth personals midway
Racers claimed an 83-82 was very similar to 6-6 for- through the second half while
heartstopper and left the ward Sam Drummer who Randall had three fouls.
But Racer Coach Fred
played at Austin Peay last
Indians with an 0-2 record.
Barber, a 5-10 speedster yet. beet transferring to Overton left them in the game
from Trenton, N. J., canned junior college in Georgia this and they responded well.
The largest Racer lead of
two pressure 'packed free fall.
Murray found itself in the the contest came at the 9:49
throws with just seven
seconds left in the game to consolation game after a 105- mark when Muff hit on a
stretch the Racers' lead to 83- 76 loss Friday in the first three-point play to boost the
80 before 6-6 sophomore round to New brleans. With Racers into a 63-53 cushion.
But Northeast Louisiana
Calvin Nattfired in a 15-footer only five minutes left in that
at the buzzer to trim the final game, Murray trailed 80-74 rattled off seven consecutive
margin to one point.
before being outscored 22-0 points and got right back in
Northeast Louisiana was over one stretch. The Racers the game.
With 6:12 left, 5-10 guard
tough, just about as tough as were plagued with foul
problems throughout that Jamie Mayo hit a 20-footer
and Northeast Louisiana held
game.
Northeast Louisiana _ had a 68-67 edge, their first lead of
reached the consolation game the second half.
The last Indian lead came at
after an 87-78 loss to Illinois
the 4:49 mark when Hall hit
State Friday night.
Illinois State was expected from outside to make it 72-71.
Then with 3:34 left in the
to be one of the top 20 teams in
They game, Randall scored on a tip
year.
this
nation
the
Falk. The game drew a record
By The Associated Press
were ranked 18th in the nation and the Racers went up 73-72.
"We were lucky to win," crowd of 23,266 into the new
recruiting and one of the Thirty seconds later, Randall
in
after his Atolph Rupp Arena.
said Coach Joe
veterans on the club was 7-0 again hit from inside and the
in
poured
Grunfeld
37
Ernie
Kentucky
six-ranked
center Jiff Wlkins, one of the Racers led by three.
Wildcats squandered most of a as Tennessee easily disposed
Murray stretched the lead to
top three big men in the nation
33-point lead before edging of South Florida, which had
five at 79-74 when Muff canned
year.
this
past Wisconsin 72-64 Saturday figured to give the Vols a
What does all that really two free throws at the 2:06
night in their basketball tougher test.
have to do with Murray State? mark of the contest. But
us
"Tennessee
whipped
opener.
For one thing, Illinois State Northeast Louisiana refused
Hall, whose team now owns through and through," said
didn't have any luck in the to quit.
Conner
Chip
South
of
Coach
streak,
winning
11-game
an
They rattled off four conchampionship game against
said the lead was chopped Florida. "I don't know who
New Orleans. They got blasted secutive points and closed to
away because of "selfish could have beat them tonight.
91-73 and did not play the within one at 79-78 with just 58
playing. We played too much I can't imagine what TenPrivateers as well as did the seconds left. The Racers took
as individuals. .We were nessee would be like with
a timeout at that point and
Racers the previous night.
twoa
King,
King."
Bernard
definitely tense."
did then 21 seconds later, Muff
tournament
the
Though
Conference time All-SEC star, is under a
Southeastern
not draw a lot of nation-wide scored a rebound bucket to
basketball teams thundered two-game suspension by Vol
publicity, it would be safe to make it 81-78.
into the opening weekend of coaches.
With just 13 seconds left,
say that it was one of the
activity by winning seven of
strongest tourneys in the Kilpatrick scored and it was
a
to
Mississippi
rolled
State
10 games, with impressive
81-80, setting the stage for
nation.
triumphs being recorded by 50-15 halftime lead over
• The Racers led for most of.- Barber's two free throws
Rickey
Wesleyan:
Kentucky
No. 16 Tennessee, No. 13
which came with only seven
the game.
Alabama, Mississippi State, Brown led a balanced attack
Big John Ranaall, a 6-8 seconds left.
17
with
points.
Auburn and Florida.
Muff led the.Racers with 23
Bob Smythe and Al Bonner sophomore who can play at
In other Saturday night
any position on the floor, hit a points, having a sensationaf
action, Tennessee crushed tallied 17 each and Larry
tip at the 13:51 mark of the second half in which he potire0
94-64, Brewster added 16 as Florida
Florida
South
half to boost the Racers to in 17 markers.
first
Mississippi State belted roared by Mercer.
Grover Woolard, also
a 14-12 edge.
were
play,"
"We
to
ready
and
89-49
Wesleyan
Kentucky
a super game, fired in
having
until
lead
the
held
Murray
Florida buried Mercer 105-63. said Gator Coach John Lotz.
when with just under five 22 points while Randall hit for
Two others lost-Vanderbilt to "The first 10 minutes was the
minutes left in the half, 6-10 16 and jumping jack Donnell
Kansas State 89-66 and best defensive and running
center Carl Kilpatrick of Wilson, who had 18 points and
Mississippi to Texas Christian game I've seen since I've been
Northeast Louisiana scored 17 rebounds against New
here."
70-61.
under to give the Indians Orleans Friday, added 10
from
Joe Kyles had 18 for Ole
Friday night's openers saw
points.
a 30-28 edge.
Miss
losing
a
in
and
effort
92Jacksonville
pound
Auburn
One of the things that
was
Three
score
the
times
69, Alabama crush Purdue 97- Charles Davis paced Vali°
6-7 forward David hampered the Racers in the
80, Louisiana State dump derbilt with 20 against Kansas tied before
Hall hit from 10 feet to give the tourney was the limited
Tulane 9445 and Georgia Tech State.
Three more games are Indians a 36-34 halftime edge. playing time of 6-11 center
upend Georgia 64-43.
Randall hit the first bucket Danny Jarrett, who is sufwith
tonight
Rick Robey scored 13 points scheduled
the second half, Jimmy fering from a pulled muscle.
of
and four other Wildcats hit in Morehead at Alabama,
Jarrett came in to score five
double figures in Kentucky's Appalachian at Auburn and Warren came back with a
points
and had some key
and
bucket
forward
fastbreak
New
at
Orleans
Mississippi
victory over Wisconsin, which
Mike Muff hit a layin and 90 rebounds Friday but did not
got a game-high 20 from Bob State.

11!, MIKE BRANDON
liedger & Times Sports Editor
Northeast who?
That was a question some
Murray State basketball fans
asked this fall when they saw
the teams who would be entered in the Tipoff Tour--hainertt at 1SU-New Orleans.
For the past 15 ..seasons,
Northeast Louisiana has had
winning teams. Last year, in
posting an 18-7 record, they
knocked off eighth-rated
Centennary and 7-1 center
Robert Parrish.
With most of that team
back, Northeast Louisiana
had to be considered a slight
favorite to defeat Murray

Joe Hall Says Wildcats
Lucky To Win Opener

We are the only ones left that still do it.

The Old Timey Way
It may be the slow
way but its still
the best-way'!
for the tastiest

GOLF
MANILA - Amy Alcott of
Santa Monica, Calif., fired a
final-round five-under-par 67
and won the 8100,000 Far East
Open invitational LPGA
championship by one stroke
over Donna Young.
MIYAZAKI, -japan Australian Graham Marsh
shot a final-round par 72 and •
won the $40,000 first prize in an
international golf tournament
by six strokes.

College Cage
Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston U 100, Siena Col 88
Fordhatn 80, Vermont 77
Juniata 101, Unsinus 01
Lafayette 94, Muhlenberg 68
MIT 78, Brooklyn Col 61
Niagara 88, Buffalo 85, 2 OT
Pittsburgh 79, W Va. Wesleyan 77
Princeton 95, Colgate 48
Providence 78, Stonehill 58
St. Francis, Pa. 93, Ithaca 68
Toledo 76, Yale 44
SOUTH
Alcorn St. 82, Albany St., Ga.
65
Austin Peay 89, Belmont 81
Clemson 108, Florida St 92
Dillard 82, Florida ASEM 80
Fisk 97, Lincoln 92
Florida 105, Mercer 63
Furman 83, Presbyterian 61
Kentucky 72, Wisconsin 64
Memphis St 84, Florida Tech
53
Mississippi St 89, Ky. Wesleyan 49
Notre Dame 80, Maryland 79,
OT
MIDWEST
Indiana 110, S Dakota 64
Indiana St 81, Chicago St 60
Iowa 71, Nebraska 57
Kansas 104, Montana St 47
Kansas St 89, Vanderbilt 66
Kent St 85, Calif.-Hayward 71
Marshall 79, Otterbein 76
Michigan 94, W Kentucky 70
Mitmesota 101, N Dakota St.

se

Country Hams
Come In at
101 N. 3rd Street...

Inspect the
Hams,Select
Yours - We'll
Tag Itand Hold
It Until Dec.22nd
for you
The Perfect Gift!!
The Old Fashion Way Means
our number of hams
is limited-Come in today
Hours: 8-5 Mon.,thru Fri.
8-12 Saturday

The Old Smoke
House Still Using
Hickory Chips

Gibson Locker Plant
107 N. 3rd.

see much action • Saturday
against the Indians.
Nett, who scored 33 points
Friday against Illinois State,
fired in 28 against the Racers
while Hall pumped in 19 and
the 6-10 Kilpatrick added 15 to
pace Northeast Louisiana.
The rugged " early --season
schedule for the Racers will
continue Wednesday as the
club Will go on the road to
meet powerful Kansas, which
could well be in the top 20,also
this season.
Last year, the Jayhawks
won a 72-56 contest over the
Racers at Lawrence.
After facing Kansas, the
Racers will open their home
season Saturday against a fine
Butler University team from
Indianapolis.
34 49-83
Murray
N. E. Louisiana 36 46-82
Murray (83)-Muff 23,
Randall 16, Wilson 10, Warren
6, Woolard 22, Jarrett,
Blasingame 2, Wade 2, Barber
2 and Hill.
N. E. Louisiana (82)-Mayo
4, Walker 6, C. Natt 28,
Kilpatrick 15, K. Natt 4,
Pickett6 and Hall 19.

Murray,Ky.

753-1601

N Dakota 66, Northern St.,
S.D. 49
Ohio St.69, ButleL 66
Wichita St 88,s Augustana,
S.D. 65
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St. 68, Westminster
48
Arkansas Tech 75, Jackson
St. 55
Baylor 94, Drake 88
McNeese St. 102, Hardin-Simmons 82
Oklahoma 85, Tulsa 78
Oklahoma St. 67, Oklahoma
City 57
Texas Ada 89, Bishop 79
FAR WEST
Arkansas 72, Air Force 54
California 92, Portland 58
Cal Poly-SLO 79, Stanford 61
Colorado St. 77, Denver 68
Fresno St 88, Wyoming 71
Nevada-Reno 80, San Jose St.
77
New Mexico 90, Colorado 82
New Mexico St. 114, Lubbock
'Christian 90
N Arizona 69, Mesa St. 62
San Francisco 92, UCSanta
Barbara 85, OT
Seattle 78, Washington 64
UCLA 76, De Paul 69
74t.pacific LuWashington St. k....
..
theran 68
Webow,AJ§,, Brigham Young
75
TOURNAMENTS
Wake Forest 97, N Carolina
96, OT
Duke 84, N Carolina St. 82
W Virginia 83, Syracuse 78
Massachusetts 69, Harvara 50
Northwestern 80, Brown 65
New Orleans 91, Illinois St 73
Gardner-Webb 89, CarsonNewman 72
Athletes in Action 94, W Virgina St. 81
Richmond 64, Geo. Washington 62

lilt 11 I 1.111,1.1{
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Colts, Rams And 'Pats
Near Division Titles
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
The Baltimore Colts, Los
Angeles Rams and New
England Patriots are another
step closer today toward what
seems to be the inevitable.
And the Pittsburgh Steelers
are another step closer to
what might well be called a
miracle.
The Colts devoured the New
York Jets 33-16 and the Rams
gobbled up the New Orleans
Saints 33-14 in National
Football League play Sunday
and edged within a step of
clinching division titles, while
the Patriots crushed the
Denver Broncos 38-14 and
moved within a victory of
clinching
American
an
Conference playoff berth.
And the Steelers, playing on
the brink of disaster, pulled
out a 7-3 victory over Cincinnati in a snowstorm,
keeping alive their hopes of
returning to the Super Bowl
which they have won the past
two years.
In Sunday's other NFL
games, it was Washington 24,
Philadelphia 0; Oakland 49,
Tampa Bay 16; the New York
Giants 28, Seattle 16;
Cleveland 17, Miami 13;
Chicago 16, Green Bay 10;
Houston 20, Atlanta 14, and
Kansas City 23, San Diego 20.
Last Thursday, it was Dallas
19, St. Louis 14, and Detroit 27,
Buffalo 14. Tonight it is
Minnesota at San Francisco.
If the 49ers lose, the Rams will
become the National Conference West champions.
Cincinnati had a chance to
shoot down Pittsburgh's
chances of getting into Super
Bowl XI and the games which
lead to it. Instead,the Bengals
have a gun pointed at
themselves - and they could
get shbt down a week from
tonight.
By beating Pittsburgh, the
Bengals would have clinched
the 'American Conference's
Central title and killed the
Steelers' chances of making
the playoffs. Now, though,
Cincinnati leads the division
by one game with two to go.
And while Pittsburgh plays
relatively easy foes in Tampa
Bay and Houston, Cincinnati
has to face the Raiders, the
winningest team in the league,
next Monday night at Oakland
before closing the season in
New York against the Jets. A
two-team tie would give the
division title to the Steelers.

Cleveland's points - but it
was the defense that really
beat Miami by holding off the
Dolphins in the final seconds.
Bears 16, Packers 10
Bob Avellini teamed with
James Scott on a 49-yard
touchdown pass play in the
first period, then Bob Thomas
kicked field goals of 40, 254nd
22 yards, lifting the Bears past
the Packers. Walter Payton
rushed for 110 yards for
Chicago. i
Oilers 20, Falcons 14
Houston got helping hands
from quarterback John Hadl
and linebacker Robert Brazile
in beating Atlanta. First, Hadl
unleashed a 40-yard touchdown pass to Billy Johnson,
then Brazile batted down Kim
McQuilken's fourth-down pass
from the Houston six into the
Oilers' end zone with about a
minute to play.
Chiefs 23, Chargers 20
Running back Ed Podolak,
out of action for five weeks
with a groin injury, returned
with a vengeance, rolling up
127 yards and scoring two
touchdowns, including one on
a five-yard run with five
Redskins 24, Eagles0
"Every time the Eagles minutes to play, boosting
made
a
mistake, we Kansas City past the
capitalized," said Washington Chargers.
quarterback Billy Kilmer,
who threw three touchdown
passes, the first following a 45yard punt return by Eddie
Brown, the next two after
fumble recoveries by Dennis
Johnson.
Raiders 49, Buccaneers 16
Oakland got a pair of oneBY THE ORIGINATOR
yard touchdown plunges by
Distinctively feminine
Mark van Eeghen and a pair
bracelets. Perfect for
of scoring pacses by Ken
any giving occasion.
Stabler - nine yards to
In 14 kt. Gold, 12 kt.
Warren Bankston and 25 to
Gold Filled or Sterling
Cliff Branch - in remaining
Silver. Attractively
Gift Boxed.
the league's winningest team
at 11-1 and further solidifying
Tampa Bay's chance of
becoming the first NFL team
to finish at 0-14.
Giants 28,Seahawks 16
Seattle, the other expansion
team, jumped to a 9-0 firstquarter lead on Sherman
Smith's two-yard touchdown
run and John Leypoldt's 45yard field goal. But by
halftime, the Giants were on
top and they finished that way
iaft0a rti
as Craig Morton threw for two
V.C1 ,/••
touchdowns and Gordon Bell
ran for two.
114S.5th,
Browns 17, Dolphins 13
Murray
Brian Sipe threw for two
touchdowns and Don Cockroft
Lindsey's
kicked a late field goal in a
Jewelers
sudden
snowstorm
for
who beat the Bengals twice.

Colts 33, Jets 16
Bert Jones tore up the Jets
with three touchdown passes
in a 24-point second quarter,
covering 14 yards to Lydell
Mitchell, five yards to Don
McCauley .and 31 yards to
Roger Carr, keeping the Colts
one game ahead of New
England in the AFC East.
Rams 33,Saints 14
Rookie Pat Haden passed
for two touchdowns - a twoyarder to Lawrence McCutcheon and a four-yarder to
Bob Klein - and ran seven
yards for a TD in' the Rams'
romp over New Orleans.
Patriots 38, Broncos 14
Steve Grogan of New
England also did his pass-andrun thing, throwing three
yards to Al Chandler and
bulling in from the one for a
pair of TDs. Don Calhoun
amassed 177 yards on the
ground and rookie Mike
Haynes returned a punt 62
yards for a touchdown, ending
Denver's hopes of making the
playoffs.
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Hoosiers Race To Easy
Win Over South Dakota

1 III; tl II 114.1 It 1- I

.

SPORTS

Trail Blazers Continue
With Hot Home Record

By HANK LOW ENKRON
The only bright spot for points, helped cut Buffalo's 15Marques Johnson's 18 points
ship; New Orleans won its own
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Atlanta
was the play of rookie point halftime deficit to five.
New Orleans Tip-Off with a 91- and 16-point performances by
AP Sports Writer
Lakers 10,Balls 64
Portland may be thinking Armond Hill, who led all
The Indiana Hoosiers spent 73 triumph over Illinois State sophomores David Greenwood
Los Angeles' Kareem
_about offering other teams in scorers with 21 points.
last
season
beating and Clemson defeated Florida and Roy Hamilton helped
Abdul-Jabbar passed the
the National Basketball
Kings 1111, 7Sers
everybody's brains out and State 106-92 to win the IPTAY UCLA hold off DePaul.
17,000-point mark in career
Association some special
its
City
stretched
Kansas
five
led
players
Rick Robey
they've picked up this year tournament in Clemson,S.C.
incentive to switch Trail home winning streak to seven points while scoring 21, as
Center Kent Benson, the in double figures with 13 points
right where they left off.
Blazers' road games to their before 15,543 home fans, the Chicago set a club record with
Bullying
underprivileged only starter from last year's as Kentucky's Wildcats
By MIKE BRANDON
home court.
second largest crowd in the its 11th consecutive loss.
South Dakota, the defending national championship team, opened their giant new Civic
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Rookie forward Scott May had
The Trail Blazers have history of the franchise,
NCAA champions opened and guard Wayne Radford Center with a victory over
his most productive game ass
played 12 home games this
Julius
Philadelphia's
their college basketball combined for 35 points to pace Wisconsin.
season - and won them all. Erving, a major reason for the pro, leading Chicago's scorins
If you should happen to see Bill Furgerson or any members
"Duck" Williams' 18-footer of his Murray State football coaching staff smiling, they have
season Saturday with an Indiana's victory.
And they have played five big turnout, was held to four with 19 points. Antis Gilmore
A combined 47-point per- with. 18 seconds remaining
authoritative 110-64 victory.
games away from home - points in the second half and had 16 for the 2-12 Bulls.
very good reason to be doing so.
"They pounded us on the formance by sophomore Phil gave Notre'Dame its victory
The first big Christmas present has arrived for the football
and lost them all. The Dr. finished the game with 20
boards," said South Dakota Hubbard and Rickey Green over Maryland before 14,053 program at Murray.
Soaks 117, Bullets 116
-Jekyll and Mr. Hyde record of points.
Coach Jack Doyle after the led Michigan over Western roaring fans at the Cole Field
Slick. Watts, poured in a
That present is Danny Johnson, a 6-1, 190-pound tailback - 12-5 has the Blazers in first
another
McGinni.s,
George
beating from the nation's Kentucky. Hubbard, who House in College Park and a from East Prairie, Mo.
37 points and
career-high
place in the Pacific Division, part
Philadelphia's
of
fifth-ranked team. "It's tough missed most of the first half national television audience.
and thinking about making the millionaire frontcourt, saw added 13 assists for Seattle,
"I think he is going to remind people around Murray a lot of
James Hardy's 23-point, 14- Don Clayton,",said Ed Nichols, who coached Johnson at East
to play a team the caliber of due to foul trouble, came back
playoffs for the first time in only limited action and scored which needs just eight more
Indiana when you realize and scored 18 of his 22 points rebound performance paced
victories to tie the NBA mark
their seven-year history. But just seven points.
Prairie.
we're a Division II school and after intermission. Green San Francisco over UC-Santa
for consecutive home court
Portland plays its next three
"He's one of those kind of runners who picks up his knees
Braves 11$
127,
Jazz
they're the national chain- scored 11 of his 17 first-half Barbara. The Gauchos had the high and is an extremely strong runner," Nichols added.games away from home..
Pete Maravich scored 30 triumphs.
points in the last five minutes, opportunity to upset the Dons,
pions."
The streak nearly ended as
Sunday, Portland extended points for New Orleans and
Johnson picked up his knees a lot this season. He scored 24
Bobby Knight, whose when the Wolverines shot into but failed to get a shot off in touchdowns this season and raced for 2271 yards as his high
its two-season winning streak Nate Williams came off the Mitch Kupchak of Washington
the last 20 seconds and the school team, which had only he and defensive-offensive
Hoosiers added onto their 32- a 49-35 halftime advantage.
missed a shot with 13 seconds
at home to 18 games, routing bench to score 23.
game went into overtime tied tackle Billy McIntosh back from last year,.recorded a 5-5
game victory string of last
the Indiana Pacers 145-115.
Bird Averitt and Bob to play and Wes Unseld's tip
North Carolina was beaten
year, looked at the opener as by Larry Harrison's tip-in and at 81.
record.
Maurice Lucas led Portland -McAdoo, who -finished with 29 rolled off the hoop.
Tennessee beat South
more of a tuneup than a test. Skip Brown's clutch foul shots
Among his accomplishments:
25 points and reserve
with
His club is minus four starters in the closing seconds of Florida behind Ernie Grun- He caught seven passes this season for 125 yards and a
Lloyd Neal hit for 19.
forward
feld's 37 points. The 6-foot-6
from last year's team.
overtime. The victory gave senior had 15 field goals and touchdown.
Bill Walton had 18 points and
"We played with a number the Demon Deacons their
- He recovered a fumble and returned it 99,2 yards for a
13 rebounds, while Indiana's
of combinations and did some third straight Big Four was 7-for-7 from the foul line touchdown.
Billy Knight was the game's
with
game
the
leaving
before
things very well, but you have championship. Tate Arm- He returned a kickoff 88 yards for a touchdown.
scorer with 29 points.
top
to put it in perspective," he strong's 23 points powered 5:20 remaining.
- He returned a punt 85 yards for a touchdown.
Golden State 132, Hawks 98
24
Massey's
1..ew
by
Paced
his
finished
starter,
career
short
just
said. "We played against a Duke over North Carolina
Johnson,a three-year
Rick Barry led Golden State
its first possession of the
team that was totally State, handing the highly- points, North Carolina- of 4,000 yards rushing.
By ?OMB CLABB
its first road victory in
to
Charlotte coasted to an easy
second 'half, with House finoutmanned."
AP Sports Writer
As a sophomore, he rushed for 600 yards and as a junior, he
with
regarded Wolfpack its second
season
this
starts
seven
victory over Georgia College.
In other top college loss in two nights.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - ding Jim Nelson wide open on
had 1100. Both years, he alternated each play with another
20 points and Jamaal Wilkes •
The 49ers had six players in
basketball games Saturday,
One half of inspired play does a 34-yard touchdown pass.lhe
runner.
18.
contributed
double figures.
No. 1-ranked Michigan opened
Last year, East Prairie posted a 9-1 record and went to the
not a national football Colonels later were stopped at
Glenn Williams' 37 points state playoffs. Coach Nichols said that McIntosh may also be
its season with a 94-70 victory
champion make, and one need North Dakota State's 17 and 14
led St. John's over Fairfield. headed for Murray State in addition to Johnson.
over Western Kentucky; No. 3
go no further than the Eastern and later yet came up empty
Kevin Eastman's two free
North Carolina- was shocked
"I had a lot of schools looking at me but I picked Murray
Kentucky University locker on Bob Landis field goal atthrows with eight seconds left
tempts after moving to the 16
by Wake Forest 97-96 in
room for corroboration.
because of the people. It sort of reminded me of high school;
provided Richmond with its
to
and
me
seemed
know
everyone
32.
and
first
Murray,
the
in
visited
flat
I
overtime in the finals of the
were
when
We
CLASS A
George
over
victory
House, held to 16 yards
Kentucky
Eastern
Big Four Tournament in
said
talked with me.
half,"
First Round
Press
iated
By The As
Ft Campbell 28 Camp- Washington. Sid Bostik's 22
Greensboro, N.C. after Duke
"I've had a lot of people tell me how nice of a place Murray
quarterback Ernie House, passing and 15 rushing in the
League
National F
points powered West Virginia
upset No. 15 North • Carolina bellsville 6
whose passing and running in first half, added 132 passing
was."
FERENCE
AMERICAN
Frankfort 16 Harrodsburg 8 over Syracuse.
himself as a leading candidate in
Eastern vision
find
well
could
State 84-82 in the consolation
Johnson
second half created quite a land 51 running after inthe
Bellevue 24 Nicholas Co 3
W L T Pct. PF PA 'stir before North Dakota State termission. Baglien rolled . up
Racers.
the
for
season
next
backfield
game; No. 4 UCLA trimmed
the
Paintsville 41 Lynch 0
10 2 0 .833 342 202
Balt
CROSS COUNTRY
113 yards in the first
No. 18 DePaill 76-69; sixth"I'm going to go through the Murray State record book and
Semifinals.
9 3 0 .750 318 218 held on for a 10-7 win in 72 of his
Eng
N.
PHILADELPHIA - Rick look up all of Clayton's records," Johnson said.
Larson getting 39 of
II
with
Et Campbell 38 Frankfort 9
Division
half
NCAA
Saturday's
rated Kentucky turned back
206
211
.417
0
7
'5
MIAMI
Bellevue 17 Paintsville 16
Rojas of Los Alamos, N.M.,
his 63 overland yards in the
3 9 0 .250 150 304 playoff game.
Wisconsin 72-64; No. 14 Notre
"I'd sure like to break his records. After my first game,I'll
NY Jets
Championship
210 0 .167 198 260
Buff
and representing the Colorado know if I can do it or not," Johnson added.
"We came out in the second final half.
Dame upset No. 8 Maryland
Ft Campbell 72 Bellevue 0
Central Division
Track Club, won the National
Johnson is the first recruit for the Racers. Furgerson and
80-79 in overtime; No. 11 San
half and started playing,"
172
273
.750
0
3
9
Cinci
Bison linebacker Rick
AAU cross country cham- his staff are constantly on the phone and on the road in an allFrancisco defeated UC-Santa
CLASS AA
8 4 0 .667 240 238 House added. "We had opCleve
pionship with a time of 30 out effort to produce a conference contender for next season.
First Round
didn't Budde put North Dakota State
but
Barbara 92-85 in overtime;
8 4 0 .667 279 138 portunities
Pitts
Mayfield 48 Edmonson Co 6
in early control after the first
minutes, 23.8 seconds on the
5 7-0 .417 215 239 capitalize on them."
tistn
More announcements of other recruits should be soon forTennessee
16th-ranked
Bardstown 7 Scott Co 0
Western Division
of Roby's three first half
10,000-meter course.
minutes,
30
first
the
thcoming.
In
hammered South Florida 94-64
Corbin 22 Somerset 8
11 1 0 .917 291 217 North Dakota State totally fumbles gave Eastern a • shot
x-Oak
CarolinaNorth
19
and No.
Whitesburg 17 Prestonsburg
7 5 0 .583 270 176
Deny
at the visitor's 29. Budde
Charlotte walloped Georgia 13
5 7 0 .417 235 254 dominated the first round stepped in front of a House
S-Diego
- Semifinals
College 11143.
4 8 0 .333 235 345 playoff game that promised
K.C.
Corbin 26 Whitesburg 7
Tpa Bay 0 12 0 .000 111 339 the winner the host's role in pass at the Bison 30 and
Besides the Big Four
Mayfield 21 Bardstown 7
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Saturday's Grantland Rice returned it 20 yards, from
lournament, several other
Championship
Eastern Division
turned out, North where Campbell engineered a
championships were resolved
0
Mayfield
6
Corbin
10 2 0 .833 256 160 Bowl. As it
Dallas
crunching ground attack.
Saturday night,
8 4 0 .667 268 236 Dakota State's first half was
S Louis
CLASS AAA
St. John's won the Lapchick
8 4 0 .667 227 187 enough to offset Eastern's Baglien, much quicker than
Wash
First Railed
3 9 0 .250 131 250 second half, so the Bisons will the Colonel defense in the
Phila
Tournament. in New York by
Union Co 21 Franklin-Simp210 0 .167 132 223 meet Montana State in Fargo, opening two periods, ripped
NY Gks
beating Fairfield 87-65; son 0
Central Division
defeated off runs of 17 and 10 yards in
Shelby Co 14 Danville 7
Richmond edged George
9 1 1 .864 240 140 N.D. Montana State
x-Minn
gallop to
49-yard
a
on
breaker
Louisville
the
that 11-play surge, and it was
beaten
Trinity,
Co
Whitley
43
MIKE
By
Lloyd
CLARK
Erlanger
Washington 64-62 to take the
6 6 0 .500 235 176 New Hampshire 17-10.
Dirt
County lead Ft. Campbell, 12-1, past Chcgo
Jefferson
and
AP Sports Writer
6 6 0 .500 205 HU
Rolling to 191 rushing yards a fake to Baglien that fo,.led
Spider Classic in Richmond, 6
Belfry 30 Cawood 12
Bellevue. The winners ac- Gn Bay
4 8 0 .333 185 259 while holding Eastern's of- Eastern's defense as CamLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - champion.
Va; West Virginia won the
SemNinals
for 269 yards overland
counted
Western Division
first
ranked
and
13-0
Trinity,
Unbeaten Henderson County
net of 72, the Bisons pbell strolled into the end zone
Hall of Fame tourney in
Erlanger Lloyd 26 Belfry 6
8 3 1 .708 272 173 fense to a
L.A.
while holding Bellevue tdjust
Press
Associated
The
in
one
moved
of
has
within
game
0
Co
Union
18
on quarterback for the Bison's only TD.
Co
83an
Shelby
with
Mass.,
ahead
Springfield,
154 jumped
6 5 0 54216.
S Fran
Championship
grabbing high school football Jefferson County AAAA poll, 99 rushing yards and a single
Campbell's three-yard Although North Dakota
Steve
292
78 decision over Syracuse;
240
.333
0
8
4
Grins
N
Shelby Co bragging rights away from the eased past previously un- pass completion in nine at4 8 0 .333 152 232 touchdown run and later State drove virtually, at will
Mints
Virginia beat VMI 55-50 for the 0 Erlanger Uoyd 24
tempts.
2 10 0 .167 212 368 added a 39-yard field goal by the rest of the half, those two
fourth-ranked
and
Stle
beaten
of
the
city
Louisville.
But
Virginia Tip-Off championx-clinched division title
costly fumbles kept Eastern
Colonels face their sternest Seneca 3-0 last weekend on
Mike McTague.
CLASS AAAA
Sunday's Results
within striking disti..ice.
test of the season here Robert Roney's 36-yard field
keyed
First Round
drives
other
Two
New England 38, Denver 14
Fairdale 20 Fern Creek 16
Saturday in the form of un- goal. Henderson County, 14-0
New York Giants 28, Seattle by the running of Ross But Budde, who was
Seneca 10 Pleasure Ridge 0
and ranked second in the State
,
16
Baglien, Paul Larson and credited with 12 solo tackles,
Henderson Co 7 Bowling
Washington 24, Philadelphia 0 Dave Roby - died at rallied his defensive mates
past fifthrolled
poll,
AAAA
Bowling
Green 3
Cleveland 17, Miami 13
ranked Lexington Tates Creek
on Roby successfully each time
Franklin Co 22 Bullitt Central
Baltimore 33, New York Jets Eastern's 23 and 15
By The Aosociated Press
Standings
Eastern moved within range
22-10 in the other ,AAAA
0
fumbles.
16
National Basketball Association
I..ex Tates Creek 21 I,ex Lafain the final 25 minutes of play.
semifinal.
on
yards
56
10
Bay
drove
Green
16,
Eastern
Chicago
Sunday Couples
CONFERENCE
EASTERN
yette 8
Bowling League
Houston 20, Atlanta 14
Atlantic Division
Ashland 20 Boone Co 7
L
W
Team
Ft. Campbell, ranked
Pittsburgh 7, Cincinnati 3
W L Pct. GB
11
25
Fearless Foursome
Quarterfinals
Kansas City 23, San Diego 20
11 8 .579
12 second in the AP poll, copped Philphia
24
Born Losers
Trinity 3 St Xavier 0
I.os Angeles 33, New Orleans
kt
14
22
Funky Mordraes
10 8 .556
the Class A title by blanking . Boston
Seneca 19 Fairdale 0
16
20
14
Misfits
9 10 .474 2
Knks
NY
-ranked
fifth
22-0;
Bellevue
Henderson Co 23 Franklin Co Horny Toads
18
18
High was 641- Almo, Ks
Oakland 49, Tampa Bay 16
8 11 .421 3
Nets
22
14
Seldom!
6
Corbin won the Class AS NY
Monday's Game
2
/
8 12 .400 31
Buffalo
25
11
.
Untouchables
Lax Tates Creek 14 Ashland- 1. Truckers
Minnesota at San Francisco,
crown by upsetting top-rated
26
10
Central Division
13 OT
FRUIT TREES - Apple Pear. Peach Plum and
(n 1
High Team Game SC
14 4 .778 Mayfield 6-0; and No. 1 Cleve
Semifinals
670
Horny Toads
4
Dec.
Saturday,
2
.668
5
11
Houston
Cherry
609 Erlanger Lloyd kept the'Class
Henderson Co 22 Lax Tates Fearless Foursome
Baltimore at St. Louis
11 8 .579 31-2
Fearless Foursome
586 AAA championship in nor- N Grins
Creek 10
Angeles
Los
AZALEAS - White Red. Pink and Salmon
at
Atlanta
4"2
.526
9
10
HC1
Ronnie Ross
High Team Game
S Anton
Trinity 3 Seneca 0
5
Dec.
Sunday,
654 thern Kentucky by pounding
7
Horny Toads
.389
11
7
Washton
210 E. Main
Championship
781 Shelby County 24-0.
Seldoms
New Orleans at New England
7 13 .350 8
Atlanta
Nice Selection of Foundation Plants also Shade and Or.
769
Untouchables
at Lexington, Ky.
Washington at New York Jets
match
Phone 753-0489
-Seneca
WESTERN CONFERENCE
The Trinity
High Team Senes SC
Trinity (13-01 vs Henderson
namental
Trees.
Giants
York
New
at
Detroit
Division
Midwest
17% was just as brutal as the
Horny Toads
Co (14-0)
Dallas at Philadelphia
1765
Fearless Foursome
13 4 .765 - •
Denver
Trinity-St.
week's
previous
1556
Untouchables
Tampa Bay at Pittsburgh
Beautiful Assortment of Clay and Glazed
11 9 .550 3',2
Detroit
High Team Series HC,
Xavier match. Ironically. Kan City
Houston at Cleveland
11 10 .524 4.
2346
Horny Toads
Also a variety of concrete
Pottery
Green Bay at Minnesota
8 11 .421 6
2265 Roney was the difference in Indiana
Seldoms
Miami
at
Buffalo
94:
2173
.143
Foursome
Fearless
products
12
a
2
booting
Chicago
HOUR
that game, too, by
High Ind. Game SC
Kansas City at Denver .
3 18 .143 12
27-yard field goal to give Milwkee
Mon.-Sot. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
DRY
Now
Men
San Francisco at San Diego
Pacific Division
203 Trinity a 3-0 win over the
Richard Scott
Seattle
at
Chicago
Sun. 1 ..m.-6 p.m.
.706
5
12
Portland
194
Kenneth Perry-..
Monday, Dec. I
Class AAAA Seattle
190 defending
Cenfrol Shopping
Kenneth Perry
12 8 .600 L.
Women
Cincinnati at Oakland, ni
titlists.
10 8 .556 242
Los Mg
Center
177
Kathy Zea ...
8 10 .444 Ps
Barry Skaggs ran for two Goldn St
175
Kathy Zea
7 a.m.- 6 p.m.
2
/
6 8 .429 41
163 touchdowns
Peggy Potts
Terry Phoenix
and
I Phone 753-9084
High Ind Game HU'
Saturdays...Results ,
another
added
Peckenpaugh
Men
Good
Boston 1232-New York Knicks
227 as Henderson County overPaul Phillips
109
All
226
Kenneth Perry
Cleveland 111, Philadelphia
222 came Tates Creek's 7-0 second
Weal
Wk
Richard Scott
Women
period lead. Bryan Walls 104
215
Peggy Potts
Atlanta 101, Buffalo 94
209 scored the only TD for Tates
Jane Phillips
New York Nets 96, Mil200 Creek, which finished the
Becky Phillips .
waukee 91
High Ind SenesSC,
season 10-4.
Houston 125, San Antonio 116
Men
557
Kenneth Perr.
Phoenix 119, Seattle 107
533
Richard Scott'
FOLDED
Denver 172, Indiana 113
484
turned
Bill Houghton ,.
Gilbert
Kenny
OR
Portland 103, Washington 95
Women
510 quarterback Tom Horvath's
ON HANGERS
Sunday's Results
Kathy Zea .
Nancy Todd
41 only pass completion into a 29Golden State 132, Atlanta 98
Peggy Potts
Kansas City 101, Philadelphia
yard touchdown play that
Mix 'em or Match
High Ind Senes fir;
Men
proved the difference for 89
New Orleans 127, Buffalo 118
653
Kenneth Perry
601 Corbin, 11-1. But it was the
Btll Houghton
Los Angeles 103, Chicago U
Jackie Tabers
600 Corbin defense, paced by
Portland 145, Indiaha 115
Women
R.C.
Seattle 117, Washingtcn 116
569 brilliant nose guard
Jane Phillips
Monday's Games
the
Becky Phillips
570 Thomas, that earned
No games scheduled
Peggy Potts
mantle.
o's
het
561
High Averages
Tuesday's Games
Men
Thomas and his mates
New York Nets at New York
174
Richw 'Scott
Mayfield's of- 1Cnicks
186 overcame
Lloyd Todd
with something good 40 ail
Open 4 p
169 fensive line and frustrated
Ronnie Hutson
Seattle at Buffalo
riVon
157
Kenneth Perry•
Cleveland
Denver at
scoring drive
Till Slltor
155 every Cardinal
Larry Swain
Phoenix at Indiana .
Women
while causing four turnovers.
SVA
Ndf
Golden State at Chicago
Kathy Zea
nine
and
21
ran
Gibbs
Rick
I
"
154
Detroit at San Antonio
Nancy Todd
1}.4 ,PSDAY
Hinhwav 611 Notth
try our fine cleaning
Peggy Potts
137 yards for touchdowns while
Portland at Milwaukee
NOV 30 DEC 1
tal Inu; pr.!
at these .ne,
Jane Houghton
Angeles
Los
backat
the
Washington
134-Andre Offut added
Vickie Holland

Danny Johnson Signs
MSU Grid Scholarship

Poor First Half Fatal
For Eastern Kentucky

High School
Grid Playoffs

Pro Football
Standings

it,

Trinity Expected To
Be Tough For Colonels
Pro Cage
Standings

1 -Stop
Service
For Your

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

Four Seasons Nursery

44-,One
cLeaneRs

S
SHIR
5

Laundered to
Perfection

etten Etts

11.19

I SALAD BAR 1

PANTS
LEISURE
SKIRTS
SWEATERS OR SHIRTS

1.69

Murray's
Best

Sensational
Steaks
Lobster
Tail

753-4141
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Murray 'Defeats ,Northeast Louisiana 83-82
a.

mi, Hlt A IAA )(

Racers Edge Indians To
Take Third In Tourney
By MIKE BRANDON
I.cdger & Times Sports Editor
Northeast who?
That was a question some
Murray State basketball fans
asked this fall when they saw
the teams who would be entered in the Tipoff Tournament at ISU-New Orleans.
F'or the past 15 seasons,
Northeast Louisiana has had
winning teams. Last year, in
posting an 18-7 record, they
knocked off eighth-rated
Centennary and 7-1 center
Robert Parrish.
With most of that team
back, Northeast Louisiana
had to besonsidered a slight
favorite to aefeat Murray

Saturday in the consolation
game of the Tipoff Tournament.
But thanks to freshman
guard Lenny Barber, the
Racers claimed an 83-82
heartstopper and left the
Indians with an 0-2 record.
Barber, a
speedster
from Trenton, N. J., canned
two pressure packed free
throws, with just seven
seconds left in the game to
stretch the Racers' lead to 8380 before 6-6 sophomore
Calvin Nat fired in a 15-footer
at the buzzer to trim the final
margin to one point.
Northeast Louisiana was,
tough, just about as tough as

Joe Hall Says Wildcats
Lucky To Win Opener
By The Associated Press
We were lucky to win,"
said Coach Joe Hall after his
Kentucky
six-ranked
Wildcats squandered most of a
11-point lead before edging
past Wisconsin 72-64 Saturday
night in their basketball
opener. ,
Hall, whose team now owns
an 11-game winning streak,
said the lead was chopped
away because of "selfish
Maying. We played too much
as individuals. We were
definitely tense."
Conference
Southeastern
basketball teams thundered
into the opening weekend of
activity by winning seven of
10 games, with impressive
triumphs being recorded by
No. 16 Tennessee, No. 13
Alabama, Mississippi State,
Auburn and Florida.
In other Saturday night
action, Tennessee crushed
94-64,
Florida
South
Mississippi State belted
Kentucky Wesleyan 89-49 and
Florida buried Mercer105-63.
Two others lost-Vanderbilt to
Kansas State 89-66 and
Mississippi to Texas Christian
70-61.
Friday night's openers saw
Auburn pound Jacksonville 9267, Alabama crush Purdue 97E10, Louisiana State dump
Tulane 94-85 and Georgia Tech
upend Georgia 64-43.
Rick Robey scored 13 points
and four other Wildcats hit in
double figures in Kentucky's
victory over Wisconsin, which
got a game-high 20 from Bob

Falk. The game drew a record
crowd of 23,266 into the new
Adolph Rupp Arena.
Ernie Grunfeld poured in 37
as Tennessee easily disposed
of South Florida, which had
figured to give the Vols a
tougher test.
"Tennessee whipped us
through and through," said
Coach Chip Conner of South
Florida. "I don't know who
could have'beat them tonight.
I can't imagine what Tennessee would be like with
Bernard King." King, a twotime All-SEC star, is under a
two-game suspension by Vol
coaches.
Mississippi State rolled to a
50-15 halftime lead over
Kentucky Wesleyan. Rickey
Brown led a balanced attack
with 17 points.
Bob Smythe and Al Bonner
tallied 17 each and Larry
Brewster added 16 as Florida
roared by Mercer.
"We were ready to play,"
Said Gator Coach John Lotz.
"The first 10 minutes was the
best defensive and running
guile I've seen since I've been
here."
Joe Kyles had 18 for Ole
Miss in a losing effort and
Charles Davis paced Vanderbilt with 20 against Kansas
State.
Three more games are
scheduled
tonight
with
Morehead at Alabama,
Appalachian at Auburn and
New Orleans at Mississippi
State.

anyone in the Ohio Valley
Natt, who
Conference.
averaged 26 points per game
last year and was the top
freshman scorer in the nation,
was very similar to 6-6 forward Sam Drummer who
played at Austin Peay last
year befae transferring to
junior college in Georgia this
fall.
Murray found itself in the
consolation game after a 10576 loss Friday in the first
round to New Orleans. With
only five minutes left in that
game, Murray trailed 80-74
before being outscored 22-0
over one stretch. The Racers
were plagued with foul
problems throughout that
game.
Northeast Louisiana had
reached the consolation game
after an 87-78 loss to Illinois
State Friday night.
Illinois State was expected
to bg one of the top 20teams in
ttnnarcin this year. They
were ranked 18th in the nation
in recruiting and one of the
veterans on the club was 7-0
center Jeff Wlkins, one of the
top three big men in the nation
this year.
What does all that really
have to do with Murray State?
For one thing, Illinois State
didn't have any luck in the
championship game against
New Orleans. They got blasted
91-73 and did not play the
Privateers as well as did the
Racers the Previous night.
Though the tournament did
not draw a lot of nation-wide
publicity, it would be safe to
say that it was one of the
strongest tourneys in the
nation.
The Racers led for most of
the game.
Big 'John Randall, a 6-8
sophomore who can play at
any position on the floor, hit a
tip at the 13:51 mark of the
first half to boost the Racers to
a 14-12 edge.
Murray held' the lead until
when with just under five
minutes left in the half, 6-10
center Carl Kilpatrick of
Northeast Louisiana scored
from under to give the Indians
a 30-28 edge.
Three times the score was
tied before 6-7 forward David
Hall hit from 10 feet to give the
Indians a 36-34 halftime edge.
Randall hit the first bucket
of the second half, Jimmy
Warren came back with a
fastbreak bucket and forward
Mike Muff hit a layin and 90

seconds into the second half,
the Racers held a 40-36 edge.
Warren and 8-8 swingman
Grover Woolard both had their
fourth personals midway
through the second half while
Randall had three fouls.
But Racer Coach Fred
Overton left them in the game
and they responded well.
The largest Racer lead of
the contest came at the 9:49
mark when Muff hit on a
three-point play to boost the
Racers into a 63-53 cushion.
But Northeast Louisiana
rattled off seven consecutive
points and got right back in
theogime. With 6:12 left, 5-10 guard
Jamie Mayo hit a 20-footer
and Northeast Louisiana held
a 68-67 edge, their first lead of
the second half.
The last Indian lead came at
the 4:49 mark when Hall hit
from outside to make it 72-71.
Then with 3:34 left in the
game, Randall scored on a tip
and the Racers went up 73-72.
-Thirty seconds later, Randall
again hit from inside and the
Racers led by three.
Murray stretched the lead to
five at 79-74 when Muff canned
two free throws at the 2:06
mark of the contest. But
Northeast Louisiana refused
to quit.
They rattled off four consecutive points and closed to
within one at 79-78 with just 58
seconds left. The Racers took
a timeout at that point and
then 21 seconds later, Muff
scored a rebound bucket to
make it 81-78.
With just 13 seconds left,
KilpatrIck scored and it was
81-80, setting the stage for
Barber's two free throws
which came with only seven
seconds left.
Muff led the Racers with 23
points, having a sensationar
second half in which he poured'
in 17 markers.
Grover Woolard, also
having a super game, fired in
22 points while Randall hit for
16 and jumping jack Donnell
Wilson, who had 18 points and
17 rebounds against New
Orleans Friday, added 10
points.
One of the things that
hampered the Racers in the
tourney was the limited
playing time of 6-11 center
Danny Jarrett, who is suffering from a pulled muscle.
Jarrett came in to score five
points and had some key
rebounds Friday but did not

We are the only ones left that still do it.

The Oldlimey Way
It may be the slow
way but its still
the best way!!
for the tastiest

Country Hams
Come In at
101 N. 3rd Street...

Inspect the
Hams,Select
Yours - We'll
Tag It and Hold
It Until Dec.22nd
for you
The Perfect Gift!!
The Old Fashion Way Means
our number of hams
Come in today
is limited
Hours: 8-5 Mon. thru Fn
8-12 Saturday

The Old Smoke
House Still Using
Hickory Chips '

Gibson Locker Plant
107 N. 3rd.

Murray, Ky.

753-1601

PORTS
Colts, Rams And 'Pats
Near Division Titles

see much action Saturday
against the Indians.
Natt, who scored 33 points
Friday against Illinois State,
fired in 28 against the Racers
while Hall pumped in 19 and
the 6-10 Kilpatrick added 15 to
pace Northeast Louisiana.
The rugged arly season '--13y BRUCE LOWITT
schedule for the Racers will
AP Sports Writer
continue Wednesday as the
The Baltimore Colts, Los
club will go on the road to Angeles Rams and New
meet powerful Kansas, which England Patriots are another
could well be in the top 20 also step closer today toward what
seems to be the inevitable.
this season.
Last year, the Jayhawits And the Pittsburgh Steelers
won a 72-56 contest over the are another step closer to
what might well be called a
Racers at Lawrence.
After facing Kansas, the miracle.
The Colts'devoured the New
Racers Will open their.home
season Saturday against a fine York Jets 33-16 and the Rams
Butler University team from gobbled up the New Orleans
Indianapolis.
Saints 33-14 in National
34 49-83 Football League play Sunday
Murray
N. E. Louisiana 36 46-82 and edged within a step of
Murray (83)-Muff 23, clinching division titles, while
Randall 16, Wilson 10, Warren the Patriots crushed the
6, Woolard 22, Jarrett, Denver Broncos, 38-14 and
Blasingame 2, Wade 2, Barber moved within a victory of
an
American
clinching
2 and Hill.
N. E. Louisiana (82)-Mayo Conference playoff birth.
And the Steelers, playing on
4. Walker 6, C. Natt 28,
Kilpatrick 15, K. Natt 4, the brink of disaster, pulled
out a 7-3 victory over CinPickett 6 and Hall 19.
cinnati in a snowstorm,
GOLF
keeping alive their hopes of
MANILA - Amy Alcott of
returning to the Super Bowl
Santa Monica, Calif., fired a which they have won the past
final-round five-under-par 67
two years.
and won the $100,000 Far East
In Sunday's other NFL
Open invitatiOnal LPGA
games, it was Washington 24,
championship by one stroke
Philadelphia 0; Oakland 49,
over Donna Young.
Tampa Bay 16; the New York
MIYAZAKI, Japan Giants 28, Seattle 16;
Australian Graham Marsh
Cleveland 17, Miami 13;
shot a final-round par 72 and
Chicago 16, Green Bay 10;
won the $40,000 first prize in an
Houston 20, Atlanta 14, and
international golf tournament
Kansas City 23, San Diego 20.
by six strokes.
Last Thursday, it was Dallas
19, St. Louis 14, and Detroit 27,
Buffalo 14. Tonight it is
Minnesota at San Francisco.
If the 49ers lose, the Rams will
become the National Conference West champions.
By The Associated Press
Cincinnati had a chance to
EAST
shoot down Pittsburgh's
Boston U 100, Siena Col 88
Fordham -80, Vermont 77
chances of getting into Super
Juniata 101, Ursinus 61
Bowl XI and the games which
Lafayette 94, Muhlenberg„,68
lead to it.instead,the Bengals
MIT 78, Brooklyn Col 61
Niagara 88, Buffalo 85, 2 OT have a gun pointed at
Pittsburgh 79, W Va. Wesley- themselves - and they could
an 77
get shot down a week from
Princeton 95, Colgate 48
tonight.
Providence 78, Stonehill 58
By beating Pittsburgh, the
St. Francis, Pa. 93, Ithaca 68
Bengals would have clinched
Toledo 76, Yale 44
SOUTH
the American Conference's
Alcorn St. 82, Albany St., Ga. Central title and killed the
65
Steelers' chances of making
Austin Peay 89, Belmont 81
the playoffs. Now, though,
Clemson 108, Florida St 92
Cincinnati leads the division
Dillard 82, Florida A&M 80
Fisk 97, Lincoln 92
by one game with two to go.
Florida 105, Mercer 63
And while Pittsburgh plays
Furman 83, Presbyterian 61
relatively easy foes in Tampa
Kentucky 72, Wisconsin 64
Memphis St 84, Florida Tech Bay and Houston, Cincinnati
has to face the Raiders, the
53
Mississippi St 89, Ky. Wesley- winningest team in the league,
an 49
next Monday night at Oakland
Notre Dame 80, Maryland 79,
before closing the season in
OT
New York against the Jets. A
, MIDWEST
two-team tie would give the
Indiana 110, S Dakota 64
Indiana St 81, Chicago St 60 division title to the Steelers.
Iowa 71, Nebraska 57
Kansas 104, Montana St 47
Kansas St 89, Vanderbilt 66
Kent St 85, Calif.-Hayward 71
Marshall 79, Otterbein 76
Michigan 94, W Kentucky 70
Minnesota 101, N Dakota St.
68
N Dakota 66, Northern St.,
S.D. 49
Ohio St.69, Butler 66
Wichita St 88, Augustana,
S.D. 65
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St. 68, Westminster
48
Arkansas Tech 75, Jackson
St. 55
Baylor 94, Drake 88
McNeese St. 102, Hardin-Simmons 82
Oklahoma 85, Tulsa 78
Oklahoma St. 67, Oklahoma
City 57
Texas A&I 89, Bishop 79
FAR WEST
Arkansas 72, Air Force 54
California 92, Portland 58
Cal Poly-SLO 79, Stanford 61
Colorado St. 77, Denver 68
Fresno St 88, Wyoming 71
Nevada-Reno 80, San Jose St.
77
New Mexico 90, Colorado 82
New Mexico St. 114, Lubbock
Christian 90
N Arizona 69, Mesa St. 62
San Francisco 92, UC-Santa
Barbara 85, OT
Seattle 78, Washington 64
UCLA 76, De Paul 69
Washington St. 74, Pacific Lutheran 68
Weber St. 96, Brigham Young
75
TOURNAMENTS
'Wake Forest 97, N Carolina
96, OT
Duke 84, N Carolina St. 82
W Viiginia 83, Syracuse 78
Massachusetts 69, Harvard 50
Northwestern 80, Brown 65
New Orleans 91, Illinois St 73
Gardner-Webb 89, CarsonNewman 72
Athletes in Action 94, W Virgins St. 81
Richmond 64, Geo. Washington 62

College Cage
Results

P. Tim )

Cleveland's points - but it
was the defense that really
beat Miami by holding off the
Dolphins in the final seconds.
Bears 16, Packers 10
Bob Avellini teamed with
James Scott on a 49-yard
touchdown pass play in the
first period, then Bob Thomas
kicked field goals of 40, 25 and
72. yaç&Jting the Bears past
thiT
Walter Payton
rush
for 110 yards for
Chicago.
Oilers 20, Falcons 14
Houston got helping hands
from quarterback John Hadl
and linebacker Robert Brazile
in beating Atlanta. First, Hacil
unleashed a 40-yard touchdown pass to Billy Johnson,
then Brazile batted down Kim
McQuilken's fourth-down pass
from the Houston six into the
Oilers' end zone with about a
minute to play.
Chiefs 23, Chargers 20
Running back Ed Podolak,
out of action for five weeks
with a groin injury, returned
with a vengeance, rolling up
127 yards and scoring two
touchdowns, including one on
a live-yard run with five
Redskins 24, Eagles 0
"Every time the Eagles minutes to play, boosting
made
a
mistake, we Kansas City past the
capitalized," said Washington Chargers.
quarterback Billy Kilmer,
who threw three touchdown
passes, the first following a 45yard punt return by Eddie
Brown, the next two after
fumble recoveries by Dennis
Johnson.
Raiders 49, Buccaneers 16
Oakland got a pair of oneBY THE ORIGINATOR
yard touchdown plunges by
Distinctively feminine
Mark van Eeghen and a pair
bracelets. Perfect for
of scoring passes by Ken
any giving occasion.
Stabler - nine yards to
In 14 kt. Gold, 12 kt.
Warren Bankston and 25 to
Gold Filled or Sterling
Cliff Branch - in remaining
Silver. Attractively .
Gift Boxed.
the league's winningest team
at 11-1 and further solidifying
Tampa Bay's chance of
becoming the first NFL team
to finish at 0-14.
Giants 28,Seahawks 16
Seattle, the other expansion
team, jumped to a 9-0 firstquarter lead on Sherman
Smith's two-yard touchdown
run and John Leypoldt's 45yard field goal. But by
halftime, the Giants were on
top and they finished that way
/2ly//..(1-.1/
as Craig Morton threw for two
touchdowns and Gordon Bell
ran for two.
114S. 5th,
Browns 17, Dolphins 13
Murray
Brian Sipe threw for two
touchdowns and Don Cockroft
kicked a late field goal in a
sudden
snowstorm
for
who beat the Bengals twice.
Colts 33, Jets 16
Bert Jones tore up the Jets
with three touchdown passes
in a 24-point second quarter,
covering 14 yards to Lydell
Mitchell, five yards to Don
McCauley and 31 yards to
Roger Carr, keeping the Colts
one game ahead of New
England in the AFC East.,t
Rams 33,Saints 14
Rookie Pat Haden passed
for two touchdowns - a twoyarder to Lawrence McCutcheon and a four-yarder to
Bob Klein - and ran seven
yards for a TD in the Rams'
romp over New Organs.
Patriots 38, Broncos 14
Steve Grogan of " New
England also did his pass-andrun thing, throwing three
yards to Al Chandler and
bulling in from the one for a
pair of TDs. Don Calhoun
amassed 177 yards on the
ground and rookie Mike
Haynes returned a punt 62
yards for a touchdown, ending
Denver's hopes of making the
playoffs.
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Hoosiers Race To Easy
Win Over South Dakota

PORTS

Trail Blazers Continue
With Hot Home Record

By HANK LOWENKRON
The otitg bright spot for points, helped cut Buffalo's 15Marques Johnson's 18 points
ship; New Orleans won its own
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
was the play of rookie point halftime deficit to five.
Atlanta
New Orleans Tip-Off with a 91- and 16-point performances by
AP Sports Writer
Letters 183, Bulls 84
Portland may be thinking Armond Hill, who led all
The Indiana Hoosiers spent 73 triumph over Illinois State sophomores David Greenwood
Los Angeles' Kareem
about offering other teams in scorers with 21 points.
last
season
beating and Clemson defeated Florida and Roy Hamilton helped
Abdui-Jabbar passed the
the National Basketball
Klags Ill,76ers 811
everybody's brains out and State 108-92 to win the IPTAY UCLA hold off DePaul.
mark in career
17,000-point
Association some special
its
Kansas City stretched
Rick Robey led five players
they've picked up this year tournament in Clemson,S.C.
incentive to switch Trail home winning streak to seven points while scoring 21, as
Center Kent Benson, the in double figures with 13 points
right where they left off.
Blasers' road games to their before 15,543 home fans, the Chicago set a club record with
Bullying
underprivileged only starter from last year's as Kentucky's Wildcats
By MIRE BRANDON
home court.
second largest crowd in the its llth consecutive loss.
South Dakota, the defending° national championship team, opened their giant new Civic
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Rookie forward Scott May had
The Trail Blazers have history of the franchise,
NCAA champiOns opened and guard Wayne Radford Center with a victory over
played 12 home games this
Julius his most productive game as a
Philadelphia's
their college basketball combined for 35 points to pace Wisconsin.
season - and won diem all. Erving, a major reason for the pro, leading Chicago's scoring
If you should happen to see Bill Furgerson or any members
"Duck" Williams' 18-footer of his Murray State football coaching staff smiling, they have
season Saturday with an Indiana's victory. .
And they have played five big turnout, was held to four with 19 points. Artis Gilmore
A combined 47-point per- with 18 seconds remaining
authoritative 110-64 victory.
games away from home - points in the second half and had 16 for the 2-12 Bulls.
very good reason to be doing so.
"They pounded us on the formance by sophomore Phil gave Notre Dame its victory
and lost them all. The Dr. finished the game with 20
The first big Christmas present has arrived for the football
boards," said South Dakota Hubbard and Rickey Green•over Maryland before 14,053 program at Murray.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde record of points.
Sonic' 117, Bullets 116
Coach Jack Doyle after the led Michigan over Western roaring fans at the Cole Field
Slick Watts poured in a
124 has the Blazers in first
That present is Danny Johnson, a 6-1, 190-pound tailback.
McGinnis, another
George
beating from the nation's Kentucky. Hubbard, who House in College Park and a from East Prairie, Mo.
place in the Pacific Division, part
Philadelphia's career-high 37 points and
of
fifth-ranked team. "It's tough missed most of the first half national television audience.
and thinking about making the miulongre frontcourt, saw added 13 assists for Seattle,
"I think he is going to remind people around Murray a lot of
James Hardy's 23-point, 14- Don Clayton," said Ed Nichols, who coached Johnson at East
to play a team the caliber of due to foul trouble, came back
playoffs for the first time in only limited action and scored which needs just eight more
Indiana when you realize and scored 18 of his 22 points rebound performance paced
victories to tie the NBA mark
Prairie.
their seven-year history. But just seven points.
we're a Division U school and after intermission. Green San Francisco over UC-Santa
for consecutive home court
Portland plays its next three
"He's one of those kind of miners who picks up his knees
Jazz 11'7, Braves 1111
they're the national cham- scored 11 of his 17 first-half Barbara. The Gauchos had the high and is an extremely strong runner," Nichols added.
games away from home.
Pete Maravich scored 30 triumphs.
points in the last five minutes, opportunity to upset the Dons,
pions."
The streak nearly ended as
Sunday, Portland extended points for New Orleans and
Johnson picked up his knees a lot this season. He scored 24
Bobby Knight, whose when the Wolverines shot into but failed to get a shot off in touchdowns this season and raced for 2271 yards as his high
its two-season winning streak Nate Williams came off the Mitch Kupchak of Washington
the last 20 seconds and the khool team, which had only he and defensive-offensive
missed a shot with 13 seconds
at home to 18 games, routing bench to score 23.
Hoosiers added onto their 32- a 49-35 halftime advantage.
game went into overtime tied tackle Billy McIntosh back from last year, recorded a 5-5
145-115.
play and Wes Unseld's tip
Pacers
to
Indiana
the
game victory string of last
Bob
and
Averitt
Bird
North Carolina was beaten
off the hoop.
rolled
year, looked at the opener as by Larry Harrison's tip-in and at 81.
record.
Maurice Lucas led Portland McAdoo, who finished with 29
Tennessee beat South
more of a tuneup than a test. Skip Brown's clutch foul shots
Among his accomplishments:
reserve
and
points
25
with
His club is minus four starters in the closing seconds of Florida behind Ernie Grun- He caught seven passes this season for 125 yards and a
forward Lloyd Neal hit for 19.
feld's 37 points. The 6-foot-6
from last year's team.
Bill Walton had 18 points and
overtime. The victory gave senior had 15 field goals and touchdown.
"We played with a number the Demon Deacons their
- He recovered a fumble and returned it 99'2 yards for a
13 rebounds, while Indiana's
of combinations and did some third straight Big Four was 7for-7 from the foul line touchdown.
Billy Knight was the game's
with
game
the
leaving
before
a
for
touchdown.
-things very well, but you have championship: --Tate Arm- He returned a kickoff 88 yards
scorer with 29 points.
top
to put it in perspective," he strong's 23 points powered 5:20 remaining.
- He returned a punt 85 yards for a touchdown.
State 132, Hawks 48
Golden
Paced by Lew Massey's 24
said. "We played against a Duke over North Carolina
Johnson, a three-year starter, finished his career just short
Rick Barry lqd Golden State
CarolinaNorth
points,
its first possession of the
team that was totally State, handing the highlyBy MIKE CLARK
of 4,000 yards rushing.
to its first road yictoly- in
Charlotte coasted to an easy
second half, with House finoutmanned."
AP Sports Writer
As a sophomore, he rushed for 600 yards and as a junior, he
seven starts this season with
regarded Wolfpack its second victory over Georgia College.
In other top college loss in two nights.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - ding Jim Nelson wide open on
had 1100. Both years, he alternated each play with another
20 points and Jamaal Wilkes
The 49ers had six players in runner.
basketball games Saturday,
One half of inspired play does Th 34-yard touchdown pass. The
contributed 18.
double figures.
Last year, East Prairie posted a 9-1 record and went to the
not a national football Colonels later were stopped at
No. 1-ranked Michigan opened
Glenn Williams' 37 points state playoffs. Coach Nichols said that McIntosh may also be
its season with a 94-70 victory
champion make,and one need North Dakota State's 17 and 14
led St. John's over Fairfield. headed for Murray State in addition to Johnson.
go no further than the Eastern and later yet came up empty
over Western Kentucky; No. 3
Kevin Eastman's two free
Kentucky University locker on Bob Landis field goal atNorth Carolina was shocked
"I had a lot of schools looking at me but I picked Murray
throws with eight seconds left
tempts after moving to the 16
room for corroboration,
because of the people. It sort of reminded me of high school;
by Wake Forest 97-96 in
provided Richmond with its
and
to
me
everyone
know
seemed
and 32.
first
the
in
Murray,
flat
were
visited
"We
overtime in the finals of the
I
when
CLASS A
' George talked with me.
over
victory
House, held to 16 yards
Eastern Kentucky
said
half,"
Big Four Tournament in
First Round
Press
Associated
The
By
and 15 rushing in the
passing
House,
Ernie
Ft Campbell 28 Camp- Washington. Sid Bostik's 22
quarterback
"I've had a lot of people tell me bow nice of a place Murray
Greensboro, N.C. after Duke
League
Football
National
points powered West Virginia
added 132 passing
half,
first
in
running
and
passing
whlike
was."
upset No. 15 North Carolina bellsville 6
CONFERENCE
AMERICAN
Frankfort 16 Harrodsburg 8 - over Syracuse.
Eastern Division
well find himself as a leading candidate in..
second half created quite a and 51 running after incould
Johnson
the
State 84-82 in the consolation
Bellevue 24 Nicholas Co 3
W L T Pct. PF PA stir before North Dakota State termission. Baglien rolled up
the backfield next season for the Racers.
game; No. 4 UCLA trimmed
Paintsville 41 Lynch 0
10 2 0 .833 342 202
Balt
COUNTRY
State
CROSS
and
Murray
book
of his 113 yards in the first
record
the
"I'm going to go through
No. 18 DePaul 76-69, sixthSemifinals
9 3 0 .760 318 218 held on for a 10-7 win in 72
Eng
N.
PHILADELPHIA - Rick look up all of Clayton's records," Johnson said.
11
with Larson getting 39 of
half
Division
NCAA
Ft Campbell 38 Frankfort 9
Saturday's
rated Kentucky turned back
208
211
.417
0
7
5
Miami
Bellevue 17 Paintsville 16
Rojas of Los Alamos, N.M.,
his 63 overland yards in the
3 9 0 .250 150 304 playoff game.
"I'd sure like to break his records. After my first game,
NY Jets
Wisconsin 72-64; No. 14 Notre
Championship
210 0 .167 198 260
Buff
and representing the Colorado know if lean do it or not," Johnson added.
"We came out in the second final half.
Dame upset No. 8 Maryland
Ft Campbell 22 Bellevue 0
Central Division .
Track Club, W6n the National
half and started playing,"
Johnson is the first recruit for the Racers. Furgerson and
80-79 in overtime; No. 11 San
172
273
.750
0
3
9
Cinci
Bison linebacker Rick
AAU cross country cham- his staff are constantly on the phone and on the road in an allFrancisco defeated UC,-Santa
CLASS A- A
8 4 0 .667 240 238 House added. "We had opCleve
pionship with a time of 30 out effort to produce a conference contender for next season.
First Round
didn't Budde put North Dakota State
but
8 4 0 .667 279 138 portunities
Barbara 92-85 in overtime;
Pitts
Mayfield 48 Edrnonson Co 6
in'early control after the first
minutes, 23.8 seconds on the
5 7.. 0 .417 215 239 capitalize on them."
listn
Tennessee
More announcements of other recruits should be soi3n for16th-ranked
Bardstown 7 Scott Co 0
of Roby's- three first half
Western Division
10,000-meter course.
minutes,
30
first
the
In
thcoming.
hammered South Florida 94-64
Corbin 22 Somerset 8
11 1 0 .917 791 217 N
x-Oak
a
e gvatavietorEastlro s
bles
t _ih
faum
d
lly
tn
a
t
r
teto
tDettlittottitile
,
a
i
n
t
rti
om
n
d
Carolinaand No. 19 jslorth
Whitesburg 17 Prestonsburg
7 5 0 .583 270 176
Deny
t
e
'
usc1171
Stafirst
Charlotte walloped Georgia 13
5 7 0 .417 235 254
S Diego
Semifinals
4 8 0 .333 235 345 playoff game that promised stepped in front, of a House
College 111-63.
K.C.
Corbin 26 Whitesburg 7
Tpa Bay 0 12 0 .000 111 339 the winner the host's rolein pass at the Bison 30 and
Besides the Big Four
Mayfield 21 Bardstown 7
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Saturday's Grantland Rice returned it 20 yards, from
Tournament, several other
Championship
Eastern Division
turned ebt,'North where Qamp41,1 engineered a
championships were resolved
0
Corbin 6 Mayfield
10 2 0 .833 256 160 Bowl. As it
Dallas
crunching gikWd attack. •
...Saturday night
8 4 0 .667268 236 Dakota State's ,first half was
S Louis
CLASS, AAA
8 4 0 .667 227 187. enough to 'Offset Eastern's Baglien, much quicker than
Wash
St. John's won the Lapchick
First Round
3 9 0 .250 131 250 second half, so the Bisons will the Colonel defense in the
Phila
Tournament in New York by
Union Co 21 Franklin-Simp2 10 0 .167 132 223 meet Montana State in Fargo, opening two periods, npped
NY Gts
beating Fairfield 87-65; son 0
Central Division
d rtds in
nde laOnyai
ag,
t-ploafyla7ar
defeated off trutris
7
George
Danville
edged
14
Co
Shelby
Richmond
9 1 1 .864 240 140 NO. Montana State
x-Minn
to
gallop
49-yard
a
on
breaker
was
that
Louisville
the
beaten
Trinity,
Co
Whitley
MIKE
43
By
CLARK
Lloyd
Erlanger
Washington 64-62 to take the
6 6 0 .500 235 176 New Hampshire 17-10.
Dtrt
County lead Ft. Campbell, 12-1, past Chcgo
Jefferson
and
AP Sports Writer
Rolling to 191 rushing yards a fake to Baglien that bled
6 6 0 .500 205 181
Spider Classic in Richmond, 6
Belfry 30 Cawood 12
Bellevue. The winners ac- Gn Bay
.4 8 0 .333 185 259 while holding Eastern's of- Eastern's defense as CamLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - champion.
Va; West Virginia won the
Semifinals
for 269 yards overland
counted
Division
first
ranked
and
13-0
*-Trinity,
Unbeaten Henderson County
to a net of 72, the Bisons pbell strolled into the end zone
Hall of Fame tourney in
Erlanger Lloyd 26 Belfry 6
8 3 l'.706 272 173 fense
L.A. ,•••
while holding Bellevue-to just
'
Press
The
Associated
in
of
within
game
one
moved
has
0
ahead,on quarterback for the Bison's only TD,
Co
Union
18
Co
83an
jumped
Shelby
with
Springfield, Mass.,
6 5 0 .545 216 154
S Fran
single
a
and
yards
99
rushing
Dakota
North
Although
poll,
AAAA
County
Jefferson
Championship
grabbing high school football
4 8 0 .333 240 292 Steve Campbell's three-yard
78 decision over Syracuse;
Orins
Lloyd 24 Shelby Co bragging rights away from the eased past previously. un- pass completion in., nine atAlbite . - 4 8 0 -.333 152 232 touchdown run and later State drove virtually at will
Virginia beat VMI 55-50 for the 0 Erlanger
2 10 0 .167 212 368 added a 39-yard field goal by the rest of the half, those two
She
city of Louisville. But the beaten and fourth-ranked tempts.
Virginia Tip-Off championx-clinched division title
costly fumble kept Eastern
Colonels face their sternest Seneca 3-0 last weekend on
Mike McTague.
CLASS AAAA
Sunday's Results
within striking disti..ice.
keyed
drives
test .of the season here Robert Roney's 36-yard field
other
First Round
Two
New England 38, Denver 14
Fairciale 20 Fern Creek 16
Saturday in the form of un- goal. Henderson County, 14-0
New York Giants 28, Seattle by the running of Ross But Budde, who was
Seneca 10 Pleasure Ridge 0
and ranked second in the State
16
Baglien, Paul Larson and credited with 12 solo tackles.
Henderson Co 7 Bowling
Washington 24, Philadelphia 0 Dave Roby - died at rallied his defensive mates
AAAA poll, rolled past fifthBowling
Green 3
Cleveland 17; Miami 13
ranked Lexington Tates Creek
15 on Roby Easucacteernssfully
Franklin Co 22 BuMtt Central
Baltimore 33, New York Jets Eastern's 23 and
By The Associated Press
moved within range
Standings
22-10 in the other AAAA
fumbles.
Association .16
in the final 25 minutes of play.
• National Basketball
on
Lax Tates Creek 21 I.ex Lafasemifinal.
yards
58
10
drove
Bay
Eastern
Green
16,
Chicago
Sunday Couples
CONFERENCE
EASTERN
yette 8
Bowling League
Houston 20, Atlanta 14
Atlantic Division
Ashland 20 Boone Co 7
Team
,ranked
Ft. Campbell,'
Pittsburgh 7, Cincinnati 3
W L Pct. GB
11
25
Fearless Foursome
Quarterfinals
Kansas City 23, San Diego 20
11 8 .579
12 second in the AP poll, copped Philphia
21
Born Losers
Trinity 3 St Xavier 0
Los Angeles 33, New Orleans
2
1
14
8 .556 /
22
10
Funky Morilues
blanking
Boston
by
title
A
Class
the
0
Fairdale
19
Seneca
20
16
14
Misfits
9 10 .474 2
Bellevue, 22-0; fifth-ranked NY Knks
Henderson Co 23 Franklin Co Horny Toads
18
18
Highway 64,1 - Alma, Kr
Oakland 49, Tampa Bay 16
8 11 .421 3
Nets
NY
.. 14
22
AA
$eldoms
Class
6
Corbin won the
Monday's Game
2
/
8 12 .400 31
Buffalo
11
22
Untouchables
Ashland
14
Creek
Tates
•Lex
Minnesota at San Francisco,
crown by upsetting top-rated
26
10
Central Division
Truckers
13 OT
FRUIT TREES - Apple Pear Peach Plum and
ni
High Tearn Game SC
14 4 .778 Mayfield 6-0; and No. 1 Cleve
Semifinals
4
Dec.
Horny Toads
Saturday,
2
.688
5
11
Cherry
•
in Erlanger Lloyd kept the Class Houston
Henderson Co 22 I.ex Tates Fearless Foursome
Baltimore at St Louis
2
/
11 8 .579 31
N Grins
Fearless Foursome
596 AAA championship in nor10
Creek
Angeles
Los
at
AZALEAS - White Red Pink and Salmon
Atlanta
2
/
41
.526
9
10
Ronnie Ross
High Team Game ,HC
S Anton •
Trinity 3 Seneca 0
354 them Kentucky by pounding
5
Dec.
Sunday,
7
.389
Horny Toads .
11
7
Wadi:U.0n
Championship
210 E. Main
781 Shelby County 24-0.
Seldoms
New Orleans at New England
7 13 .350 8
Atlanta
Nice Selection of Foundation Plants also Shade and Or769
at Lexington, Ky.
Untouchables
Washington at New York Jets
match
ca
Phone 753-0489
WESTERN CONFERENCE
The Trinity-Sene
3*arn Senes SC )
Trees.
Trinity (13-41) vs Henderson
namental
Giants
York
New
at
Detroit
Division
Midwest
1796 was just as brutal as the
Horn oadis .
Co i14-0i
Dallas at Philadelphia
1765
.765
4
13
Fearless Foursome .
Denver
1556 previous week's Trinity-St.
Tampa Bay at Pittsburgh
Untouchables
2
/
Beautiful Assortment of Cloy and Glazed
i11 9 .550 31
Detroit
High Team Series HC,
Houston at Cleveland
Xavier match. Ironically. Kan City
11 10 .524 4
2348
Horny Toads..
Also a variety of concrete
Pottery
Green Bay at Minnesota
8 11 .421 6
2265 Roney was the difference in Indiana
Seldoms .
Miami
at
Buffalo
2
/
91
.143
2173
products
12
Fearless
Foursome
2
a
Chicago
booting
that game, too, by
Aille,One HOUR
High Ind GazneSC
Kansas City at Denver
3 18 .143 12
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
27-yard field goal to give Milwkee
DRY
Men
Immo
San Francisco at San Diego
Division
Pacific
Richard Scott.
the
over
win
293 Trinity a 3-4)
Seattle
at
Chicago
Sun. 1 ..m.-6 p.m.
.706
5
12
Portland
191
Kenneth Perry
Monday, Dec. 6
Class AAAA Seattle
2,
/
190 defending
12 8 .600 11
Central Shopping
4 Kenneth Perry
,
Oricinnati at Oakland, int
Women
2
/
10 8 .556 21
titlists.
Los Ang
Center
177
Kathy Zea
2
/
8 10 .444 41
Barry Skaggs ran for two Goldn St
175
Kathy Zea
7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
2
/
6 8 .429 11
.
163 touchdowns
Peggy Potts .
Terry Phoenix
and
Phone 753-9084
High Ind Game HC
Saturday's Results
another
Peckenpaugh added
Men
Good
Boston 123, New York Knicks
Paul Phillips
227 as Henderson County over109'
226
Kenneth Perry
Cleveland 111, Philadelphia
222 came Tates Creek's 7-0 second
Richard Scott.
Women
period lead. Bryan Walls 104
tong
215
Peggy Potts
Atlanta 101, Buffalo 94
209 scored the only TD for Tates
Jane Phillips
New York Nets 96, Milthe
Becky Phillips
296 Creek, which finished
waukee 91
High Ind Senes r SC
season 10-4.
Houston 125, San Antonio 116
Men
•
567
Kenneth Perry
Phoenix 119, Seattle 107
533
Richard Scott
Denver
FEILDED
171, Indiana 113
turned
1114
Bill Houghton
Gilbert
Kenny
OR
Portland 103, Washington 95
Women
Horvath's
ON HANGERS
Sunday's Results
510 quarterback Tom
Kathy Zea
43'. only pass completion into a 29Nancy Todd
Golden State 132, Atlanta 98
432
Peggy Potts
yard touchdown play. that 'Kansas City 101, Philadelphia
Mix 'ern or Match "em!
High Ind Senes HC
Men
653.2roved the difference for 89
-New Orlearia-12?,-Buffalo-11e
Kenneth Perry
601 Corbin, 11-1. But it was ffeBill Houghton
Loa Angeles 103, Chicago 84
Jackie Tabers
defense, paced by
603 Corbin
Portland
145, Indiana 115
Women
R.C.
Seattle 117, Washington 116
589 brilliant nose guard
Jane Phillips
Monday's Games
the.
Becky Phillips
570 Thomas, that earned
No games scheduled
Peggy Potts
Mantle.
ts
hedi
567
High Averages
Tuesday's Games
Men
Thomas and his mates
New York Nets at New York
174
Richard Scott
Mayfield:s of- Knicks
16i overcame
Lloyd Todd
Opirl 4 p.m :with something good io. oh
In fensive line and frustrated
Seattle at Buffalo
Ronnie Hutson
Gobi)
157
Kenneth Perry
Cleveland
Denver at
scoring drive
To spay
155 every Cardinal
Larry Swain
Phoenix at Indiana
Women
while causing four turnovers.
nm snoy
Golden State at Chicago
170
Kathy Zea
Rick Gibbs ran 21 and nine
154
Detroit at San Antonio
Nancy Todd
riwias,DAy
Highway 641 Noith Mum:1 y Ks'
try our fine cleaning
In yards for touchdowns while
Peggy Potts
Portland at Milwaukee
NOV 30 DEC 1 2
135
Jane Hotighton
at these special low price .
Washington at Los Angeles
added the back134 Andre Offut
Vickie Holland

Danny Johnson Signs
MSU Grid Scholarship

Poor First Half Fatal
For Eastern Kentucky

High School
Grid Playoffs

Pro Football
Standings

Trinity Expected To
Be Tough For Colonels
Pro Cage
Standings

1-Stop
Service
For Your

Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

Four Seasons Nursery

cLeaneRs

SHIRTS
5

Laundered to /
Perfection

'iuen .etts

1.19

SALAD BAR I

Sensational
Steaks
Lobster
Tail

PANTS
LEISURE
SKIRTS
SWEATERS OR SHIRTS

1.69

Murray's
Best

753-4141
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Excitement Prevails
At Tobacco Auctions
LEXINGTON, Ky. Suddenly, a tobacco auctioneer crys out, "Buyers!
Gather -up! We're,teady to
begin! And, the anxiouslyawaited burley tobacco
marketing season gets underway.
People from across the
nation - as well as foreign
countries - converged on
burley tobacco markets Nov.
22. Activity was endless as
federal graders were grading,
buying,
buyers ' were
producers were reaping
benefits. of another year's
hard work and market news
reporters were gathering and
up-to-the-minute
releasing,
market reports. ,
-Excited!" That's the way
tobacco grower JackWhite of
Midway, Ky., expressed his
feelings • • opening day.
always hope to sell my
tobacco at high prices, but no
one knows until the sale gets a
strong footitpld. Opening day
is always an exciting, anxious
day."
This year's smoothly-run
opening was partially credited
to officials with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture's
Agricultural Marketing
Service (AW). This agency's
Tobacco Division is responsible for grading all the
tobacco that is sold and for
issuing daily market news

reports on these sales.
The AMS regional tobacco
office in Lexington is headed
by Paul T. Donovan, whose
job is to coordinate the
grading and market news
service. He is also in charge of
recruiting and training the
federal inspectors who grade
tobacco.
About 18 to 20 new graders
are hired annually in the
burley tobacco belt to supplement the 95 graders
already trained and on theiob.
Newly-hired inspectors are
trained to grade every type of
tobacco.
'First, we hire recruits to
grade 'home-type' tobacco,"
Donovan explained, "that is,
the type they know best and
possibly have grown on their
farms. Then, we teach them
how to grade other types.
Afterwards, they are tested. If
they pass the exam, then they
become certified graders. By
using these graders in other
tobacco belts, we utilize
personnel to the fullest."
The Tobacco Division's
Market News Service also had
to do a lot of planning and
preparing for the market
opening.
Bill Martin, market news
supervisor at .Lexington, is
responsible for coordinating
Market news service on
burley and -dark tobacco.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of

CORN

SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner - Bobby Meador, Mgr.

Kentucky Farms Sell $1.2 Billion

Kentucky farms sold more
These different tobacco types
are grown on approximately than $1.2 billion worth of
$77u0
millen
il1974
in
cts
300,000 farms in an eight state agricultural itphrod
compared
area ei Kentucky, TennesSee,'"'
. . according- to
a
North Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, 1969,
preliminary
1974
report
of
the
West
and
Virginia
Missouri,
Census
of
Agriculture
Virginia.,
released
today
by
the Bureau
staff
his
and
Martin %,
of the Census, U.S. Departcurrently prepare daily and
ment of Commerce. Total
weekly market news reports
production extses were $763
which are disseminated to
million in 1974 and $523 million
warehousemen, trade
in 1969.
producers,
news
associations,
There were 109, 725 farms in
media and other interested
Kentucky in 1974 occupying
groups.
about 57 per cent of the State's
A written weekly summary
total land area. Places of less
(mailed on Fridays) covers a
than 10 acres were counted
full week's marketing activity .
tarms if sales of agricultural
including sales totals, average
products amounted to or
price, loan receipts, grade
normally would amount to at
price average and.quality. least $250. Places of 10 acres
Martin's office also issues a
or more were counted as
summary
sales
gross
farms if sales of agricultural
(Wednesdays and Fridays)
products for the year
that covers daily and seasonal amounted to or normally
price average.
would amount to at least $50.
"Anyone interested in This definition was first used
receiving our reports," in the 1959 Census of
Martin offered, "should Agriculture.
contact me at 333 Waller
The value of sales from
Avenue in Lexington."
crops, including nursery
Recorded reports aretaped products and hay, more than
in Lexington on an automatic doubled between 1969 and
answering device. Messages 1974, increasing from $343 to
are updated three times daily $711 million, while sales of
- 11 a. m., 4 p. m. and 7 p. m. - livestock, poultry and their
The telephone number is (606 ) products accounted for $511
255-6910, In addition, a toll free million in 1974, rising almost
service is available to Ken- $88 million from 1969.
tucky residents by calling
The average size of a
(800(432-9532.
Kentdcky farm increased
--AMS' grading and- market from 128 'acres in 1969 to 132
news- ...services date back to acres in 1974, while the
1935 when Congress passed the number of farms with 500
Tobacco Inspection Act. This acres or more rose from 3,8&
act requires that tobacco to 3,977. The average value
producers be given free in- per acre climbed from $253 tk
spection and market news $435.
information so that they can
The amount of Kentucky
be in a position to demand a land on which wheat was
that
is
commensurate
price
harvested more than doubled
with the true quality of their between 1969 and 1974. During
tobacco,
the five-year period, the
'Most producers are happy number of acres rose from
with the system. For example, 157,000 to 326,00n, output ex-_
a Kentucky producer,'Nelson panded from 5.3 to 10.4 million
Peel said, -Yes, indeed, I like bushels, and the number of
the federal tobacco grading. It farms harvesting wheat grew
is a guarantee that the buyers from 6,900 to 8,600.
will pay me what my tobacco
The number of farms
is worth."
corn for grain
Another producer - who increased from 36,500 to
happens to be Tom Harris, 39,400, while acreage rose
Kentucky's Commissioner of from 865,000 to 951,000, and
'Agriculture - said, "The Production jumped frail-V-64 to
grading service is a 76 million bushels. More
must. My only hope is that we farms harvested soybeans in
have the wisdom to keep the 1974-10,900 versus
m 6,400- - and'
program in operation.acreage
than
doubled-from 391,000 to
846,000.
• Experts at Union Carbitie's
Fewer farms harFood Science Institute tell us
that teenage girls and women vested tobacco-72,000 as
need 18 milligrams of iron each opposed to 91,000 - but
day. Liverwurst and Braun- acreage increased - from
schweiger are rich sources of
iron. Try one of them in a 162,000 to 175,000.
The number of cattle and
sandwich or casserole today.
calves increased from 2.6 to
3.0 million, with beef cow
inventories growing from
936,000 to 1.3 million head and
milk cows declining from
306,000 to 279,000 head. The
number of farms raising
cattle and calves dropped
from 81,000 to 73,000.
Fewer farms raised hogs -21,000 , versus , 29,000
and
inventories fell from 1.3
Million to 886,000 animals. The
number of farms having
layers decreased - to 18,000
from 22,000 in 1969 - and

inventories of hens and pullets
of laying age declined from 2.5
to 2.3 million birds.
The number of full owneroperated farms decreased
from 96,000 to 84,000, while the
number of part owneroperated farms held steady at
17,200. Tenant-operated farms
dropped from 12,000 to 9,000.
The average age of farm
operators increased from 52.0
to 52.7 years. More than 45 per
cent of all farm operators
reported that farming was not
their principal occupation.
Date for farms with sales of
$2,500 or more are shown for
both 1974 and 1969 in the
report. There were 66,509 of
these farms in Kentucky in
1974 and they represented 61

per cent of all farms.
Moreover, these farms accounted for 96 per cent of the
value of agricultural products
sold and averaged $17,669 in
sales. This compares with
60,847 of these farms in 1969
with in average of $11,486 in
sales.
Farms with sales of $2,500 or
more averaged 177 acres in
size and accounted for more
than 90 per cent of the number
of cattle lind hogs sold as well
as the production of the major
crops in 1974. Farms with
sales of $40,000 and over increased from 2,252 in 1969 to
5,874 in 1974. Theretwere 1,440
farms with sales of $100,000 or
more.
The prelinlinary report,

"1974 Census of Agriculture: Census, Washington, D. C.
Kentucky," contains more 20233, or through any
about Department of Commerce
600 facts
than
agriculture in the State. The District Office,The priu is 25
same items of information cents a copy.
liave also been published for
• • •
each county having 10 or more
farms. Copies for all States Big 3 In Farm Imports
and published counties are for
Sugar, coffee, and meats acsale from the Subscriber counted for about half of total
Services Section (Pub- U.S. farin commodity imports
lications) Bureau of the in 1975.

If you are not a participant
in a retirement plan sponsored
by your employer, he may contribute to and IRA on your
behalf. Although you must
report the amount contributed
for you as income, you may
then deduct the contribution
from your gross income.

a. m. from $18.70 to $20 per
hour.
The hourly rates for continuous resident inspection
are being increased from $13
to $14 for the *inspector or
grader in charge and from $11
to $12 per hour for the
assistant inspector. For
continuous non-resident inspection, the hourly rate will
be increased from $21.20 to $25
for day services and from
$23.32 to $26.80 for night
services. The rate for holiday,
Saturday or Sunday work will
be $34.10 per hour.
The hourly charge for
laboratory testing services is
being increased from $18 to
$19.30.
Grading and inspection of
dairy products is a voluntary
service provided on request
under authority of the
Agricultural Marketing Act of
1946, which provides for AMS
to collect fees approximately
equal to the cost of rendering
'the service. The increases will
bring revenue more nearly in
balance with costs.

Come in and inquire about
Bank of Murray's
IRA Accounts.

Bank of Murray
FDIC _
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McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.

Phone
753.3062

St
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Can My Employer
Contribute To My
IRA Account?
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This 2670 went to Gerald Coltharp of Sedalia.
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McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
Delivers Another 4-Wheel
Drive Tractor

David Roberts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan RobertsT-of
Murrav Route Four, has been
selected as TVA Member of
the Month for November by
the Calloway (iruntv ('hapter of the Future farmers of
Arrieric a. David w as wits( ted
as a result of having been
high individual scorer on the
Chapter Soil Judging Team
which competed in the
-Regional Soil Judging contest in October. He is a
senior and chairman of the
Supervised Farming Committee of the fFA Chapter.

res
of
grt
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Dairy Products Fees
For Inspection Hiked
ATLANTA,- Ga.- The Ti. S.
liepartment of Agriculture
USDA) has said it is in, !easing fees for inspection
:Intl grading of manufactured
processed dairy products,
cfreck ive Nov. 21. The inreases are needed to reflect
...,,vernment-wide salary increases and increases in per
Them and mileage rates for
vernment travel which
k,came effective this month.
Fees will be increased for
h day and night inspection
irid grading services, for _
,kri,inuous resident and
inous non-resident in;peciioji services,. and for
laboratory testing services.
However, there will be a
reduction from 25 per cent to
10 per cent in a surcharge
which is added to travel exadto
cover
penses
ministrative costs.
The charge for inspection
and grading services performed between 6 a. m. and 6
p. m. will be increased from
$17 to $18.20 per hour and for
services between 6 p. m. and 6
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Starting with bike riding...

Traffic safety
is 4-,11 'business'
It wasn't "a funny thing" rodeo.
Mallory said a little girl rode
that happened on the way to
"the office" recently for her bicycle out into an interWilliam (Bill) Mallory, a section in Louisville-and was
Fayette County Extension struck by a car. Fortunately
the little girl was unhurt.
youth agent.
"She was in the wrong all
Mallory is the person mainly
responsible for the expansion the way," Mallory said. "She
of the 4-H bicycle safety pro- was riding across an intersecgram and the establishing of tion after the light had already
tlae State 4-H Bicycle, Safety changed against her. And the
should'have been walking her
Rodeo.
The "unfunny thing" bike through the intersection
'happened in Louisville as he anyway.
"When I saw she was unhurt
was enroute to the Kentucky
State Fair to supervise -"the I felt like getting out and
second annual bike safety taking her with me to enter the
rodeo. It emphasized the ma- bike rodeo," he added, noting
son for the safety program and the irony of the accident
the competition in the bike occurring at the time it did.

purpose of determining skill in
"That's what the 4-H
riding, they take a test that has steering and
Bicycle Safety Rodeo is all
balance.
multiple
and
true or false
Stopping
ability is deterabout," Mallory pointed out,
choice questions. The test is mined in the
fourth event. The
"to teach bicycle safety and to
consumnot particularly time
nder travels between two lines
encourage skill in bike riding so
ing, but to pass it the 4-H'er three feet
apart for a distance
the youngsters will be better
must have knowledge of bike of 50 feet as
fast as possible
prepared to avoid danger and
safety.
and then applies the brakes so
to cope with danger should
the
After the test, it's on to
as t
stop within a 14-foot
they ever face it."
rodeo course, where five events space.
He said the 4-H bicycle
are conducted on a paved
safety program has been in
The final event is the road
area-the competition course
existence for some time, but
test. Approaching a stop sign
marked off with chalk.
the competition involving the
intersection, the bike rider
Dr. John Mikulcik, center. Murray Slate University Agriculture Department is pi( !tired
The first event is a straight
safety and skills aspect is only
demonstrates how to signal,
discussing soil erosion with Gerald Stone, left, and lunior Compton. members 421,111e
line control test in which the
years
yield right-of-way to pedestwo
old. At the first bdce
Kirksey Adult Farmer Class. Dr. Mikulcik presented a program on soil losses tor %arious
rider has a 15-foot starting area
trians, make a full stop before
rodeo, held in connection with
cropping systems in Calloway County for the Young-Adult Farmer Class on Nos ember
before being reqUired to travel
the 1975 Kentucky State Fair,
proceeding across an inter60 feet between two lines that
22 and the herkstiY Adult farmer Class on No%ember 23 at the Murras ot arin.il( ensection and continuing to a
there were 29 entries. There
are only four inches apart. "I
ter.
were twice as many particitraffic light intersection to
think that's the toughest
pants this year. The entries in
demonstrate a safe left turn in
course of the lot," Mallory
traffic.
the state event came from all said.
•
Each event is worth 10
over Kentucky, many having
The second event is a spiral
previously participated in bike course on which the rider starts points, with blue ribbons going
to all 4-H'ers making a perk. t
rodeos at the county level.
in a wide circle and spirals in to
score
"This isn't a fun thing,"
to 15 points below
ever smaller circles, all for the
Mallory said. "This is really
perfect.
Red nbbons go to the
the
determining
of
purpose
serious business. If we can be
riders in the next 10-point
rider's ability to balance the
responsible for keeping one
range.
bike.
child from being injured in a
Mallory said there are five
third event is figure
The
bicycle accident-or save one
classes
in the competition being
eight steenng, the rider
life, it'll be. worth much more
starting With
class for 9-10
required to move over a figure
Here are a few customer advantages year
than any effort we mien put
old
nders
going up to
and
eight course with the left hand
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's ex
a
into the program."
class
for
over.
riders
and
14
extended while steering with
pense • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit •
Before the participants
Each county may send one
the right hand. It is for the
enter into the competitive
participant per class to the
Beat Inflation Buy at this year's prices Pay with next year s
state bike rodeo.
.,,,
dollars • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment
"The youngsters take he
rodeo as seriously as any other
TI at to,
competition." Mallory said. "1
E•Lo pment
think they realize it's all
designed- -for them-for their
safety. And they practice what
we teach."

Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements

NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1971
1st Payment January, 1978

Shouldn't You Be
Asking Heinold What
Your Hogs Are Worth?

,4se*
BUY NOW AND SAVE
-

Your neighbor' does!
He discovered Heinold Hog Markets obtain bids
from over 80 packers every day on his hogs—not
just butchers, but*very weight and type of hogs.
He discovered long ago the price bid by packers
across the midwest can vary 50 cents to Si , a
hundredweight for the same kind of hogs at the
same location.
He realized the buyer representing a single packer
might offer to buy his hogs in the country, at the
terminal, or on grade and yield—but he was still
getting only one bid. If he took his check, he never
knew what his hogs were actually worth!
There's really only one way to find out the true
vaLuebf your hogs—unless you call 80 packers. Call
Heinold Hog Market COLLECT.

At

Leo Brauer
UK College of Agriculture

GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Mayfield, Ky.

Phone 247-7408

Highway 45

BIG on power, BIG on comfort Steiger tractors!

As your neighbor discovered, you've got nothing to
lose—unless you don't!

Fancy
Farms

TOUGH ASSIGNMENT-David Medley, 4-Ifer from Springfield,
rides the "straight and narrow" in the 1976 4-H Bicycle Rodeo at
the Kentucky State Fair. The straight line control test requires
the rider to travel 60 feet between two lines only four inches
apart and is described as,the most difficult of the five events in
the "rodeo". competition course. The Bike Rodeo is the climax
of the annual 4-H instruction program to develop bicycle safety.
A judge in the competition is shown in the background (left)
closely watching Medley's progress. In the right background another judge, a police officer, is scoring a rider in another event

623-4304

Al Herndon
HAVE YOU LOOKED INTO HEINOLD'S
GUARANTEED HOG PRICE PROGRAM?

Flexible Convenient
Versatile

Disc Harrows

KRAUSE

This is Tommy Vance, owner of Tommy's -Equipment Co., and Charles
Blalock, of Murray, Kentucky, in front of the big Steiger Cougar 251.
w--

Charles Blalock reports that his yield
of soybeans, after wheat, grown on the
Massy Farm, in Calloway County, and
located on 94 and Johnny Robirisoi
Road, was 351 2 bushels to the acre.

•

141:11,
ON

;

••

140 acres was disced on Jupe 20th by
Tommy's Equipment with the Ste*,
310, and seed—vas planted one week
earlier than it could have been with
conventional type planting. The
took 2 days.

•

.6
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Fe,
drwas

a
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This represents a 5 to 10 bushel ove,.
-rost reported no-till planted bea • s

a.
•

r
T CO.
TOMMY'S EQUIPMEN
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
STEIGER TRACTOR INC.

14-15 Series, Now in Stock

Ready For Delivery

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.

OPEN AT 7:30
PHONE 247-6020 OR PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD — MAYFIELD, KY.

753-1319
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Deaths and Funerals
Services Sunday
At Local Chapel
For P. H. Colson

Rites Held Here
For Mrs. Tabers

James T. Hall Dies

Post Office Managing
To Keep Up with Packages

Saturday; Funeral

England."We tried to prepare
By LOUISE COOK
Associated
Press
for a small landslide, but it
Writer
Mrs.
The final rites for
Postal officials say they are turned out to be an avalanAvery (Bill) Tabersof Melber
managing — so far — to cope che."
were held Sunday at one p. m.
James T. Hall, formerly of
Other officials said things
Funeral services for at the chapel of the Max
with the crush of packages
Puryear,Tenn., died Saturday
Prentice H. Colson of Murray Churchill Funeral Home with at 6:55 p. m. at a hospital in clogging the mails because of were going smoothly. Oscar B.
Route Six were held Sunday at the Rev. Stephen Cobb of- Marietta, Ga. He was 61 years a 15-state strike against Sloan, the postmaster in
2:30 p. m. at the chapel of the ficiating rand Mrs,. Oneida of age and a resident of 1896 United Parcel Service. But the Charlotte, N.C., said volume
situation may get worse as was up by 300 per cent. "But
Blalock-Coleman Funeral White as organist and soloist.
Brandywine, Atlanta, Ga.
we are handling it ... without
gets closer.
Home with the Rev. Buron
Pallbeaters were Mike and
The deceased was a Christmas
difficulty," he added.
in
any
first
negotiations
'The
Richerson of Trenton and the Ronnie Robertson, Danny
salesman for the Industrial
Donovan, the
James
Rev. Gerald Owen officiating. Tabers, Leo Murphy, Don John Deere Metropolitan more than a week are
A quartet composed of Stanley Harris, and Kathy Gorski. Tractor Company at Atlanta. scheduled for today. And one postmaster in Albany, N.Y.,
postmaster, in Springfield, agreed. -Our people have
Duncan, Rafe Brooks, Juanita Burial was in the Kirksey.
Born July 25, 1915, he was the
Mass., said, "Even a strike done a terrific job," he said.
Lee, and Bobbie Burkeen, Cemetery.
son of the late Richard J. and
settlement will not end our "But it could get a little sticky
with the ' latter as pianist,
Mrs. Tabers, age 72, died Lucy Richardson Hall.
so much is already later on when people start
provided the song service.
Wednesday at 10:30 p. m. at
Mr. Hall is survived by his problem,
mailing their - .Christmas
-Active pallbearers were St. Luke's Hospital, St. Louis,
in the pipeline."
Mrs. Vivian Harrii
wife,
Whether your holiday parcel packages."
Daniel and Ronnie Dunn, Mo. Survivors are her Atlanta, Ga.; two sisters, Mrs.
The Teamsters Union strike
up to you.
Jesse Arnold, Clyde Starkie husband, three sons, three
Melton (Elizabeth) Mar- is delayed is largely
. sisters including Mrs. Ruth J.
other began Sept. 15, and talks have
of
millions
Colson,Sid Vance and Thome!
the
to
And
John
Mrs.
shall of Hazel, and
sending gift been stalemated, with virColson. Honorary pallbearers. Smith of Murray Route Two,
C. ( Nell) Vickery and her Americans
tually no hope of a settlement
were Rodney, Billy, Odell, one brother, eleven grandduring December.
packages
M.'
Marietta,
John,
husband,
can
in time for the pre-Christmas
they
say
Aaron, and W. C. Colson, children, and five great
Authorities
The funeral has been
if
rush. The walkout involves
volume
extra
Arthur Vance, and Johnny grandchildren.
the
handle
scheduled for Wednesday, at
several issues — including job
—
early
Arnold. Burial was in the
mail
consumers
eleven a. m. at the chapel of
Outland Cemetery.
by Friday, Dec. 3, and security — and has idled 17,000
the Max Churchill Funeral parcels
employes of the delivery
died
66,
age
Mr. Colson,
by
Friday, Dec. 10.
cards
in
Home with burial to follow
service from Maine to South
are
cards
Friday at 12:20 p. m. in a
Christmas
Note:
(
the Murray City Cemetery.
affected by the Carolina. UPS workers in
traffic accident on Highway
directly
not
the
at
call
may
Friends
Final rites for Mrs. Edith
94, 5.8 miles east of Murray.
but postal officials are other areas have settled with
funeral home after two p. m. strike,
He was a retired farmer and a Mae Ham of Hamlin were held
to even out the the company, but the strike
trying
Tuesday.
member of the Sugar Creek Saturday at eleven a. m. at the
workload, just in case man- affects anyone who is sending
Baptist Church. Born March 9, Goodman Funeral Home,
power shifts are needed later a package to, or getting one
1910, he was the son of the late Frankfort, Ind. Burial was in
on. "We're trying to spread from,the East.
A spokesman for the Postal
William E. and Alice Falwell the McIntire Cemetery in
out the peaks and valleys,"
Service in Washington said the
Clinton County,Ind.
Colson.
said one spokesman.)
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Mrs. Ham, age 90, died EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
The Callowayl,man is surThe strike at UPS — the government had hired 9,069
by First of Michigan, Corp.. of
vived by his wife, Mrs. Luvine Vednesday at 2:35 p. m.at the Times
largest private extra employes and set up 29
nation's
Murray,are as follows.
processing
Dunn Colson, to whom he was Murray-Calloway County
carrier of packages — has auxiliary
12 *4
Inc.
in
the
East to
operations
amount
the
married November 25, 19l3; Hospital. She was a member Heublein
doubled
than
more
55'. -4
McDonalds Corp
6'. uric of bulk mail handled by the handle the added business.
two daughters, Mrs. Donald of the First Baptist Church, Ponderosa Systems
- 'S
42 ,
Clark
Ntost delays reported thus
-( Wanda ) Thorn, Murray Frankfort, Ind. Born July 21, Kimberly
574 -4 U.S. Postal Service in the
Union Carbide .
26's -4 East, and a sudden surge of far have been relatively minor
Route Eight, and Mrs. Danny 1886, in Boone County, Ind., W. R. Grace. .
26.11 '4
Owen (Glenda) Washburn, she was the daughter of the Texaco Elec.
last-minute business could — only a day or two. None of
General
. -4 cause severe problems. The the businesses contacted in an
123
Benton Route Nine; three late Daniel J. Stephenson and GAF Corp.
35'. unc
Georgia Pacific
Press spot check
sons, Prentice, Jr., Paducah, Rozella O'Brien Stephenson.
26'. -4 walkout also has boosted Associated
Pfizer 39.s
Survivors are one daughter, Jim Walters
Cleo, Almo Route One, and
shipping costs for firms which indicated that the strike was
164 -1-;
.
prei'enting it from complying
Glenn, Symsonia ; three Mrs. Eiola Baughman, North Kirsch...
43's -'4 normally receive stock and fill
Disney
Harold
son,
2re +-' orders via UPS.
with a new federal regulation
sisters, Mrs. Sudie Priester Liverty, Ind.; one
Franklin Mint
and Mrs. Mayme Vance, W. Ham, Hamlin, with whom
Arthur B. Morin supervises requiring companies to
Prices ot stocks of local interest at
to the Ledger &
Paducah, and Mrs. Emma she made her home; six noon today furnished
the regional bulk mail center deliver mail orders within 30
Co are as follows.:
twenty-two Times by!. M.Simon
Trewolla, Greenwood, Miss.; grandchildren;
handles most parcels days or offer customers a full
*-3 -82,, which
Industrial Avg
four brothers, Starkie, Sr., great grandchildren.
shipped to western New refund.
zi5 - -sv
The Max Churchill Funeral Airco
Almo Route One, Rule, East
3. -4
Motors
Elbert, Home had charge of the local Amer.
Mo.,
Prairie,
30 unc
Ashland Oil
-4
61'.
.
A. T.& T.
Paducah,and Alvis, Franklin; arrangements
554 -54
Ford
twelve grandchildren, one
+'s
71k
Gen. Motors
.
25 -1
Gen. Tire .
great grandchild.
-'s

To Be Wednesdar

Mrs. Edith Ham's
Rites On Saturday

STOCK MARKET

Calloway CounCITIZENS OF THE MONTH—Citizens of the Month for November at
school. Miss
the
at
seniors
both
Moms,
Don
Jerry
and
Falwell
Jill
are
School
ty High
son of Mr.
the
is
Morris
Two.
Route
Falwell is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ferry Falwell,
.
One.
Route
and Mrs. J. D. Morris,
Staff Photo by David Hill

Weather Causes Accidents And
Delays In Southeastern U. S.

By The Associated Press
Four members of a a train derailment Friday in
Freezing rain, fog and snow Lexington, Ky., family were Belt, Mont., 25 miles from
in much of the Southeast and killed and two were injured Great Falls.
other parts of the nation when their twin-engine
FIRE!
caused accidents and delays, private plane crashed at the
, N.Y. ( AP) —
ROCHESTER
of
atplans
fouling the travel
end of a runway while
thought she
employe
woman
A
thousands returning home tempting to land at an airfield
smelled smoke when ' she
g
Thanksgivin
the
Ky.
after
in Lexington,
walked by a closet outside Fire
weekend.
Temperatures in Arkansas Chief Marvin Drake's office.
President Ford, who spent ranged from,five degrees in She opened the closet door and
the four-day weekend at Camp the north to 20 in the south, smoke poured out.
David, Md., returned to and most of the state had "Fire!" she screamed.
Drake and another departWashington by car, rather freezing rain or snow.
than by helicopter, through
West Texas had record sleet ment employe quickly found
the problem: an overheated
steady rain and fog Sunday and siffnvfalls.
on fire radio equipamplifier
night. The trip from the
There was bitter cold
ment in the closet.
Catoctin Mountains took 95 weather in Minnesota, the They carried the apparatus to
minutes in bad weather and Dakotas, and Wisconsin with an open window and let it cool
26'.
Goodrich 273s Al
heavy traffic as other holiday below-zero temperatures off.
Gulf Oil
2944 -4
Pennwalt
travelers returned to the city. expected to continue through It happened during fire pre23's -4
Quaker Oats
30'. -".
A snowstorm that blanketed Monday. Brainerd, in north vention week.
Republic Steel
HOLLYWOOD,Fla.(AP) — Surles of Fort Lauderdale. "I
17k -4
The funeral for Mrs. Maria Singer
of Ohio on Sunday central Minnesota, had a
much
and
rifle
magnum
-4
9k
.44
a
used
"I was deathly afraid," says
Clarice Pigg was held Friday Tappan Union
18's unc
an estimated 400 reading of 25 degrees below
caused
Western
the
of
the back
264 unc Brenda Surles, 19, who shot a shot Satan in
at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel of Zenith...
traffic accidents in greater zero.
neck.
the
as
range
leopard at.close
Funeral services for Robert the Roberta Funeral Home,
A heavy snowfall Sunday
"Satan ran into the bushes Cleveland. There were no
ariimal sank its fangs into a
T. Jones of Coldwater were Mayfield,-iiith the Rev. Harry
..reports of serious injury. hampered the search for two
him
shot
I
So
him.
shot,
I
after
fleck,
trainer's
.. held Friday at one p.m. at the Yates officiating.
ac- - persons presumed dead in the
again and got him in the hip, Police said the worst
Pallbearers were Kenneth
chapel of the Max Churchill
Miss Surles, hired just last
11-car
separate
were
cidents
explosions and fiepq caused by
kill him."
Funeral Home with the Rev. Galloway, Johnny Tecken- Federal Slate Market News Service week as an animal keeper at but I still didn't
and 12-car pileups on Inter29, 1976
November
stable
in
reported
Kananga,
Johnson Easley and the Rev. brock, Steve Stanley, Mike Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market the Seminole Indian Village,
condition today at a local state 77.
8 Buying Stations
Gary Mohler officiating. Pigg, Don Plgg, and Phillip Report Includes1514
then joined the trainer in
Despite hazardous driving
Est, 500 Barrows &
Act.
Receipts:
in the
Music was by .Jimmy and Smith. Burial was in the Gilts mostly .75 higher with last Wed- hunting down the leopard's hospital with wounds
in many areas, the
conditions
Miss
with
went
back,
and
nesday Sows .50-1.00 higher
Farmington Cemetery.
Linda Wilson.
as it prowled among neck
mate
death toll
traffic
nation's
S34.75-35.00
lbs.
1-2 20D-230
Surles to search for the
Mrs. Pigg, age 64, died US
Serving as pallbearers were
$34 25-3475 tourists visiting the village.
.
US 1.3290.240 lbs. .
the long holiday
during
$33 00-34 25
J. T. Tidwell, James Cooper, Wednesday at four p.m. at the US 2-4 240-260 lbs
David W. Dickson, general
Miss Surles grabbed a gun
$31.50-33.00
US 3-4260-290 lbs. .
About 100 yards away, they weekend fell below predic- manager of the Tappan Co.,
Ira- Smith, Robert Hoke, Murray-Calloway County SOWS
Safety
Ross
National
the
by
heard
she
tions
when
Saturday
found the leopard's mate,
121.00-22.00
Leslie Douglas, and Robert Hospital. She was a resident of us 1-2 770-350 lbs
Murray, Ky., was elected to a
321.00-22.00 Kananga scream for help. The Angel, attacking a dog. Angel Council.
US 14300-450 lbs.
One.
Salem
the
Route
in
was
Farmington
Burial
Byrd.
12200-2300 leopard,
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.
Satan, had escaped when Satan atearly today, a highway three-year term on the board
By
named
119 50-21 00
Survivors are her husband, US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Cemetery.
already had its fangs in tacked Kananga. Miss Surles death count compiled by The of directors of Associated
Boars 13.00-16.00
Mr. Jones, age 71, died George Pigg; two sons,
Kananga, who had been shot and killed Angel. They AP had risen to 447. The Industries of Kentucky at the
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the William Ronald Ward and
changing a water pail in the found Satan a few yards away. Council predicted last week annual " board meeting in
12 Killed In
Murray-Calloway County Benson David Ward, both of
cage. Locked together, they Kananga killed the animal that between 450 and 550 Louisville this month. AIK is
LADIES CLUSTER
largest
Hospital. He was a retired Detroit, Mich.; one daughter,
persons would die between 6 Kentucky's
rolled out of the cage.
Crash Today
with a shot in the head.
farmer and grocer, and a Mrs. Sara Kathryn Turner, Train
employers.
of
association
"Ross yelled at me to shoot
Then, Kananga collapsed p.m. Wednesday and midnight
member. of the Coldwater South Fulton, Tenn.; eight
-ts./
eerDickson has managed the
NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP) —
cal
Miss
the
said
head,"
Satan
in
was taken to the hospital. Sunday.
and
grandchildren.
years.
United Methodist Church.
three
for
plant
Murray
The Mombasa-Nairobi
road
difficult
of
Because
eza
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
passenger train plunged from
conditions, many schools were He has been with the company
Jones,
Elizabeth Cooper
a washed-out bridge into a
closed today in Tennessee, for 29 years and was formerly
(Continued from Page 1
er . . .
Coldwater', Mayfield Route
flooding river in the big-game
including public schools in based at the Mansfield, Ohio,
r
Seven; two sons, Bonnie
plant as director of industrial
country of southeast Kenya make the trip from Louisville trucks had been dispatched to Nashville and Memphis.
Jones, Warren, Mich., and
early today.
to Cincinnati, normally a two- the most dangerous spots.
Travelers' advisories were relations for the Appliance
Charles Jones, Southhaven,
STAR SOLITAIRE
The inclement weather also in effect Sunday night for Group. He is now serving as a
The government-controlled hour trip. He said he saw a
Miss.; step daughter, Mrs.
Kenya News Agency said at number of accidents and 20 to caused the cancellation of highways in Kentucky, director of the Four Rivers
for
services
The funeral
Charles (Diane) Tipton,
least 12 people were killed and 25 cars abandoned along classes Monday in the Butler, Tennessee, Mississippi, Manufacturing Council of
and northern and central Alatama Western Kentucky, the
Coldwater; two stepsons, Delmon Carraway will be held their bodies were trapped Interstate 71 in northern Warren, Calloway
and and southeastern Arkansas. Murray Chamber of Comcounties
Ernie Sheridan, Murray, and Wednesday at three p. m. at inside the wrecked train.
Breckinridge
Jefferson County.
Jerry Sheridan, Coldwater; the chapel of the Max ChurA spokesman for the
Cloverport Independent The freezing rain was moving merce and the Murray6
At
p.m.
EST,
a
spokesman
two sisters, Mrs. Lillian chill Funeral Home with Bro. railway administration said for the Louisville Police school systems.
toward the South Carolina and Calloway Airport Board.
David, Mayfield, and Mrs. Tipton Wilcox officiating..
six passenger coaches,a mail Department said, "PracClasses also will be can- Georgia mountains.
He is a director of the
Pallbearers will be Tommy car and the locomotive
Holland (Haughty) Byers,
tically every call we're getting celled in Simpson, Christian,
rain and fog were Murray State University
Freezing
Murray; one brother, Otto Carraway, Loyd Hasty, Tracy crashed into the river.
Hart and Edmonson counties, forecast for much of the Industry and Technology
involves a car accident.Chester, Lynn Grove; eleven Carpenter, Robert (Bob)
The government radio
and bridges on the city of Bowling Green and Southeast today, and flash Council and is vice chairman
Overpasses
Johnson, Steve Johnson, Tim station had reported that they interstate highways in
grandchildren.
DIAMOND DUO SET
the in the Caverna Independent flood warnings were out in of' the Murray Red Cross
Johnson, Fred and L. D. were completely submerged Louisville area were par- school system.
Chapter.
Carolina.
South
Workman. Burial will be in the and that hundreds of dead ticularly
Also, school systems in
slippery, police said,
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Washington, Trimble, Owen,
were feared.
that
salt
and
adding
sand
Friends may call at the
Hardin, Larue,', Meade,
-The spokesman said there
funeral home here after six p. were many injured.
Bourbon, Graves, Shelby,
m. Tuesday.
Woodford and Trigg counties.
Mr. Carraway, age 60, died
In addition, classes at
Charlie B. Adams of Murray Thursday noon at the
Western Kentucky University
Route Seven died this morning Presbyterian
Hospital,
are cancelled today until noon
about 8:30 at the Murray- Albuquerque, New Mexico,
---- By KENNETH IMES
DIAMOND TRIO
EST and classes at the
Calloway County Hospital. He where he had resided for only
are
University of Louisville
was.78 years of age.
Many things seem wrong these days. More and more
a short time after moving
Area prevention, rehabilitation cancelled until 1 p.m. EST.
Purchase
The deceased had served as from Madison Heights, Mich.
The
complain that we have accepted, or at least
people
traffic
weekend
In other
a former Kentucky State He was a retired district Fellowship will meet Tuesday, programs, to encourage the
conditions and situations which people in
thlerate
45,
Trooper and with the manager 'of Ashland Oil November 30, at 7:00 p.m. at development of community fatalities, Douglas Wright,
generations would never permit. Complaints
previous
Saturday
killed
was
Alcoholic Beverage Control Company in Michigan and was 120W. Water Street, Mayfield. resources in order to integrate Maceo,
about personal pleasures - wild pleasures in
heard
are
Unit here. He was a member a member of the Madison This location is on the corner the offender of the law into the night in Daviess County when
Intellectual arrogance is seen in
behavior.
human
of the Sinking Spring Baptist Heights Church of Christ and a of South Eighth Street and community, to promote un- he was struck by car on U.S.
public officials who in some areas
and
politicians
some
Church and was born member of Masonic Lodge No. Water St, across from the derstanding of the offender, 60 just east of Owensboro,
MATCHING BANDS
seek votes through promises known to be morally and
February 10, 1898, in Calloway 468 of Highland Park, Mich.
First United Methodist and to encourage cooperation Pace saidzealots are seen inUnreasonable
wrong.
spiritually
no
Wright,
among the various agencies of • James C.
County.
Funeral services were held Church,
timidating authorities. Lunatic violence. Judicial
,the
correctional cycle. This relation to Douglas, of
Mr. Adams is survived by this morning in Ferndale,
of
processes and courts bOldly rebuffed. And to these
One of the main features
killed
was
Jamestown,
his wife, Mrs. Lillian Stephens Mich., with Masonic rites held the meeting will be the ap- means that th.: first offense of
TAW
you can add your own to an endless list.
complaints
Saturday night when he was
law
breaker
the
be
should
his
Adams, Murray Route Seven; there Sunday night.
people are bewildered by the dilemPurchase
the
intentioned
Good
plication for
eiir •
Kenon
vehiele
a
by
struck'
two daughters, Mrs. Alton
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Area Fellowship being in- last, a spokesman said.
ma of moral values turned topsy-turvy. What can be
said.
619,
police
Police
tucky
•
Murray
the
The
of
Paschall,
membership
ovelma )
Mary McNeely Carraway, corporated as a non-profit
done about it? For one thing it certainly is not helpful to
Route Seven, and Mrs. Betty Albuquerque, N. M.; one son, organization for the purpose of Purchase Area Fellowship is said they did not know
everything and everybody. And we certainly
DIAMOND EARRINGS
condemn
,
Jane Harmon„ Atlanta, Ga.; James (Jim) Carraway, and rehabilitation of offenders of referred to as.yolunteers in a Wright's age.
"new" concepts for correction of our faults.
need
don't
A.
,
said
Jeffrey
Police
community program in people
'
seven grandchildren; several one - grandson,
. • '4-S 7. .7 S., •
Jason the law.
It should be obvious we need more adherence to the old
helping people. Everyone is Smith, 12, Elkton, was killed
great grandchildren.
commandments. We need
10
the
to
Carraway, San Francisco,
obedience
rules;
'Saturday when the motorcycle
As stated in the By-Laws of cordially invited to attend the'
Funeral arrangements are California; two sisters, Mrs:
faith in religious reliance and an alliance with God.. .
MICHELSON'S
Area meeting and if interested he was riding collided with an
Purchase
incomplete, but friends may Euin Hale, Paducah, and Mrs. the
Home
on
507
Funeral
automobile
Kentucky
Churchill
H.
J.
of
0.
the
P.
Box
271,
purpose
Mayfield,
write
the
Churchill
Fellowship,
call at the Max
rfrele,1
Harmon Farmer, Memphis
two miles south of
201 South 3rd
Funeral Home after three p. Tenn.; half sister, Mrs. Lon* organization is to promote Ky. 42066, the fellowship about
County.
Todd
. Allegre in
J53-2411
citizen interest in crime spokesman said.
m Tuesday.
Downing,Shelbyville, Ind.

Funeral Held Here
For Robert Jones

Leopard Killed After
Attacking Its Trainer

Mrs. Pigg Dies At
Local Hospital

LOOK WHAT

Purchase Arec.
Hog Market

$99

Dickson Named To
Three-Year Term

funeral Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Carraway

BUYS DURING
OUR 1/2 MILLION
DOLLAR DIAMOND
CLEARANCE

Weath

Charlie B. Adams
Dies Here Today

Purchase Area Fellowship To
Hold Meeting Tuesday Night

THINK ABOUT IT!:

i

'
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The Murray Ledger & Times
proudly presents a

SPECIAL SOUVENIR EDITION
to commemorate

50 years of service to the community
by the Murray Chamber of Commerce
We at The Murray Ledger and Times pledge ourselves to continue to work with
The Murray Chamber of Commerce for an even better community in the next 50 years!

Proudly Celebrates

4

its

•

rrhe

Svecial Souvenir Edition
Mimi\ 1,e41:rer and

in

4

lion(laN. \member 29. 1976
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2. Notice

2 Notice

RAIRL'UT $1.00, Shave.
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street, Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-i'riday,
hours 8-1. Saturday 8-3.

by PfaliDgrall
Tan - r,lue - Brown White Sets and in cessJries.
Free Gift Wrapping.
Christmas lay-Away

FOR
WATKINS
PRODUCTS contact
Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.

mil Poplar

DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for information.
Reduce safe & fast
with GoBese Tablets
& E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drug,
109 S. 4th.

tre;! estimate
Out;ond,

36 2'ló.

E
Jr' AT 5 THE
ANi5i,LIER.TO
THE TeRD
QLIESTON4r_.>

loc
pro
rec
re!
nu:
Mt

PAP
wo
ph

Mt

0.1

lay
p.1
Pe
Ca
Ky

SHOP EARLY'
N'EASY

SHOL'L.:7
TELL -1'CL.'

3. Card Of Thanks

THANKS l',ARCIE „WE'LL
FROBAE3L'( BE THE ONL,
(
ONE5 IN THE WHOLE -CLASS
WHO'LL EPET IT RIGHT

NANCY
I'M TAKING
THIS BACK
TO THAT
NIFTY STORE

- -- ONLY A
COMPLIMENT
DEPT

COMPLIMENT
DEPT

EMI

Ha

%%fly

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

WE WISH to express our
Open til 9 p.m.
sincere appreciation
and thanks for the many
Until Christmas
acts of kindness and
for your
sympathy extended to
convenience.
us during the illness and
following the death of
Montgomery Ward
our loved one, Mr. Sam
1203 Chestnut
Givens. A special thanks
753-1966
is extended to Dr.
Murray, Ky.
Richard Hudson and
staff of the MurrayCalloway
_County
Hospital for the faithful 6 Help Wanted
services. We offer our
sincere thanks to those WANTED SOMEONE to
who sent food, flowers
stay
with
elderly
and cards, and to those
woman.
Light
who
visited
and
housework. No washing
rernembered us' in
or ironing. Call 753-3337,
prayer. We express'our
appreciation and thanks
to Bro. John Dale and
WANTED: RATE clerk
Bro. R. J. Burpoe for
trainee.
Must
be
their words of comfort,
capable of learning to
also to Bobby C. Stubread and interpret
blefield and the choir for
tariffs and willing to
the song service and to
work either an early
those who served as
morning or late evening
pallbearers. We apshift. Call Linda Watigh,
preciate the many
Paschall Truck Lines,
services and deep un753-1717, Monday
derstanding of all-lhe
through Thursday
personnel of the Blalockbetween the hours- of
Coleman Funeral Home.
1:30-3:00 p. m. An equal
May God's richest
opportunity employer.
blessings be upon each
of you. Mrs. Sam
Givens, Mr. Fouch WANTED
EXGivens, nieces and
PERIENCED meat
nephews.
cutter. Apply in person,'
Big John's.

NEED EXTRA INCOME? How about a
Tax Shelter for second
income. Call 753-7644
ask for Mr Duncan.

Experience preferred.
No phone calls please.
Apply in person...

Vernon's

DIRECT
COMPANY

Western
Store

DISTRIBUTORSHIP
PROFIT
MARK-UP 100%
VERY HIGH
VOLUME
BUSINESS
N
Aqh
,
64
seeks lOcal

Olympic Km

3
3
3
3
3

YEAR END
CARPET SALE!
Starts Mon. Nov. 29th & runs until all is Sold.
End of Rolls...9 ft. 12 ft. 15 ft. up to 40 ft. on some

•

pieces. Yoke the whole piece.

— NO SELLING!
ACCOUNTS SECURED
BY COMPANY
HUNDREDS - AVAILABH IN THIS
AREA
h and
You mayK ro,
all, to Our

r

IsOYS AND GIRLS. No
age limit, Do you need
Christmas money? Part
time
work available
immediately. One week
only. Tremendous
earnings. See Wayne
Linville at Murray
Inn, WedHoliday
nesday, December 1, at
4 p. m. sharp. Parents
welcome. No phone
calls.

Sales
Person
Needed

Gift Suggestions
for Christmas
Boys

Girls

Tobaggons
Sleeping Bags
Jeans
Pajamas
Knit Spoil Shirts
Dress Shins
Socks
Hanes Underwear
Belts-Shoes
Jackets

Slacks
Tops
Dresses
Panties
Socks
Car Coats
Dress Coats
Shoes

Shag, plushes, hi-low, many many styles and
colors. This is not junk...this is fine carpet.

Only sqoa sq. yd.

3
3
3

PASCHALL & SONS
CARPET

IMMEDIATE INCOME
WITH MONEY BACK
RE-PURCHASE
AGREEMENT
—
Men or women, ion or
part time This is not
tranch,se

TER,v1NAL
IN5IJBCVCINAT/ON

km 11 \
- "J
BLONDIE

$
i
ia

901-498-0733
S. • 6 days a week

CASH REQUIRED.
$4250
For tree brochure call
.80110,.:.1 t1596 toll tree
any r.
n,send Name
Addres.
Telephone
Numbe, IC

aTIVITInrrrInnrrarITZWVIZtr

DENNISON-HUNT
Sporting Goods

AELCO INC
510 Pi iza West Building
L l!tle Rock Arkansas

72205

Be Prepared
for
Christmas 1977

40 JO 40 014=040:,4
--:
.
40 46. ,---V—'11140t"
"
"V
198- .4040!
.01.041
34111.'"

PAT
-ARK'

OPEN YOUR

CHRISTMAS CLUB

COUPON

11

1
el

8 mi. So. of Murray, Ky. on 641

laY

44A

1
3
3
.3
I

a
11
Free Gift Wrapping with each and every purchase.
Shop SMIlle-Workmion for meaty PA& chanties* at ressonsble prim
We wreck% yew, liesimisslI
You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,
Layaway,Charge and Cash

4)
0 Am/.416.,i.6.asitia.
5CuNPE
5E4r0J5
vk,'HAT •
PROSLEN57

,.q
11
.!
3
3

SETTLE-WORKMAN

CASH ONLY NO CHECKS

'

tin
po
agi
res

emmIbmiIlia Mmobmi emictimi.tumzumiMicskimmammmimmi.ciac.mm.iN

6 Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

BEETLE BAILEY
YEAH, wE
3EETLF5 (
IN THE
BETTER
HO6PITAL-1.'-UM HJE
THERE' TILL.
TIME

tio

1QSELECTION
OF EXCITINg gIFTS
FOP EVEQYONE
OfV KUP LIST

Hon i;t1 reroF.

PO

t

SALE WEED EATERS,
The Original Delwce
model, $59.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

I.1%. t11.. .411...r1PCIIIMIPVIPIIIMIMI

Pr:piing
til,n-Tg in
\, nk ,incs and

lifeINNlifts atthe tghtPliceliere
cW;;;;a4E.

Starks
Hardware

; EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
ANHAT WE do best is
: care. NEEDLINE, 753-

.

Iron Stone
Dinnerware

PAW

TODAY

4

$300 OFF ON ANY ,

1111116
6

4

rfl

Leather or Suede Shoes

Bank of Murray

From These Famous Brands
( Adidas, Puma, Nike, Converse,
Pro-Keds, Tretorn,Fred Perry)
Cameo Gottl They Dec. 3, I976

IT CONTAINS SO 000
HUMAN HAIRS TO
WEAVE INTO
YOUR OWN WIG

nviT

Member

Ner

Dmocit SiMum. St
-Everything tor OM SP011 it tour lifeaaatt120aaa

THE PHANTOM.
vim,* ANO AM8019,5ACCIP 641ZI

1142TY-LANA..

LI'L ABNER

OUR 50CIET WE ASK A
—IF SHE'l, LIKE TO COOK HIS CROCKADL?
GIRL- TO SHARE HER LIFE WITH US,I-ERc CHOWDER. IF THE GIRL.SAYS"YES; NO.
THEY PUT IT IN A A4CRE ROMANT1C WAY__ FOWER ON EARTH CAN 54\i" >txj —
EXCEPT ONE!'
THE30Y ASKS THE GIRL-

aaaaZtietZt

tg-saclariCafatagingialadoinsa assiteennsMOM War Masa Nori

IrlinglitiOtaielii31161116,51=3,131110,26=a3OISX‘i MI,

1
i

a

W
,§\°
a
w cpe4\‘'
a
1
a
a
a
a
a
I
a
I
1 The Exciting

1

Id ,--.•, g
- - -y.-( 15w
5
a
a
a
a
a
5
a
Ia
W

1
- .,-4,
',.
k

W
SirnPlY 1
' Elegant I

f

t Look Of These
w Long Evening
Gowns Founerat
It-7-

pi
i

r.i. he Shon)case. f
Will Take"You
I

I

a
5

w

Through The Holidays
i5
With A Special Flair
!Come By Today And Make Your Selection!
2,
-imingistawskiameggismtvgamtvoittacccsoutemai.

ii

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

CitkAM
GIVE
ZENITH S
FINEST
MODULAR
STEREO
SYSTEM

I

a
a
i5
,priais

Mehl Iowa efoehsros seat root Ally. Sono, 111 sospefior 0.41. 17 wets
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pow. pet Amok .44. I ohms lesoo SO NI to II N,of es mot Nom 0.15. told Isonssook
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Tucker TV
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Toms LOVE TIE RESULTS

siguecrussarsittessimmesiEssassgssummusereotel
Lowrey

if

WAIT ABS nil%
6. Help Wanted

6 Help ranted

POSITION AS receptionist-coordinator with
local firm. Some college
preferred. Some typing
required. Send brief
resume including phone
number to P. 0. Box 577,
Murray, Ky.
PART TIME CLEAN up
apMature
work.
plicants. Men or women.
Man and wife team,
O.K. Probably 3 to 6
hours daily after 3:30
p.m. usually. Apply in
person only. Kentucky
Candy Company, Almo,
Ky.

LINGL CORPORATION,
Paris, Tennessee has
immediate opening for
experienced draftsman
with background in
machinery design and
mechanical
drafting.
For further information
and interview contact
Dave Katzer at 1-901642-9161.

9 Situations wanted
BOOKKEEPER - 18
years experience, full
charge construction
office. General office
work including accounts
receivable, accounts
payable, payroll, tax
forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 7539284.
10 Bume•, Opputunity

DISTRIBUTOR/JOBBER
Sales
Person
Needed
Experience preferred.
No phone calls please.
Apply in person....

EMPLOYEE to work in
Hardware store. Good
working conditions, full
time, advancement
for
possibilities
aggressive person. Send
resume to P.0. Box 32H

Boot
Country
Bel-Air Center

MAJOR BREATHMINT CO.
hes opening fie woe repose
jobber end several distributen.
Accounts established Iv/ C. Mbbey is ha time for satire region.
Distributers are part Hoe fee 410 been meekly in their lead
area. Excoptiosial isonsisegs
both categories. Investment
required, secured. Write Ovine
*sae isseber to: Moises,In
32, movrtirerev, CA 91/240
14 Want To Buy

tasirawatemstaiOW WitWW2=21111111021112tud V=MCNgat

Murray Home

WANT TO BUY wood
lathe. Ca11,753-2494.

2

Murray, Ky.

Toastmaster

WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days,753-9339 evenings.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone437-4291.

9

99

PERCOLATOR

11.Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

18.Sewing Machines

SINGER
SEWING
Machine, zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-3548619.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444-6865
Paducah,Ky.
WHITE TRACTOR and
combines. Hillsboro
grain trailers, Gravity
beds. A & I Ford Supply
on Highway 54 W in
Paris.

EAU WWIOW ttatitillESIK WetSOX VS:1

idtt

Islar idig TMfed W./

amlismaxamaxwmanamaymizaxsimgysimily

c

True Value

Make o list of what you want to give that
from

i

I

The Shoe Tree I

IiimansimanivsoliMasilimassimaissalaKvini

Shoes

sat%

Aligner Scarf

Aigner Key Ring
Pant Soots

Nose

Boots

Ri-ofods
Evening Bags

EP ""lif Shoes

Slicker Boots
"
NI Knee Socks
"we

4F"

aligner Coat
Nousehoes
Cigarette Case

0

Coin purse

Quasa
"
Big 12
B&

W T.V.
Only

$9995
Complete Line of
Color Portable & Console

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
Uncle

ffs Shopping Center

753-3037

Where Your Dollar Buys A Dollars Worth
A Small Business That
Offers You 14 Savings

Vlberir

,„.

An Orchestra of 1
sound
with just one finger!

my truelove
gave to me...

3
1

:111.

all tfle bills.
Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas next year.

True Value True Value True Value

PUBLIC NOTICE
BUY YOUR ENTIRE CHRISTMAS THIS WEEKEND
AND CHARGE IT...NO MONEY DOWN & NO INTEREST!
Never Before An Offer Like This In Murray

Thursday., Fri., & Sat. Only!
December 2nd, 3rd & 4th
8:30-8:00

Montgomery Wird
1 203 Chestnut
753-1966
Murray, Ky.
FIREWOOD, ALL hard
wood available. Custom
cut. Free delivery,
$17.00 per rick. Call 7538536.
TWO FISHER speakers,
12" woofer. $75 pair.
Phone 436-2430 or 7535058.
WANT TO SELL Sears
electric mimeograph
machine. Call 753-2494.
SALE
WOOD
HEATERS, brick lined,
cast iron grates, thermostat controlled.
Porcelain enamel
cabinets, $179.95
$189.95, $199.9. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
COIN COLLECTION
worth $20,000. Willaell in
$1,000 lot at wholesale.
For appointment call
753-9232.
SALE - Chain Saw
chains, 3,1"
5 or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

For
Christmas

1
3
3
1
3

True Value

Until Christmas
for your
convenience.

This Christmas

t special lady of yours

Magic Genie does all the work... and you'll have
all the fun! Let us show you how much music you
can make with just one finger.

en the
'mg
Orisitoas

Join our Christmas Club.
806 INTERNATIONAL
Conrad
'
s
Pianos
!
tractor, 12 ft. Inter- w
a O
v
fiAl PEOPLES BANK
r
national wheel disc. 5-16
& Organs
Sal 1412.0
1,41
in. semi-mt. plow.. Two
Phone 753-1424 1
row Ford drill. Call 395- I Olympic Plaza
a
7463.
glallialfAK/11111ElOWISIMIWK IftiftlAWIAMAStittlIWILINIVASIS
C.411 C411
,
tAillaNION.41.Nillitta.
eN01.41102.4110:4111A1101.10.tkla thda •

Open til 9 p.m.

Coffee-Maker

You can play by Christmas
If you can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a
button, you have all the talent you need to play a
Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.

NEW FORD TRACrORS
and equipment. Parts,
sales.and service at A &
I Ford Supply, Inc. in
Paris on Highway 54
West for low,low prices

15.Articles For Sale

Stainless-Steel
4 to 10 Cup
Automatic

'I

:1

19. Farm EQL,oment

GOOD USED combine.
Call 492-8225.

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

1

Magic Genie 44

& Auto Store
Northside Shopping Cntr.

1

COUCH,
HIDE-A-BED
dark green vinyl, very
good condition': $50.00.
Call 436-2448.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good
condition. Call after 5,
753-9846.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
ASPHALT
blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Ltimber Co., 104
Maple St.
40" WHITE FREE
standing G. E. electric
stove with glass oven
door. Used 3 months.
Call 492-8754.

CD

Just A Small Way To Say Thank You
For Your Business

0
CD

an4

It's Unbelievable...But True!

Buy From '55 to '500

co

CD

WORTH OF MERCHANDISE! ALL ITEMS IN STORE,
INCLUDED! ANY AMOUNT UP TO $500.

y NO MONEY DOWN
V NO INTEREST (For 12 Full Months!)'
I.NO CARRYING CHARGES
1.12 MONTHS TO PAY At No Interest

CD

:D

Open Sundays 1-6

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

riaivaate
HARDWARE

sroREs

753-2571

PAGE
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WEST BEND.

a
3

Slo-Cooker

4

Murray Supply
2081.Main
Co., Inc. 753-3361 .4
lot 101 l!tuft' qlT ttlt
141),
HUH' )011 !lila

Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners

(753-7467)
Buckingham
Ray
Dinetand Center
Open Sun
1 to 5
Until 8 p m Fri

Graham
Jackson
Court Shuare
Until 8 p m Fri

Buckingham Ray & Graham
Jackson have the perfect
solution to your Christmas gilt
dilemma We have Santa's staff,
1rMa Nicks and Willett' Richardson, manning the telephone
with our Dial-A-Gift plan. DialA-Gitt enables you to contact us
and let Us do the worrying
about that hard to choose gift.
Just call Willett' or Irma and
hey will see that your gift is
selected by one of our experts,
wrapped by one of our
specialists and delivered to you
in time for you to enjoy this
OEMS SeiS011 So that you can
see Santa's helpers at work.
Willett' and 1rMa will be
stationed in Graham Jackson's
window preparing fhose sure to
please gilts. But it you are
unable to get out to. see them,
just call 753-51(OP and their
gilt selection Will bring the
holiday season to you. Dial-AGift gives you the chance to
shop Murray's two finest men's
stores, Buckingham Ray and
Graham Jackson, with just the
touch ol the phone. All of Santa's helpers at Buckingham Ray
and Graham Jackson wish you
and yours a Happy Holiday

,
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LARGE DAIRY
We are looking for a responsible man, woman or man
and wife team to help with general herd health,
breeding and milking. Good salary, home and insurance
furnished. If you enjoy dairying, I am the man to contact Call: 988-3920 or write:

Rex A. Sutton,
2,
Route Hampton, Ky. 42047
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Shop For
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Guys & Gals
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Dixieland
Shopping Center
Chestnut St.

753-0113
Steve R. Norma Bell

Call
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PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
References
qualified.
available. Call 753-0296.

Bankroll Card

753-SHOP

. . ‘1111

fowl?! 14)1 N1/11.

help ‘',an Imre the beste
pnriv eye/.

NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
between
Benton
at
Mayfield, turn
Harvey. Call 527-8955.

-AGIFT
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22. Musical
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NORLADIES
THWESTERN golf
clubs Betty Jameson
model. 5 irons -3 woods.
Used only one summer.'
Call 247-5443 or 498-8291
after 5:00.
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SHOT GUNS, pump and
automatic. 14" chrome
wheel and tires, F-78.
Call 753-0655.
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MExcluslve Deep Grain Safari R
•StIlled Midas Lock DesIga

20% Off
On Tape Cases & 8 Track 8 Cassette.
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Gift Certificate Available On Anything

29. Mobile Home Rentals

43 Real [slate

MO3ILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera .Courts.
Call 753-3280.

FOR SALE - 80 acres,
house,five miles East of
Hardin. Near lake.
Terms. Call 1-313-2927180.

mayouzismaxscesnimmessmincesucssX13wait

L

31 Want To Rent

WANTED, TWO or three
bedroom home to rent.
Have excellent local
references. Call 7534080.

CONRAD'S PIANOS
Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western...,
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT nice small
at
apartment
300
Woodlawn.$60.
36 For

23 Exterminating

Winter is
Coming!
NOW is one of the best times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs. spiders. all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for
a place to hibernate-under your
home Its warm, they are out of
the bad weather ••0441,„
owned & operated
•Cellewey CO.

Rent Or ,Lease

FOR RENT OR LEASE.
retail siore building on
souih side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. I..
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472333

THINK

FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.

,iroisnc*eoA. 01/111110NO RINGS

37. livestock

Furches Jewelry
Murray, Ky.

East Side Court Square

11111.41411

Supplies

GENTLE PONY mare, 4
years old with Yearling
colt. $50.00 for both.
Phone 436-2430 or 753.
5058.
FOR SALE: Registered
polled Hereford bulls.
From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.
Bred and open heifers.
Phone 901-247-5487.

fri
Phone 753-3914

38 Pets • Supplies

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest Control

c==,c
c=:)
c=3 c

100 South 13th

•

24. Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or camper's.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

?",,Urthe green door'ete

ALL PURPOSE Heavy
Duty trailer. Dual axel,
new tires. Call 436-5346.

Soaps for me▪ n, women, and children. From 9
foreign countres and the U.S.A. Wall hangings
from Peru! Sheets bs, Vera and Ann Klein,
Belgium linen place mat'., and wicker and bamboo shelves for the bath room. Come See Me!!!
_z?

SALE - FIREPLACE
enclosures with glass
doors, your choice of
sizes and finishes.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
SALE,- TIMEX watches. All models, 20 per
cent discount. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn

Chestnut Street

Dixieland Center

Ot

Gifts
ft

AKC REGISTERED
German Shepherd
puppies. White and
black and silver. Call
753-6412 or 753-0957.
FOR SALE-Afghans.
Exceptional show
quality pups. Available
/ from show breeding
kennels. Call 753-0693.
43. Real Estate

Gifts
Gifts

PS Open Sundav from 1 ; f n till 8 p

_

PERFECT HOME!
PERFECT LOCATION!
In Canterbury. Like
new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
Has lovely
room.
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore,753-7724.

;

1 2 Price Sale 1 2 Price Sale
On Certain
A Selection
Types Of
Of Plaques
and Misc. Items Needle Point

i;„,, with coupon

20% OFF
• On All Colored

Jute

WE HAVE ALMOST EVERYTHING IF NOT WE CAN GET ITS
SCHOOLS & CLUBS WELCOME
t's

753-0859

‘
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.. And Very MIKA Today

We're Different...Unique

753-7701

SHOP 32'x44' on 1 acre lot
hewed and air compressor. Call 753-7370.

j
ewela.r

3-5-10 Speed & Moto-Cross

Bikes

.

Christmas Lay-Away
We'll Store Your Purchase
Until Christmas

Specializing In All

.

*Complete Line of Parts
& Accessories
•Back Packs • Book Racks

Bike Repair

753-0388

Dixieland Center, Chestnut Street

11'-rs?-.*rot
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Tree of Life
Dixieland44 enter

4

Layaway Now
For Christmas
Salton Peanut Butter Machine

'12"

Salton Yogurt Maker
Happy Baby Baby Food Grinder

erltcr

1

Plant
Sale!
20% off any plant with this coupon

gr
Coupon

20%
IL
ricsmiermignmsfammigam,11:gsatlanagew

1E1

Spoke &
Pedal

75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm-all fenced
ponds.
good
with
modern stable with
water and electricity,
other outbuildings on
beautiful rolling land.
Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
view.
lovely
with
Reasonably priced so
phone us at KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, for more information on this choice
property.

Attache Cases Hanging Bags
I 2 3 Sorters. Shoulder Bags
and over-niters

Off Any Plant With This Coupon

Ain

BEADS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM
Informal basic is "the" bead of the day.

2000 Off On All
Luggage In Stock

Dixieland Shr pp in

r341

JUST ARRIVED IN TIME FOR THE
HOLIDAY SEASCINS...A SELECTION OF
BEADS AT SALE PRICE
Make your own necklaces & Save at
our low prices.

FOR SALE - good older
frame , house on five
acres 's of land, 3
bedrooms, 1 large bath
and good well, has
carport and one outbuilding. This 5 acre
tract has over 3 acres
tendable and is fenced.
Located 4 miles from
cherry
in
Murray
Corner Community on
blacktop road. Priced to
sell at $14,500. Call 7536072 or 753-5159 after
5:00.

Shop Early
-for Chiisimas!

1973 PYRAMID 12 x 65.
Three bedroom,2 baths,
all electric, air condition. Call 753-4095.

1973 12 x .60 2 bedroom
Homette, all electric,
furnished.
partially
Underpinned. Must sell
for $3,900. Call 753-2328
or 753-4732.

1201 Chestnut
753-1314

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

LAKE PROPERTY! This
is the time of year to get
a bargain in lake
property. Contact us for
details about our many
listings in Lakeway SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
Shores, Panorama, Pine
woodland near KenBluff, and some new
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft.
areas near the lake. Call
frontage on county road.
753-8080 or come by 105
Can be financed. Call R.
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
A.Worris,436-2473.-Real Estate.

27 Mobile Home Sales

1972 12 x 60 mobile home.
Two bedrooms, gas.
$5,500. Call 753-3185.

iWtiti
encal
Steak and Pizza
House

*KsztEncEMEtaccollSOltziNSattoisszmusrxx slossoicsofsts4

SALE.
MOVING
Tremendous savings on
all homes,before move
to new location on Highway 69-641 S. 24 wides
from $11,999 for completely furnished 24 x 60.
Several used 12 aides.
Paris Mobile Homes,
1305 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn.

47A

shh9STU. UNDECIDED."

Twin Lakes Office Products
314 Main 753-0123

k

es

4

Jacks Food Dehydrater
Acme Juicerator Model 5000
Acme Juicerator Model 7000

20% Off
15%°

"
'4

$49"
$129"
$169"

.All Items When
You Pay by Cash

. All Items When Using
Master Charge o'r Bankamericard

Mows: Deily 9:00.6:00
Friday 900-100
Closed Sundays

Jerrie Parkins, Owner
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FOR RESULTS 41.

OrSTRISPOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
BILLNINS 59 ANNUAL MARKET
„
ST 000 00 NIVENTORy RETURNS $2.10000 4
204:1
EXCELLENT PART OR FUEL MBE INCOME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to distribute pm• sold advertised World
Famous ALKA•SELTZER BAYER ASPIRIN, DRISTAN,
ANAC IN, TUMS, etc Restock Company secured accounts
weekly

NO INITIAL SELLING, INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY!
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS!
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, $2895 00-$5640.00
Applicant should have car, minimum at 6 spa". his 4.16.141,,
reliable and eligible to assume business responsibilities with
in 30 days If you meet these requirements, have the
pec %%%%% y cash investment, and sincerely want to own you,
Own business, then write today and include
Phone number to

TRANS WORLD INOUSTRIES..INC
:
P. MARIIETING DIRECTOR DEPT 10-19401 Aero Space Driver
•16

Saint Lou.s.rel.ssourt b.J144

•r•
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Murray Paint &
Hobby Center

Pl)

YOUR insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.

Macrame Kits 8. Supplies
ati

(tiv

SELL YOUR FARM
through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase hcreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

FOR ALL'

Estes Rockets & Accessories
Balsa Wood Airplane Models
H.O. Train Sets & Accessories

--

43 Real Estate

And Much More!

tr4

Wallpaper 8 Accessories
Are Also Available

tr$

614 S. 4th Street
Call: 753-7363

teatztattazatittutazzazzattaa

93 ACRE FARM 'Rated in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used
as a cattle farm. This
farm is reasonably
priced.
John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-7531 or call
Brice Ratterree, 7535921.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 SILVER GREMLIN
X. Really nice. $1180.
CO 436-2502.

1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.

W.
V.
1968
SQUAREBACK. Runs
good. Radio. Body fair.
$500 or best offer. Call
767-4789.

1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
III. Excellent condition.
White with blue vinyl
roof. $1050 or best offer.
Call after 5,753-8965.

1970 FORD LTD,2 dr. h. t.
Double power and air.
Runs good. $550.00.
Phone 1-3546217.
1970 NOVA, 2 door, 6
cylinder. Good condition.- New tires. Call
489-2648 after 4 p. m.
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 miles.
Air condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.

the leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to
introduce automatic defrost, load cook'and vori-temp.
Model No. 418

ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.

,

•

White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.
•

46. Homes For Sale

Boot Country
Sel-Air Center

Murray
"Hooks for every activity under the sun."

Savings up to 50% for the entire family,
over 2,000 pair of boots on display. While
there register for over $1,500.00 worth of
gifts to,be given away.

FREE: Thunderbird

Mini-Bike valued
at over $500.00, boots, and many other
misc. items. Also from now until 24,
Dec. '76 we will give away 1 each day.
The Self-Defense Product of The Future.

9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday

FOR SALE
Bids will be received until 4:00 p. m. on December 9, 1976, at the office of the Murray Water &
Sewer system, 401 Olive Street, Murray, Ky. for
a 1965 G530 Case Backhoe-Loader. The machine
may be inspected at the water treatment plant at
2nd & Elm Street. The City reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.

THREE BEDROOM
brick home on 100 x 150
ft. lot. More land
available if wanted.
$27,500. Call 753-&500.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
280.
Highway
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 7532204 after 2 p. m. •

ROY HARMON'S CarShop.
penter
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.

with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST,
VARI COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VARI TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
DIGITAL CONTROL. All these and more from
Litton.

George Hodge s
& Son Inc.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley; 7530708.

205 5:5th.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home with 142
baths, family room with
marble
beautiful
fireplace, new carpeting
throughout, all built-ins.
Located 6 miles West of
Murray on 2 acres of
land with new 'storage
building, small pond and
stable for horses. Call
4354566.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1,1 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
47 Motorcycles
1975 550 HONDA, with
windjammer, 4500
actual miles, A-1 shape,
$1,000 Firm. Call 4362590.

51
1964 V. W. BUS. Motor
excellent. Body rough.
$400. Call 767-4789.
1974 FOUR WHEEL
DRIVE Chevrolet
pickup. Power brakes
and steering. Air condition. Tilt wheel. Big
tires and wheels. Extra
nice. $3500. Call 753-6779
or 753-4487.
1970 LTD,power steering,
brakes, 351 V-8,
Power
automatic. In good
condition. $700. Call 7537930 after 5 p. m. •
1972 V. W. FOR SALE.
Red. In good cocinition.
Priced to sell. Call 7531724.
1971 LTD Brougham, 9
pass. station wagon.
Double power and air.
Factory-AM radio and
stereo tape deck. 56,000
Actual miles. $1300.00.
Phone 3546217.

Services Offered

DO
WILL
HOUSEKEEPING 3
days a week, would
prefer 6 hours a day.
Have references. Call
753-7694 or 753-2282.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum
or
vinyl awnings.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating'. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
CERAMIC
TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate, mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD, pickup truck,
F-100, V-8, automatic,
$2,800.00. Call 753-7861
between 9 and 5.

TOYS FOR EVERYONE
ihe

1965 DODGE, four door.
$250.00. Call 753-9323.
•,$

Shopping
Center

DODGE POWER wagon.
Four wheel drive. 1973
model $2,250. Call 7535532.

753-9096
%1#

Lay-A-Way Now
For Christmas

Register for Free' Lionel Train to
be given away Nov. 10, 1976. No ml
A- Purchase Necessary.
e

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

RARE
1970
Dodge
Challenger, factory 426
street hemi engine, 4
,
r speed transmission,
Daina Super 60 rear end
and more extras. For a
AP
0 . real deal call 753-6564:
Yi%
ce 14

;IN

09‘
441•At..1973 FORD LTD, 2 door,
•vin' yl top, AM-FM radio,
\` Open 10 a.m. til 8 p.M. Friday & Sat.
full power, 23 channel C.
B. $2195 or .best offer.
(10 til 5:00 MonAlsurs.)
;
4C521
a 41. after 6 p.m. 435-

Pre
Christmas
Sale

Will Hold For Xmas
Lay-Aways

Corvette
Lanes
rt

m fel m

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
put
Wilson'
and
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
L10EN$ED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO jbb
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

Sow
•
•
Fire
753-1441

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

B-J WILSON Trucking.
Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474.8854,527-1969, or
527-1315.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, ane
institution rugs come
steam
by
clean
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
'ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

FOR-SALE
1976 Olds-Cutlass Salon, very good condition,
fully loaded, air condition, power steering,
power brakes, 350 V-43, automatic transmission,
AM-FM stereo, tilt wheel, cruise control. Front
bucket seats-and console, vinyl roof, rear window defogger, power windows and locks, radial
tires, remote control mirror, etc. $4,800. Call 4742211, Room 116 after 4:00 or leave message.

id,.tide.th,pk
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Girls & Boys Western

474-8841
Anderson- Electric Inc.
wi cam de Zenith

c
,
A,'sae Dap OdeOkeeekeelkie
Mem, Styles to

40%

Jeans

40% OFF

OFF

Men's
Reg. $150.00

Dingo & Frye
BOOS Reg. $65.00

Suits

a

$29" & $35"
thaatia.csaise...aecsasioasthaacios civis Nal

Men's
Reg. S85.00

Vernon's
Sport Coats ;Western Store
9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sun
$3500
753-91*5 Olympic Man

.•

fres
Termite Inspection
Flies. Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100S 13th St
Murray, Ky

753-6952

753-3914
ELECTRICAL WIRIND
RESIDENTIAL &
COMMERCIAL
&
Service

4744841 733-7202
24 Hour Service

Hobby, Crofts, Porn,
end Wellpsper
Open SOC. m
to 1 00 p

Anderson Electric
& Fred's Repair

753-9332

753-1959
474-2264

Taber's Body
Shop

Paper
Hanging
Painting

24 Hour Wrecker Ser

753-7588
Mercy
Professional
Ambulance
Corp.

Bulldozing
Prompt, dependable
Three
service.
bulldozers to serve
you.

Steven Alexander
W Lyons

BAGS
Poison
Control
Center

Police
753-1621

Murray. Ky.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-3134
753-3303
753-6177

Eic,titeni
trleTtlat

Ttll Eioughton
Box ti8

Quality Service
Company
753-9290
Commercial, residential, , industrial 414
Refrigeration #
We Service all bran
(is

QERKrs
502-492-8837
11%.i, 641
6 Mile,South
Je-ry McCoy, Owner
& Operator

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

vice

753-0961
r,

to

vShirt & Jean Sets
OFF
v Suits
All
Leather Coats
Turquoise
40% OFF
Jewelry
Namebrand 40%,

753-5793

Murray Calloway
County Hospital
753-5131

to
In

Reduction
Sale

House, garden, auto,sewer, power and concrPte.tooLs and ete

RADIO, TELEVISION. CI'
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

753-7363

rupirl

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
Sandy Harmon,753-4484,

Hinman's Rentals

6145 4th St

14

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 9131-247-5569.

802 N 18th

Hobby Center

-

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

clip it from
This alphabetized page will run see'kls
the paper and sa for hands reference I

Murray Paint

1415 Main St.
753-2202

WILL DO ROOFING,
Repairing, siding or any
type of repair work on
house. Call 753-5743 or
753-4706.

51 Services Ottered

Dial-A-Service

Hwy,94E8st
Sam.to 9p rn_ Toes ,Wed and
Tows 9 aro to Hip m. Fri and
Sat Closed SuTi and Mon

10% Off itgr.
BALLS

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

DOZER, LOADER,
AND
backhoe work. Grading, -PAINTING
paperhanging by the
and
hauling,
hour or job. Free
bushhogging. Free
estimate. Coll 753-8343.
estimates. Call 436-2382.

Warranty Service

26 Nov. -24 Dec.'76

SHOES

CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining. GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
Call 753-8090.
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
replacement. M and G
of electric heat, air
Glass,
condition, appliances, Complete
Dixielahd
Shopping
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30 Center,753-0180.
Years experience. Gall
MOBILE HOME anchors,
436-5676.
underpinning,
awning, and
aluminum
CONLAKELAND
roofs seated. Call
STRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood, evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
Panorama Shores area.

ZeZeze

Litton

lora

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
free
for
753-2310.
estimates.

BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
1972 JEEP COMMANDO,
needs.
4 wheel drive. V-8
automatic, power pAINTING, EXTERIOR
steering. Will trade for . * and interior, new and
pickup or van. Call 753old work, with years of
7975.
back experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.
19731. H. Scout II t 2 x 4)
UPHOLSTERING
power steering, power
custom and specializing
brakes, automatic
in antiques. Call 753trans., positraction and
9232.
luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436BULLDOZING, prompt
2136 after 4 p.m.
dependable service.
Three bull dozers to
50. Campers
Free
you.
serve
Steven
es.unate.
Call
16' TRAILER, camper.
Alexander at 753-1959 or
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.

1973 GREMLIN. One
owner,low mileage. 1969
El Camino, automatic,
V-8. Call 489-2595.

1 Services Offered

51 ServiLes Uttered

51. Services Offered

5 45 fig 5
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1301

Ky.

Chestnut Murray,

753-5397
102S 4th St
Murray. Ky
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Cigarette
•

'Enriched Flavor breakthrough brigs
unprecedented taste tolow tar smoking
Today there's a way to get real taste from a
cigarette without high tar.
That's the report on a new taste
discovery called 'Enriched Flavor.
A way to pack flavor—extra
flavor—into tobacco without the
usual corresponding increase
in tar.
The cigarette packed with
'Enriched Flavor' tobacco is
remarkable new MERIT.
If you smoke, you'll be
interested.
TestsVerify Taste
In tests involving thousands
of smokers of filter cigarettes,
the majority reported

• MERIT delivered more taste than five current
leading low tar cigarettes having all the way up
to 60% more tar.
Repeat: delivered more taste.
In similar tests against 11 mg. to
15 mg. menthol brands, MERIT
MENTHOL was reported to
deliver as much—or more
than the higher tar brands tested.
You've been smoking "low tar,
good taste'' claims long enough.
Now smoke the cigarette.
MERIT.
Unprecedented flavor at 9 mg.
tar.
One of the lowest tar levels in
smoking today.

OPhalip Morris Inc 19-6

9 mg...tar:' 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
ME RITaki MERIT MENTHOL
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